
Please explain your rankings of 
spending priorities. 
 
I have not had air in my room and I will not get it this year The room down the hall with only books 
and furniture has air conditioning, but I and my students are stuck in hell. However, my new students 
do not have any Chromebooks and they are falling behind. My students who have had their 
Chromebooks for two years not are needing replacements.  It is unacceptable that our students don't 
have even the basic technology here at school to learn. 
The internet access at my school site is unreliable. This makes it more difficult to plan and execute the 
lesson plans that help students to be successful. Also, proper heating and cooling are necessary to 
provide an environment where students can learn.  
. 
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 
Building safety has to come first. Everyone is suffering from higher stress due to covid and poverty. 
Students are suffering. We are losing staff at all levels. Stop handing down more work and pay us well 
and especially pay us for additional work that we do. All of the above are important, but if we cannot 
retain staff none of the initiatives matter. We need safe, healthy working conditions which includes 
building safety and more support by actual humans, not mandates. So, if additional paid time for staff 
is an option, please do it. Maybe we won't lose so many people. My school does not have a nurse. 
This has a ripple effect on staff and students.  
I personally have computers in my office that are so functionally slow it makes by job nearly 
impossible to do.  
The top priority should be technology and internet connectivity.  I am unable to perform my job 
duties when Synergy is down.  The District needs to resolve the frequent Synergy outage issues.  
Thank you! 
Student learning is being impacted by uncomfortable and dangerous building conditions.  
Additionally, the internet sucks and continues to prevent learning - therefore, if we don't have access 
to reliable, high speed internet, "unfinished" learning cannot take place. I don't know how the largest 
school district in the state lack access to basic functioning operations.  
I do not support an extended school year. 
We have had to put an emergency work order for the hvac unit.   
Sitting in a classroom that will not cool past 85 degrees makes teaching and learning impossible. 
Running 4 fans causes teachers to scream in order to be heard.   Basic needs, technology and cooling. 
I appreciate the thousands of dollars in masks, but a reliable HVAC and internet is more important.  
APS buildings are in shameful condition. Buildings need renovation including HVAC systems.  And APS 
needs to invest in technology that is current and in working condition. 
Students and teachers should be working in environments that promote health and safety. Teachers 
are already risking their lives with COVID. It is inhumane to increase the risk and potential for 
additional problems.  Students are suffering from potential trauma and lack of emotional growth due 
to the COVID epidemic. Students need proper tools to do their work. We cannot ask the student to do 
something when we don't provide the tools to do so.    *** Additional pay (and time off) for staff*** 
HVAC is foundational and needs to be taken care of ASAP. I am acutely aware of the lack of tutoring 
options for our stuggling MS students and would love to see some solutions for that.  
AC units that are not working are top priority.  



The Sandia High School heating and cooling are not functioning properly. I also believe staff needs 
more incentive to work given COVID risks. Sandia had a shooting the other day. We need to have 
more reasons to risk our lives for work everyday 
I was hired to teach Computer Graphics. My classroom is not equipped with software, working 
computers, stable internet, or any materials, texts or otherwise.  
1st. The main role of school is to teach.   2nd. We are in more need than never of fill in students gap 
from previous year. 
Clearly our buildings are in desperate need of repairs, and we don't get this kind of opportunity very 
often. Fix all that we can while we can, the rest is on-going and will need to be budgeted long term. 
It was very hard to rank the items as all are important.  There are plenty of Social and Emotional ideas 
and lessons for free on the internet so it was easy to rank that as the 5.   
In my class of 18 students I have 1 Child reading on grade level. Everyone else is at least 1 or more 
grades behind in reading and math.  
I believe that ensuring technology is equitably accessible for all students is the top priority so the 
district can ensure every student is continuously participating and learning in their classes.  

 
HVAC is impacting the health and well-being of our staff and students on a daily basis. The 
temperatures are affecting learning, classroom engagement, nurse visits, and these in turn all affect 
mental health of everyone on campus.   HVAC is also a concern because not all rooms have adequate 
outdoor ventilation and solely rely on the vents that open into their room. For schools during regular 
school years, this is a concern. During an ongoing pandemic, it is a great concern!  More mental 
health services are needed and staff need time built into their day to access these services for 
themselves.   As far as nursing services go, visiting vision screens, dental screens, etc. would be great 
to help catch issues before they turn into larger problems. These visits should be as frequent at 
Middle Schools and High Schools as they are at Elementary Schools.   Internet access for students at 
homes is an ongoing issue and needs to be addressed, especially if teachers are assigning a great deal 
of online work. 
Academics can only be addressed in APS if students are safe and comfortable. I need to take my 
students outside every afternoon because my classroom is so hot. The focus on technology feels 
impractical when our school district doesn’t even have reliable wifi. 
So many students and teachers are dealing with unreliable tech and internet. I can only do about 1/4 
to 1/3 of my work at school due to terrible internet access. I can't print anything. I'm working 6.5 hrs 
at school then 3-14 hours at home ever day including weekends trying to keep up. It is ridiculous 

 
Our school and many others need serious maintenance work done to have safe and healthy 
environments for students and staff. Currently our special education pre-k classes are in portables 
with poorly working HVAC, a sewer system that is constantly backing up, and asbestos that’s had to 
be removed.  

 
Working conditions are shameful. Children can’t learn and teachers can’t teach to their fullest 
potential when it’s so hot. Lowell ES is extremely old. The population is poor and they don’t speak up 
for themselves. Children deserve better areas to learn and technology that actually works. Invest in 
children. It’s infuriating to watch the news report how APS is doing the best they can in the comfort of 
their own air conditioned office. We have one touch less water fountain at our school. The towers 
have multiple on each floor. Not equitable!!!  



A reliable routine is a comfort as well promoter learning.  Difficult to have a reliable routine when 
internet is unavailable or sluggish, when kids have to move rooms due to heat, etc.  I can take care of 
the learning if everything is working, and I'm not trouble shooting. 
When the budget has to be cut. It’s taken from the bottom where the students are.  Students should 
be priority 
The heating and cooling systems have been neglected far too many years. It is a shame that it is 
taking a pandemic for this to be considered necessary. Schools should not lose teacher positions 
because student enrollment is at a reasonable level rather than at a maxed out level. While I would 
have chosen social emotional above technology is only because the internet connections are always 
slow or site are often not accessible due to slow service and because during the pandemic students 
will need the ability to access at home. However otherwise I would place Social Emotional above 
technology. Lastly there is already far too much wasted money for program adaptions and data based 
emphasis placed on programs that do not address what is most important for the educational process 
of the students of this country. 
Improvements to the schools are needed all over the place not just the air and heating, devices are 
needed but other than that I don't see what I think is beneficial on the list.  I think people are forcing 
mental health issues on kids by continually saying they all must have a problem.  A good portion of 
kids got to spend time with their family FINALLY.     If you want to spend money here spend it on 
behavior programs because the school are struggling with that. 
The options above are not my priorities.  We need technology that WORKS!  WiFi is iffy yet we are 
required to take attendance in Synergy.  I need a working desktop that works with the Promethean 
Board so i can use some technology in my lessons.  I can't get I-Ready completed because some 
chromebooks can't handle I-Ready.  This is my 4th year with APS and technology gets worse and 
worse.  As a teacher, I am tired of finding work arounds for substandard technology.. 
The questions asked above don’t enter into my priorities AT ALL.   
Each year, teachers are asked to wear more and more hats.  Each year, students who are severely 
mentally ill are enrolled in school, and we have very few tools with which to support them.  
It is critical for the working/learning environment to be in working order for students and staff to 
function at their highest potential.  It is the foundation that all of the higher order tasks are built on. 

 
Self explanatory.  
Those are my priorities. 
In my role we are working on math instruction at elementaries and the impact of last school year on 
student's understanding is massive, particularly for the younger students. 
It's inhumanely hot in many of the classrooms in our school.  Expecting students to learn or even 
behave in those conditions is ridiculous; it's hard on teachers to remain patient and focused as well.  
There is little to no ventilation as well, and we're demanding that these kids keep their masks on in 
heat and stagnant air.  It's impossible. 
I still feel like we are in crisis mode. Delta cases are surging. My first priority is not punishing schools 
for the fact that COVID exists. My second priority is making it so that if we have to return to online 
learning, all students can participate. Moreover, even with things as they are, I have students who are 
being quarantined for 10 days who are NOT participating via Google Classroom, and I can't help but 
wonder if they have the internet to support accessing learning opportunities. My third priority 
involves when we return to school - and most of us *are* returned to school. It's ridiculous that we 
don't have basic heating and cooling needs met. Fourth, I chose Social Emotional and Mental Health 
services, since if. a student isn't in a regulated state, they can't really do much learning. Their higher 
brain (cortex, etc.) shuts down and they use lower parts of their brain. I still think that catching 



everyone up and providing equity is important, but I think that taking care of basic human needs is a 
prerequisite to being able to "aprovecharse de" Unfinished Learning Initiatives.  
I’ve worked over the years without a/c and it drains you.  I am at an older school (93 years old) and 
we haven’t had but a few upgrades. 
Internet and technology are generally an issue and causing lost instructional time. In addition we 
should adopt new resources that are fully digital to keep up with 21st century education 
requirements.  

 
The temperature in my room was 85.0 at 12:06 on 9/9 and 86.3 at 2:57 on 9/10.  I have pictures of 
the temperature gun given to us by APS with those temperatures.  So, HVAC is a priority for me and 
my students. 

 
My ceiling constantly leaks. I have a coworker who has rat feces on her desk daily. 
Lack of Air Conditioning or Heating in the schools directly impacts everyone from the students to the 
administration. Spending money on an item that has that wide of an impact is a no-brainer for the #1 
position.    With the district initiative of 1 to 1 technology. We need more money to support that 1 to 
1 initiative to be sustainable. Students are going through a learning curve with respecting their 
devices. And lost chargers, broken screens, and other accidents are going to happen where the best 
solution is money based.     I believe SEL provides more quality to the time the students are in the 
building, compared to the other 2 remaining options. More quantity of academics does not directly 
translate to more quality. More SEL has more potential to improve quality.           
We have to meet our students' health and safety needs first before we can expect effective learning 
to take place.  
That is how I feel.  

 
It is hard to learn/teach in an overheated portable while we are also breathing hot air into our masks.  
Students have high anxiety and need more support for mental health.  
The HVAC issue is immediate. Technology initiatives need to be addressed while funds are available. 
At my location, a lot of the laptops are old with outdated operating systems. This needs to be 
addressed.  
Our students cannot learn if they are dis-regulated due to home life and other situations that are out 
of their control. Mental health services, GOOD nurses who are compassionate, early education, and 
other areas that will serve the whole child will improve their academic outcomes. 

 
All of the above issues are important. I ranked Facilities as number one because this is related to the 
safety and comfort of our learning environments for our students. Our APS facilities do not represent 
equity. Some students are in safe, clean, and nice facilities and others are in run down inefficient 
buildings. We need to address all of the above to provide our students with a high quality public 
education. Trust and reliability in public schools is declining because we are failing to meet our 
students needs. That is why I also ranked mental health services at the top of my list. We have many 
students and families in crisis.  
Schools should not be financially penalized for low enrollment after the chaos of the pandemic.  The 
environment needs to be safe and at a comfortable temperature level in order to maximize learning 
potential.  
The AC keeps breaking, and so I am worried about the heating system when it does get cold.  The roof 
leaks in several buildings, and I wonder about the state of the buildings in general.  It would also help 
if I had a window that could open.    Students seem to be moving around a lot this year, and I don't 



see that stopping until the situation improves.  Keeping funding stable until then will help.    My 
students have trouble getting hooked up to the Wi-Fi.  Sometimes I do to.  That should not be an issue 
for any of us right now.  Also, the promethean board in my room is not in great shape, but is to old to 
get parts for.  The school is trying to replace them, but the budget does not allow for it to be done 
quickly.  But when they start to go on this campus, they will go at once.     
can't learn in the classrooms if it is 95 
No HVAC in the hottest months when COVID is still rampant and we're breathing out own CO2?  Need 
I say more.  As for the Social Emotional- I'm pushing for more counseling (not really focused on 
nursing services or early childhood)- Essential and long overdue.  I'd also like to see actual academic 
advisors/School Counselors who specialize in SPED at each HS & MS.  Our SPED students are not 
getting the attention they need.  Improved internet and updated tech also goes without saying.  As 
for Budget Stabilization?  Pointless, ultimately. 
COVID needs 
Old schools need upgrades badly, the technology is on ongoing issue to keep up with, and there are 
plenty of resources already to addressSoc. Em. Learning 
NA 
Every year there are problems with heating and cooling in the building and portables.  Students with 
mental health problems need more help than they're currently getting. Students are more emotional 
due to covid.  I ordered new books that came in last year. When I started using them this year, I found 
that I only got the bare amount of student books, one teacher book, and no supplemental material, 
even though I put in for it.  We always need updated technology.   I don't really know anything about 
the 5th one I chose.       
Teacher retention should really be #1 
It's hot and we don't have proper HVAC systems.  The opposite will happen when we get cold in the 
winter.     Schools should not lose money due to COVID 19. That's a no-brainer.     
Our school buildings are not properly maintained and regardless of what the district claims the HVAC 
and ventillation is horrible. Most of the time the air conditioners do not work in schools and when 
they do it is time to convert to heat. And the same is true for the heaters. It is so frustrating.  
Many of the problems we face as educators and in society are related to mental health, which has 
been underfunded forever.  Teachers need an appropriate working environment as do students so 
facility operation is very important.  All of these are important but I think those two are a priority and 
will help with many other aspects of education improvement.   
Griegos has an air conditioner that has not worked for 10 plus years.  It has been miserable.....work 
orders ignored.  Excuses made.  10 plus years!!!!!!!!!!  Toilets cant be flushed with paper seats!!!!!!! 
I have been teaching in a classroom that has been consistently over-heated for weeks and have been 
experiencing heat stroke symptoms. (Perhaps paid sick days due to these working conditions should 
be provided) Plus, this is not safe Covid-19 prevention protocol either. This is causing teachers, staff 
and students to become irritable and act out. Not a safe teaching/work space for educators nor a 
safe/healthy learning environment for students. 
Since Sandia's new buildings were scrapped years ago - a new roof would be lovely along with HVAC 
so we can control our own environments.  We also need better Chromebooks that do not break as 
easily and teachers need one in each of their classrooms for those who forget. 
My first priority is an immediate fix to improve teaching and learning conditions for educators and 
students. My second priority is because the students I am seeing are at such a low learning level, and 
really struggling, and the staff have dealing with low morale because of it. My third priority is about 
getting students off on the right foot, and keeping them stable. Our students are going through so 
much at home and their mental health is affecting the mental health of educators who are struggling 



to find ways to help them. My fourth priority is because I schools are being held hostage. If they have 
low enrollment (for whatever reason) they are punished for it, which drives their inability to provide 
for their students and increase enrollment. My last priority, unfortunately is technology initiatives. It's 
last on my list because I just feel as though that is a conversation that is happening on a federal level, 
and will be addressed with infrastructure.  
Tech is horrible at Volcano Vista.  Network is horrible in APS.  How does an organization this big lack 
so much technology infrastructure?   

 
There is an EA shortage, and I am not getting my lunch because I need to watch students.  I am not 
getting paid for this. 
First of all, I don't like to rank these as they are all top priority issues. Many of them go hand in hand, 
that is, they are dependent on one another and separately throwing money at them will result in half 
measures which seems to be APSs usual method of operation.  If our physical plants are not up to par 
everyone suffers. If technology works sporadically it is frustrating for all. If our internet service base is 
insufficient to effectively keep all schools/district up and running we should perhaps have a hub (not 
sure this is the correct term) in each zone. In my fourteen years of teaching I have been seen and 
trained in so many initiatives that I can't even tell you what they were fourteen years ago. I was there 
when Everyday Math was rolled out and went to hours of PD. Schools were provided with every 
manipulative and resource the program had to offer at a cost of who knows how much? Where is it 
now? At MS just a few years ago we purchased Perspectives curriculum for ELA. Wonderful PD about 
how we can use the program back at school. However, back at school we couldn't get the online part 
of the program to work, such as grading writing, student access, etc.  Many of our teachers like the 
freedom of developing their own curriculum and don't want to be mandated to teach a program with 
fidelity.  Although, there are some teachers that do like using program texts. Personally, I don't like 
"book adoption" years because even with teacher input on choice, I think most of the books sit 
around the school (mine)  unused until the next book adoption. I makes me ill to see the $$$$ spent 
on those books that never get used.  My granddaughter should be in pre-school right now but 
because she lives in a more affluent  part of Alb. there is no pre-school in her elementary school. All 
children should have access to Pre-K regardless of where they live.   Enrollment is down district wide 
and we know why and where these students are going. If we can't offer a better educational 
opportunity for students than charter or private schools we will continue to lose students. 
The working conditions and technology have be anything but dependable. Technology and air flow 
are two things I depend on as a teacher. They are also two things that fail me on a weekly and daily 
basis.  The fact that we have become a one to one school but lack the internet bandwidth to support 
this technology has been beyond frustrating. 
With the shortage in Teachers and EAs I believe using funds to fill positions should be the priority. EAs 
in district special education could receive additional pay.  Teachers in hard to staff schools could 
receive additional pay etc. In addition I believe that sight based certified teacher positions such as 
interventionist and Dean of students should be ended until all general ed and special ed positions are 
filled. In addition extra gifted teachers at school beyond the positions generated by case loads should 
be reassigned to schools without gifted teachers. It is unfair to teachers and students that some 
schools and zones do not have teachers and EAs while other schools have every position filled plus 
extra positions. 
Schools need to updated. Leaking roofs, no hot water, doors sticking and numerous other problems. 
Working in an elementary school through a pandemic, I feel it is critical that we have a full time nurse, 
full time health assistant and a full time school counselor at every school site--especially at 
elementary schools. 



I think it is important to address social/emotional and MH services that can help students access their 
education.  This doesn't necessarily need to be during classroom time but opportunities for home 
visits and providing resources to families 
Facilities need to be improved.  The teaching environment in some of the classrooms is not hospitable 
to learning.   
HVac systems and lack of air place me at risk, not to mention students. We can't use paper and 
contact if technology is not addressed. Ex. I have had a ticket with tech in waiting since 8/20 and STILL 
do not have a laptop as of 9/10. 
I think students' needs come first therefore SEL and learning initiatives are top priorities.  I 
understand the need for facilities improvements, especially for staff and students, working conditions 
that are safe and that's why it's my 3rd priority.   While stabilizing the budget seems a reasonable 4th 
priority, I don't think it rises above staff working conditions and students' learning.  I think there's 
been enough spent on technology - students need to have other learning opportunities besides 
online. 
The trauma of this pandemic has hit our students hard. They all need plenty of SEL support. 
A lot of students came back to school isolated, missing coping skills, overall needing a lot of emotional 
support than ever before. We need to help our kids manage their frustrations and emotions in a 
positive and effective way that helps them build great relationships in school and beyond in their 
careers. The next thing is making sure they can learn in a comfortable setting with proper Air 
Conditioning. This summer and start of school year has been exceptionally hot and when we all are in 
one room together it is very hot. Next we need to make sure they have more resources for them like 
tutoring as well as other programs that are fun and help the students learn. Staff also needs to be 
paid more!! We work endlessly with phone calls and errands and keeping the school running 
everyday. It has been quite a windstorm between the restrictions and then having to deal with 
normal daily school duties that take place. I feel like that in the past we would have had our position 
for secretaries filled almost immediately but the pay isn't quite worth the work at times, which is very 
unfortunate because it can be very rewarding to work here. It was disheartening that about a year 
ago before the pandemic we got a pay increase but then our medical costs went up right after that. 
We were paying 250.00 for ER Visits and then it went up to 350.00. It wasn't at all what I was 
expecting and I didn't feel like I got a raise for anything. We work really hard and love our jobs but it is 
odd to see that other what people would call "minimum" or "low paying" jobs are now desirable 
because they are starting employees at 14/15 and not 10/11. I even have a degree myself and I only 
got .50 more an hour.  

 
Attendance has been very spotty this year and many students are struggling to pass their classes.  
However, I have no place for them to go after school to study except a teacher's classroom.  They 
need a distraction free productive environment where they can receive assistance.  2) Students are 
struggling to communicate and socialize with each other and violence is occurring much more than in 
the past. 3) The building a I work in is falling apart (literally white board crumbling, black mold, and 
unsanitary bathrooms.  
School budgets and positions should not be negatively affected by temporary family choices due to 
the pandemic. 
Yucca is like the popular movies "The Walking Dead"  We are dumping money into a corpse.  The 
asbestos tile and insulation is powdering.   The building requires replacement. 
Students should be in a good classrooms to feel safe and ready to learn.  
Learning should be highest priority.  My opinion 



First to fix the buildings.AC units for teachers & students can learn, work and do anything else! 
Technology is always the priority to spend budgets, that can wait for last now. Please also focus on 
increasing student enrollment and increase attendance strategies 
The crumbling school buildings in the district are disgraceful.  They tell us that public education is not 
a priority in our community.  Our students depend on the adults to do what is right.  When one looks 
at school facilities in First World Countries, it is with envy that their cultures support public education. 
the HVAC systems are over 50yrs old & the swamp coolers in the portables no longer are adequate for 
the job. they break down, don't cool once the temp is over 75 & when the humidity is above 20% they 
are completely ineffective, makes for a horrible learning environment. The internet is constantly 
down & all APS schools need fiber optic to keep up with the new norm of having a digital world. Once 
the budget is under control & wasteful spending on repairing outdated expensive HVAC units more 
funds can be spend on education.   
The temperatures in the rooms at my school vary greatly. This is a health concern for the students 
and staff year round.  
I don't want to add to this statement. 
I think staff and students need SE support because of the trauma we have all faced in the last two 
years 
Save classrooms with appropriate ventilation, cooling/heating are essential for learning and working.  
SEL/Mental Health needs are at an all time high. Students need more support! 
The HVAC systems constantly have issues, year after year, and they are never fixed in a timely manner 
or before the school year. We also need better internet for the district. It crashes every day, 
sometimes more than once. 
Better WiFi is crucial; it goes out every single day. 
HVACS should be # 1 priority. Sending to students and staff into unsafe classrooms is BS! 
          no 

 
Students safety and wellbeing should come first in the form of comfortable learning environments 
and emotional safety at school.  
The math curriculum, Stepping Stones, is not something that I see a lot of success with.  The AC at my 
school isn't working correctly in all of the rooms. 
I've had no AC unit in my portable since school began. The conditions are unbearable.  

 
I feel that anything directly related to education in the classroom and SEL are priorities. 
Our HVAC units are getting old and more prone to breakdowns. This is now a health and safety issue. 
HVAC is a critical component of Covid safety, and more attention has rightly been focused on it. 
Further, our systems are running harder and longer to provide the Covid safety they can, which makes 
them more prone to breakdown. We lost a huge opportunity to address HVAC when the bond was 
defeated 2 years ago. The problem is only going to get worse and require more money if we don't do 
something now. This year has been the worst I have seen with breakdowns of HVAC units, resulting in 
sweltering conditions in the classrooms. Teachers and students have been hospitalized as a result of 
being in 95+ degree classrooms for weeks on end (I had to go to the ER because of dehydration from 
my 95+plus room). What's going to happen in the winter when heaters go out?  Properly functioning 
HVAC alleviates concerns about Covid safety, improves student focus and attention, improves mask 
compliance (students are ripping their masks off because they are so hot), and prevents educators 
and students from having medical episodes as a result of classroom temperatures. 

 
 



We are currently dealing with students who have not attended school for 2 years and many of them 
are having a very difficult time in focusing on learning.  
In this age of technology integration, it is important that our students have access to high quality 
technology and internet connectivity. Also, students have been existing with trauma during the COVID 
pandemic. This trauma is added onto any trauma that may already exist for students.  
  We have HVAC issues across the school, with exception of admin area 
What happened to our raise? No one wants to be a teacher! Seriously with all the costs that come out 
of our paychecks it makes it difficult to make ends meet. Why don't we have any subs? Why not offer 
incentives for teachers not to call in sick, payout unused time at the end of every year or give option 
to roll over. Police and Fire departments have this option.  
We have plenty of federal money and should spread the budget evenly. 
Not necessarily impacted by these factors due to my position however, would like to support my 
educator friends  
It would be incredibly stupid to not start with making functional buildings and HVAC systems. We 
cannot teach or learn if we cannot be somewhat comfortable. Also, we cannot have any sort of real 
learning without more stable technology and internet. Spending a quarter of my day dealing with tech 
issues or waiting for the internet to load or come back on is a massive reason we are behind in 
education. How can I teach in 2021 or 2022 if I have internet speeds that are slower than what I had 
in high school?  
I am in and out of multiple schools.  Most locations do not have steady wi-fi OR functional air cooling 
OR fresh air flow.  This is hard on both teachers and students.   
Without funding how can public schools continue to function in a manner that creates a foundation 
for tomorrow's doctors, nurses, scientists, educators, artists, HVAC workers, and the list goes on. 
I would have put 4 at the second option except summer school is not what all families want, so I 
without knowing what that entails I could not put that higher.    Before we can teach we have to have 
a working learning environment for students. If it is too hot or cold they can not be expected to retain 
information.  Hold harmless is so important for upcoming years with the budgeting and so forth. 
Schools stand a risk of losing a lot of funds. 
Teachers need to be supported in their working environments as they have been occurring more 
frequently.  A Hot teacher is not okay; they need to be comfortable; we get cranky quick due to our 
uncomfortable conditions; so do the students and frying their young brains is not a good way to start 
the year, especially coming back from a universal pandemic.  We are in the 21st century 
administrators.   
These are all critically important! 
Take care of the teachers first instead of the parents first 
If we dont take care of our buildings, we wont have buildings! 

 
n/a 
Students need a consistent education with the fine arts and PE.  With a stabilized budget, we can 
continue to provide that consistency. 
I'm currently working in a small portable that is 80 degrees and infested with mosquitos.  APS says 
that this is "adequate."  I teach large combined classes that cannot fit in this small room.   
Kids are our priority and providing appropriately heated and cooled facilities is the first step to being 
able to educate them.  Our technology is questionable. At my site I haven't been able to scan  and 
send for 3 days because of unstable internet. Addressing mental health issues should have always 
been a priority- I feel we have somewhat neglected this issue. I do not see counselors holding 



"groups", School Psychologists are not allowed to do what they have been trained to do- rather just 
testing after the fact. We are not preventative, rather reactive. 
Student internet-connected devices are powerful learning and communication tools that will support 
other learning initiatives and provide and support flexible learning opportunities for students.     Early 
childhood education will help students and families build a strong foundation for learning.     Our 
students will bear the toll of the COVID 19 pandemic for many years. In addition, our students have 
never known education away from the shadow of gun violence. Supporting students' mental and 
emotional health by providing services from mental health professionals will help students be ready 
to learn and will allow teachers to focus on student learning.  
technology should be priority BESIDES more teachers and low class size but that wasnt an option 
There are too many buildings within APS that do not have adequate cooling and the internet has been 
a nightmare. If we are expected to educate online, we need reliable wifi. If we are expected to 
educate in person, we need appropriate air quality. We are melting by lunchtime.  
Maslow before Bloom. We need to make sure our kiddos & staff are safe & healthy before we try to 
focus on academics. 
Covid safety should be of the highest priority.  Upgraded HVAC is required for safe air circulation.  
My air conditioner does not work in my classroom. I believe the pigeons living inside it were taken 
care after months of submitting work orders. Wi-Fi is choppy and I cant depend on it to work. There 
are not enough electrical outputs for all the tech stuff. Under the portable there are animals living. 
Gen ed teachers have a smart board but special education teachers do not.  
We are still without AC as of September 10, 2021 and it is negatively impacting learning. 
We need to make sure our buildings are safe and healthy spaces before we can address other needs. 
Keeping more competent professionals in each school, to serve all students, is the most important 
priority. When principals are moved around at will, teacher positions are cut, and other support staff 
positions are cut, the entire system of relationships, trust, and learning is sabotaged. 
This is like Maslow's hierarchy. We need the technology to do our job and buildings that are safe and 
conducive to doing work. The other things are very important, but come after the first two. 
My HVAC is constantly having issues. It needs a full replacement, not a repair.  
Temperatures continue to rise and we need functional cooling systems to achieve our learning goals .  
Inefficient internet and computers continue to impede teaching & learning. 

 
I work in a building that was built in 1954.  Everything is broken, and dirty, and gross. 
I am a school counselor so that my affect my answer, but a lot of students are struggling and need 
support to succeed, both socio-emotional and really need more credit recovery options right now and 
tutoring to catch up. Technology access is important for equity. Schools need to keep funded because 
we can’t afford to lose staff, partly because students come to school partly due to relationships with 
staff and losing staff is not only hard on a personal level, but it also demoralizes staff. Also, we are 
getting an influx of new immigrant or returning citizens from abroad as well as people moving here 
from other states and we don’t have the staffing/class space to support them. HVAC is important too 
because it is hard to learn when you are very hot or very cold. It is hard to rank them because all are 
so important.  
It is beyond me that we do not have math textbooks nor agreement on these to teach math. Also, we 
do SO MUCH beyond the contract hours. 
Health needs and support should be the top priorities. 
Our district needs to prioritize upgrades to buildings. Some of these older buildings are struggling 
during this time.  



Students need to work on laptops and we need to purchase programs such as i-ready math and 
reading, and online book access. Classrooms need to be comfortable in order to learn.   Budgets need 
to be stabilized in order to not close schools with low enrollment due to covid.   
We can’t meet educational needs until emotional and physical needs are met. Access to internet and 
technology is essential for equity across the sistrict 

 
We've spent enough money on technology already.  Schools have had HVAC problems for years and I 
personally know MANY teachers who have retired early because they were miserable in the 
classrooms because of the high temperatures in the classrooms.  Math adoption is way overdue -- 
most secondary math teachers are using outdated or very low quality instructional resources, most of 
which are not aligned with the CCSS and deemed as high quality by our nations standards and reviews 
of instructional materials.  Gaps will never be closed if we don't have high quality instructional math 
materials that every student and teacher has access too! 

 
Health and safety should always be first and social-emotional health is included in that.  After the 
health and safety are taken care of we need to offer students and staff the technology and equipment 
that is capable of supporting the highest outcomes for students throughout the district with equity.  
Once everyone has equal access to health safety and the tools for learning.... then teaching and 
learning can happen.  Maslow's hierchy of needs.   
Unfinished learning is most apparent in the primary grades, and students need knowledgeable 
teachers to bridge the gaps in their learning. Structured literacy and the Science of Reading is all the 
craze right now with brain research and learning. Teachers need time and compensation for LETRS 
training. This crucial yet time-consuming state mandate needs funding so teachers can truly learn and 
implement appropriate early literacy strategies to help their students gain a strong foundation for 
future academic success. I would love to see a substantial investment made to allow all elementary 
school teachers compensation while participating in LETRS training. Students need effective teachers 
to ensure they have success in learning to read, so they can read to learn as they progress in their 
educational journeys. Invest in and fund LETRS training for the actual time teachers are dedicating to 
this much-needed training. Thank you!   I also believe there should be reading and math intervention 
teachers at every elementary school to service students needing tier 2 interventions. APS is under 
corrective action for poor SAT and testing procedures. The process is too time consuming. General 
education teachers are doing the best we can with little to no support. Reading intervention teachers 
could do small groups with structured literacy to address students identified as needing interventions 
on the 1st grade Dyslexia Screening.  Our school does not have any intervention teachers to help 
struggling students. Invest in early intervention with struggling students so they have the opportunity 
to learn and eventually graduate. Thank you!  
My speech therapy room is hot and it has been hard to concentrate during this extra hot September.  
The internet has been very unstable.  I rely on the internet for all of my documentation.  I also push 
into classrooms and use the promethean board for lessons.  It is difficult to plan these lessons with 
unreliable internet. 
Classrooms are regularly without appropriate cooling during hot months and without appropriate 
heat in cold months. My own classroom was without a working air conditioner from May 2021 
through most of August 2021. After my classroom's unit was repaired, other classrooms in the same 
building began to experience trouble with their cooling. We need properly maintained 
heating/cooling in all school buildings.  

 



My classroom is at 90 degrees daily. It is uncomfortable and miserable. It is crazy it has not been fixed 
at this point. We are also dealing with ants and spiders. These things have not been addressed either. 
I feel like nobody cares enough to make sure me and my students are cared for. It has NEVER taken 
this long to fix HVAC systems. I am extremely uncomfortable at work each day. I come home and I am 
drenched in sweat and miserable. I have spent too much of my own money on fans and trying to keep 
cool. Not only that, my classroom is at maximum capacity. We are crowded with almost 30 students 
and told to space out. How is any of this possible? I'm sure the offices at City Centre are nice and cool 
and it is easy to stay social distanced from others. Teachers are expected to do the impossible! At 
what point does something get done? 
The temperature affects both the staff and the students. This makes it unbearable at times to work 
without frustration. Or students are socially and emotionally behind and struggling because of the 
situations over the last eighteen months or so. The technology is outdated and teachers are often 
given laptops that can not sustain the work load and often close out unexpectedly in the middle of 
being used.  
I see all of these as non-negotiable, but lack of mental health services and hvac ac heating are having 
the most harmful effects on teachers and students.  
It's difficult to meet the educational and emotional needs of our students when our most basic facility 
needs are not being met. How are students expected to learn and educators expected to educate 
when merely sitting in our classrooms induces illnesses related to heat exhaustion?  
Our working conditions have been unacceptable for far too long. APS needs to make a real 
investment in updating facilities to make teachers' work environments and students' learning 
environments conducive to learning. 
Kid cannot learn and teachers cannot teach if they are getting heat  

 
Mental health and Hvac are the two biggest priorities, not one more important than the other 
If we expect to continue in person learning, we need to make sure our facilities are up to the task. I 
work in a portable. The door and ramp to my classroom are so hot on summer days that I had a 
student get burned when she fell down on the ramp. It is to hot to touch for my students. I am 
fortunate to have air conditioning in my portable, but what happens when it quits working. We 
already have portables with swamp coolers and they don't work. These are essentially little metal 
boxes that absorb the heat. Swamp coolers can't keep up with the heat when you are working in a 
building that does nothing but hold the heat all day. I teach preschool and it is very difficult to work 
on language development when we are all wearing masks. COVID mitigation equipment like air 
filtration systems will be important going into the winter months and hopefully would make it so we 
don't have to wear masks. Proper air filtration would help to keep students and staff in school even 
after COVID.  
All of the above are important and I see as a priority, but I ordered them in best way I can. 
The learning environment is critically important. 
Paying for EAs to get their teaching degree should be a top priority.  
All buildings and portables need deep cleaning and all rooms need openable cross ventilation.  All 
rooms need good filtered cooling and heating. 

 
I ranked them according to what I feel is most needed. 
I feel that our learning enviroment must be optimal for our students.  They deserve the best 
environment we have just like the employees that work at City Center and the other   extensions of 
APS.  My classroom has been without AC  before April, 2021.  That is shameful.      As far as unfinished 
curriculum and instruction, let's get started and offer what we can and make it count.  The summer 



school programs  I have worked have been so flexible that it looks like a daycare instead of working 
with our students to excel.     What good is our training if there is no follow-up or expectations to 
follow it.  I would recommend the principal to attend so she can know what the expectations are.    

 
1. 2. facilities projects should include improved internet. a good working condition is key to success 
along with adequate internet service.3. you can concentrate on social emotional and mental health 
after you fix the quality of the working environment. 4. unfinished  initiatives can also be looked at 
after the environment is adequate, a person can't teach and a student can't learn if the surroundings 
are unfit for teaching or learning. 5. in my opinion low enrollment does mean an adjustment to the 
budget, what  is harmless  funding?. 

 
My choices explain my answer 
Uncomfortably hot classrooms are making it nearly impossible for  students who are also wearing 
masks to focus. As an adult resource teacher in several classrooms, I have found a majority of rooms 
very hot. Many have no working cooling system and the rest have inadequate cooling. It's time to 
take this once-in-a-generation opportunity to upgrade HVAC  and swamp cooling systems for the 
health of our students and educators! 
HVAC/facilities improvement should be a top priority because students cannot learn when they are 
not comfortable in their learning environment.  
There is no question. 
I am currently working in a gym that does not have working AC. It is 100 degrees outside and 90 
degrees inside. It is not safe for our teachers and our staff to have to work in that type of 
environment. Our students need help. They need to see that teachers take mental health seriously, 
and they need to know that they can talk to people about it without anyone brushing them off.  
Because you didn't give an option to give teachers an increase in pay to keep up with the cost of 
living. 
I work in a gym that has been over 90 degrees starting at 10am til the bell at 3, and close to 100 
degrees for afterschool volleyball practice.  Our curriculum in PE is kinesthetic and yet our kids are 
fainting and having breathing issues playing any games/sports with masks on in a heated gym.  This is 
a safety issue.   
I feel overwhelmed already this year doing backflips to get students into counseling and social work.  
1.5 counselor positions and 1 social worker is not enough for our school especially if we plan to want 
to keep them.  The emotional overflow from the lack of services is impacting classroom and school 
climate as students attempt to make up for a lost year of socialization.   
It is evident the greatest loss our student's suffered last year was social, emotional, learning, 
empathy, relationships and creating connections. All misbehaviors we are currently experiencing in 
the classroom would be greatly help by having mental health professionals and an actual dedication 
to SEL, not just the lip service to SEL that has been happening across the district, while still trying to 
push academics, testing, and "learning loss". We need to collectively deal with and address the 
trauma of last year, and that is not happening, it really feels as though it is "business as usual."  2. Is 
HVAC upgrades, our students and staff need a safe place to come back to, this is a basic, basic need 
that is not being met.  
1 - Since returning to the classroom, my students and I have had daily issues with internet 
connectivity and speed.  This make learning challenging since much of what we are learning is 
obtained via the internet. I think school tutoring programs and math initiatives are imperatives for 
our students to be competitive in our community and the world.   2 - My classroom did not have air 
conditioning for the first few weeks of school.    Since my classroom has one sole window, which 



doesn't open, the heat was absolutely unbearable for both the students and for me. It was cooler 
outside, in August, than inside my classroom.  3 -Since our students have been through so much with 
Covid-19, and continue to be experiencing a great deal of stress, I think social, emotional and mental 
health services should be readily available to them and to faculty and staff.  We are all under duress. 4 
- Our state has two   world-renowned federal labs and our students should be at the top of the 
learning curve in math and science.  5 - I think budget stabilization is important, but I don't know 
much about the low enrollment schools mentioned above.  
We have an opportunity to address the long ignored air and heating issues (often tied to tech) that 
would benefit many years worth of kids and staff. I also think academic, social, emotional, etc 
materials and initiatives are worthless unless we have the personnel to implement it. 

 
These are all needed but some more immediate than others 
Conditions in the classroom are most important right now. My students and I have endured a 
classroom with temps at 80 to 83 degrees daily for the last 5 weeks. My students and I feel ill at times 
from the heat exposure. We have been told several times that all is fixed. I feel that we are being lied 
to and that our wellbeing is of no concern to APS and state leadership as they sit in their air-
conditioned offices.  Instead of landscaping the front of our school and putting up useless fencing, 
APS might consider converting outdated and rusty swamp coolers to working and reliable units.  
Kids can't learn if they're sweating through their shirts. Kids can't learn if they can't start or complete 
assignments because the internet won't work. 
My portable classroom is still at 80 by mid-day with air on since before 8am. No ventilation of 
windows or doors makes a difference. I keep an fan (likely violating fire code) on since before 8  
too...helps cool 2 degrees.  I think we need to be held harmless on funding since numbers are low...I 
am terrified my position will be cut. Keeping teachers will also help support children with less change 
in such an uncertain time.  Support to fund SEL, there are increased behaviors.  Tech is great to 
support. My students have ZERO access to tech AGAIN. If we are shut down, my students might or 
might not have a cell phone...which means they won't see the book or activities I am teaching. They 
NEED access to tablets should we go remote. Off line independent work is NOT appropriate.  
Unfinished learning... honestly, I'm not sure we can make this up without pausing EVERYONE in 
promotions and have everyone take an "in-between" grade.   Grade levels:  Currently DPC (ages 3 to 
5, if BD is late) and NM PreK  Add an extra year between grades to support those who are so far 
behind. I am not sure how to do this as a universal approach without adding a significant amount of 
years required in public education. Required summer school to make up that lost learning isn't going 
to help...teachers and children NEED breaks     
I spent the first week of school in a portable that reached 92 degrees in the afternoon. Students were 
miserable. I had put in a maintenance request last April, and several the week before school started. 
the water wasn't turned on. Incredible lack of oversight on someone's part.  More important to me 
than new math adoption is a approved and funded Tier 2 program for math. We have no program as 
of right now and many students who are more than 2-3 years below grade level. That says to me that 
it is more than "unfinished learning" from the previous school year.  Our students are stressed about 
everything these days and we need greater access to counseling in our schools and classrooms. We 
have one counselor for more than 400 students. She does a phenomenal job but there are only so 
many hours in the work day and so much of her to go around. We qualify for another .5 but not many 
want to work part-time. 
I believe in Maslows Hierarchy of needs. The money needs to go towards students having a 
comfortable environment for learning. The first week of school this year, my classroom was almost 90 
degrees. It is impossible for students to learn in that condition. The buildings need to be updated.  



We are seeing an increase in student and staff abscenses due to Covid protocols. This is taking away 
resources that are in place to support students.  Support staff, interventionists and EA's are being 
pulled to substitute on a daily basis. Teachers are having to put in more time outside duty hours on 
planning and preparation because there is not enough time built in the schedule for planning. We 
need access to learning materials, tutors and additional opportunities for students to learn during and 
after school, especially in Tijeras . We are losing learning time due to student absences related to 
Covid quarantine. Students need access to reliable technology that will allow them to access learning 
resources when they are away from the classroom.  I am not currently experiencing issues with the 
HVAC system but having to spend hours in a classroom when it is too hot or too cold is absolutely 
miserable. 
Our building’s hvac is in horrible shape. Every year for the last 10 years, we experience swamp cooling 
problems that take months to fix or it takes months to get the system up and running to all parts of 
the building. Over the years our school has submitted over a calls/requests for hvac work.    My 
second hope is that as enrollment fluxuates, staff positions are held safe harmless due to pandemic 
fluctuations in our enrollment.    Thirdly, technology is such a vital part of learning. Technology 
changes so frequently that we need to replace out dated and worn promethean boards as well as 
keep teacher laptop and student chromebooks up to date and running smoothly. Teachers should 
have the option to use a Mac/Apple or a Dell.  
Neighborhood schools need to be funded no matter the enrollment, structures failing at school not 
just hvac systems AHA seems to be falling apart. Even though it is a ‘young’ school. The corner cutting 
to save money and speed construction is really showing. Better internet access for students and 
better devices.  
My air does not work. It has been over 85 degrees in my room everyday. I would like to have access to 
better internet and a working desktop, my current desktop computer is not able to run. 
A/C problems are the reason kids cannot learn. It’s 90 plus degrees in these classrooms. That should 
be addressed ASAP. The math adoption and curriculum support for the learning gaps is the next most 
important. Then we need to ensure technology is working well. Finally, the budget should hold 
schools harmless for low numbers but it isn’t more important that our intervention materials, Tier I 
instructional materials, etc. I put SEL as of importance, but not the least and not the most. I believe it 
has its place, but other things have greater overall effects on learning outcomes. 

 
As an educator, my responses are prioritized according to what is impacting my ability to teach in my 
classroom right now. 
Union Survey 09092021  It was very difficult to rank these choices when I know NM public schools 
have been neglected for at least 40 years. Most of the measures of achievement and well-being show 
us to be last or near last. It is difficult to teach and learn when our basic needs under Maslow are not 
being met. Our old buildings are full of mold, dust, and coronavirus. Our systems are beyond repair. 
We’ve not had reliable heating and cooling in our building for nearly 30 years, according to what I’ve 
heard from teachers. I’ve not experienced reliable heating and cooling in any of the schools I’ve 
worked at in Albuquerque. I don't see how a portable fan blower is enough to help in winter when all 
seven institutions I have worked in were substandard. I have been using supplementary fans and 
heaters wherever I worked. Very few people of any age can function in 95-degree classrooms with no 
ventilation. Or in 37-degree classrooms. These are the maximum and minimum temperatures I have 
recorded in my room, in Fahrenheit. There are places where I cannot enter due to long standing mold 
problems (I am hypersensitive to molds.) I don’t truly understand where the money for maintenance 
and repair has gone. The neglect and needs are tremendous in every area we could discuss. For 
example, before the pandemic, we were using books dating to the early 2000’s, where 9/11 has not 
happened, and where the Periodic Table does not list the new discoveries of elements that were 



potentially items on the state exam. Further, as a life-long educator, I am baffled as to how other 
states require four years of solid science, social studies, math and English. But here in aps, students 
are allowed to be teacher’s aids as sophomores and juniors, and basically finish most of their required 
courses for graduation before their senior year. Another vast problem is access to technology. I 
formerly taught in a state where every student had a laptop in the year 2000. And, keyboarding was 
taught in the fourth grade, and fluency was expected from every student. Here in aps, I have had 
many students without a laptop (still true today) who type out their homework on their phones. 
Those with laptops often use the hunt and peck method. Sometimes we can’t use the laptops because 
we have multiple days where internet is iffy on campus and throughout the district. Sometimes there 
is no signal for students to use their phones. Some of them still have no internet access at home, but 
you would think school would be a place where they could keep up with their work. It is not. How can 
this be true in the year 2021? We also suffer from a shortage of nurses. Why not budget for more, 
and more social workers to help meet student needs? Help for Special Education students has always 
been essential. Yet, we have massive needs and massive openings that do not get met or filled. Why, 
especially now, in the time of Corona? As for Science and Math (the language of Science) the brutal 
facts are that many of my students tell me they have had substitute teachers for most of their math 
and science classes. The end result of having “forever” substitutes is that students do not get the 
basic foundations for basic science literacy and math numeracy. The evidence is in our standardized 
test scores, and poor decision making based on lack of knowledge. I don’t know what more money 
could do for us if there are not wise people making informed decisions about how to fix these terrible 
inequities for our students.   
Out facilities are crumbling in many circumstances. In others the heating or cooling is completely 
inadequate and has been for a very long time.  
The swamp coolers at out school are breaking every day. teachers work and kids sit in classrooms in 
90-100 degree temperatures. 
Healthy learning and working conditions are most important to me now. Technology is key. School 
budgets must be protected at a time when many families are afraid to send their children to a brick 
and mortar school.  
Mental health is suffering during the pandemic. School nurses are grossly underpaid and that's why 
the district has a hard time retaining/hiring nurses.    
Please take care of the complete disrepair our building is in first and foremost. Working HVAC - both 
heat and air conditioning- any and all leaks, lights which need replacing, and ongoing projects need to 
be taken care of. A building to learn in is my top priority so I don’t have to worry about how students 
or myself feel as well as materials being ruined from those issues. Next students need working 
technology and WiFi/internet. Curriculum is accessed very often online and when those resources are 
unavailable it impacts and interrupts student learning, especially when this happens on a daily basis 
and all throughout the day. Additionally students now lacking devices are at a disadvantage on a daily 
basis. These top 2 are my main concerns at this time. 
1. It is a battle every year to get the air conditioning going at our school.  The swamp cooler in the 
library breaks down 1-3 times per year.  It needs to be replaced instead of numerous band-aids put on 
it.    2. My position as the librarian was cut to .5 because our enrollment dropped during the 
pandemic.  Every school needs a full-time librarian regardless of enrollment.  Now, my school has to 
find the money in their budget to pay for my salary.  If the district fully funded my position, our school 
could use the money elsewhere.    3.  The internet at our school and across the district goes down way 
too often.  It interrupts learning and basic communication tools, such as email and chat. 
Year after year teachers struggle with having no heat or AC. Having a very uncomfortable learning 
environment makes learning so much harder for kids, and elevates the stress levels of staff 
immensely.  



Students cannot learn an environments that do not support physical and mental health well-being. 
Students need access to Internet it has been recognized as a global right. Poor mental health prevents 
students from learning. 

 
My classroom is 80 degrees or hotter each day, all day long.  There is no air circulation and the cooling 
does not work.  My entire wing is not working right.  I have spent 200 dollars of my own paycheck to 
purchase a fan and an air purifier to try to keep my classroom safe for students who are masked all 
day working.  The facility needs to have a tolerable /comfortable level of air to be able to work.  I am 
not able to breathe in this hot condition.  My house is a comfortable 72 degrees with an air 
conditioner.  My classroom is unbearable and no air circulation.  SEL is super important.  Kids and 
parents are coming to us with a lot of anxiety, stress, and anger.  We need a balanced and simple 
strategy to integrate SEL into all grade levels. 
If buildings are in bad shape then nothing can happen.  

 
My priorities are listed. Especially HVAC - we are working in horrible conditions - no AC, kids not 
wearing masks properly, no distancing  
I have noticed that the teachers/students who are working in the older part of our school struggled 
with appropriate ac until this week. It seems that the "approved" and stellar HVAC systems and such 
didn't match reality. I feel that we need onsite counselors and therapists to handle our extremely 
fragile student population. We don't have a registered nurse at our school site in the midst of a 
pandemic. Our schools are overwhelmed with academic needs, social/emotional needs along with 
COVID related illnesses.  

 
I would prefer more teachers smaller classes, but chose tutoring for students as the next best option 
not all teachers can stay after school for tutoring.  
Working conditions should be a top priority.  It is not fair that we’re are suppose to teach in 
classrooms that are 90 degrees.  It’s not healthy for anyone to learn or teach in those temperatures.   

 
I feel facilities projects should be top priority. I work in a portable that smells moldy and the swamp 
cooler does not effectively cool the building. There are feral cats and skunks living under the 
portables. We have no sink for hand washing. 
I am struggling daily with internet issues in the classroom. Even though I am not hosting regular 
Google Meets, I have multiple students quarantined who must work asynchronously at home. All of 
my curriculum is accessed online so that in person and quarantined students may access the work. 
Technology improvements are necessary in order for students to be successful this year.     
Additionally, students and teachers MUST have reasonably comfortable working and learning 
conditions. It is absurd to think that students will be successful with the current conditions.  
We need to spend on infrastructure and physical items.  We can work and innovate around the other 
stuff. 
Technology is an emerging literacy. Our students need to be fluent in more than google classroom 
and slides. PLUS too much of my time is spent trying to get connected or reconnected or get my 
students connected or reconnected. If I reserved 20 minutes for our school-mandated iStation 
assessment and it takes 8-9 minutes for students to get logged in, now I have to add time to the next 
day, which may not be better. I have 20 minutes in the morning before kids arrive and it is not 
unusual to spend 10-15 minutes getting my computer and dinosaur Promethean Board to open.  
Lack of Mental health is a huge part of the problems with society.  



Schools need to be in good repair and adequately staffed before other considerations should be taken 
into account. This is why I have ranked the first two as most important (assuming mental health 
services also means increased numbers of counselors and social workers in the school). I ranked 
technology last because I believe we are currently overemphasizing technology as educators (in my 
classroom, I have a desktop, a laptop, in iPad, a SWIVL, a document cam, a Promethean board, and 
Apple TV, and recently received a device I can’t remember the name or purpose of). Should students 
and teachers have laptops? Should teachers have Promethean boards? Both yes. Do we need to 
invest in a bunch of other little gadgets and programs? No. And if we’re going to insist on getting 
them, we should at least plan on funding decent training programs at the same time so that they 
don’t remain unused by teachers who don’t understand them.  
N/A 
My classroom has no heat or cooling. The Chromebooks are out of date. Our internet goes out at least 
once a day. Students have definitely missed skills, whether of their own volition (not showing up to 
class or doing work during the pandemic) or due to the learning conditions brought on by the 
pandemic. SEL and health are always important and providing additional funding to those areas is 
never a bad idea.  
My room is 77 sometimes 78 degrees and that’s with the AC running. There are many rooms at my 
location who have no AC at all. I also believe that many children need some type of after-school 
tutoring/interventions. Many students did not attend class during the 2020-2021 school year at all 
and they are very behind academically. I also feel that it is extremely important that our children also 
receive social emotional and mental health services.  
. 

 
  Most classrooms dont even have working promethean boards. The technology in our rooms is 
important. I should not be bringing my personal equipment from home in order to do my job.  

 
 
Internet is terrible this year. Students gave Chromebooks but can't use them without internet. It is 
frustrating to plan a lesson full of internet resources then not be able to use it. HVAC: school is 
roasting, esp with windows open, also school HVAC has a stink that is almost unbearable.  Materials 
adoption: MCNL has not had new materials at my school since 2007. Materials are old and not 
culturally responsive, and no longer have consumables or access to online resources  
Swamp coolers are lousy and do not cool the rooms. The only reason my room is okay is because I 
brought in 5 of my personal fans to cool the room. Furniture should have been an option.  
Costa hierarchy of needs says so.  A safe and secure learning environment is the first priority and the 
temperatures are unreasonable in most classrooms at APS.  Second, APS has horrible and inconsistent 
internet and technology and the students need access.  Those as well as 3rd social emotional and 
mental health services are most important priorities as they are primary responsibilities and relate to 
their immediate learning environment.  Why the need for extra tutoring and extra time in school 
extra math when their regular school time is in unlearnable environments with faulty technology.  
These are more important than the other items as they are immediate and first on the Costa 
hierarchy of needs.   everything else is supplementary or reactionary to the real problem 
Teachers of special populations (gifted) should not lose their jobs or be transferred bc enrollment is 
low. We need to protect these jobs bc the students will return. 
In-person Location must be a priority and functional in order to be successful 
My building is 5/6 years old and has not had working A/C for 3 of those years, it's "fixed" each 
October in time for the heat to be turned on! I can't work like this in a mask too! 



1.  I work in a portable, and I have been baking since the school year began, especially having to keep 
my door open because of Covid.  It's really hard to teach kids when both they and you are sweating 
profusely.  What is going to happen in the Winter when we have to leave our door open?  Do you 
think kids who are trying to keep from shivering are going to learn well?  And since I teach Braille, I 
can assure you that it's impossible to read Braille when you can't feel your fingertips.    2. School has 
been INSANE and CHAOTIC since the start of the year.  While my personal class is probably the very 
best class on campus, the other kids I see while on duty are truly showing the stress of the last 18 
months or so.  Additionally, we have more and more Covid infections in those who are too young to 
be vaccinated (all of the elementary students).  It's hard to have to share a nurse with another school.  
It's especially hard when that nurse has to tend to five different children who all get sick at school.  
We need more nursing and mental health services, for sure.    3.  Even at school, there are days when 
the internet is sketchy.  My classroom computer is a dinosaur.  Chromebooks don't work with the 
screen-reading software that some of my students need to learn.     
My portable is falling apart and is 90 degrees during the day. My students are not safe, I am not safe, 
and learning is not happening. I do not have access to a smart board or projector, have not been 
issued devices for my kids as promised and am working far outside contract hours to meet demands 
of NM PreK  
The kids are in rooms where they can’t learn because of their discomfort. Take care of the learning 
environment and then we can focus on teaching 
This is how I feel would be the best allocation of resources. 
Our students should be a priority, try to catch them up on their studies, then facilities, HVAC, these 
swamp coolers need some kind of updated to ensure that the environment in which learning takes 
place is appropriate.  
Having circulating air during a pandemic is vital especially for older schools that have very small 
classrooms.  We cannot socially distance 3 ft when there are 23 kids in a classroom or portable.  
Having a stabilized budget helps keep services are schools like mine.  We are not title 1 and we don't 
have a bilingual program.  All of our funds come from enrollment numbers.  When we lose enrollment 
funds essential jobs are lost at our schools such as the librarian, assistant principal, or redirector.  We 
then have the Dean and principal doing the work of 4 or more people.  
These are ALL IMPORTANT ISSUES but we use WiFi daily and our classes are too hot so that’s why I 
put those first.  
Our district program doesn't have a school budget. As a result the Material needs of our Medically 
fragile homebound students are unmet. We are long overdue for a Homebound Low technology 
library providing switches that activate toys and  technology such as New Ipads and multisensory 
cause effect applications are needed. Also, new educational toys with all the parts for our emergent 
learners. Obviously, any district adoption of curriculum should also include some resources for our 
programs as well. Thank you.  

 
It is very difficult for students to concentrate with the A/C or Heater does not work. The next problem 
we have are technology issues. 
Day-to-day environmental conditions affect learning more than any esoteric, indefinite "initiative" 
will. Before the argument can be made that more time should be spent at school, the time for which 
we already have students needs to be used to its full capacity. To that end A/C units, social workers, 
and functional wifi would be much more useful than any "intervention" programs. It's not rocket 
science-- one needs only to look at Maslow's hierarchy of needs to understand where APS is failing.  

 



We need to finish projects that we should are in the works first and foremost so that things are not 
halfway done. Then the emotional wellbeing of students and staff comes next.  
We are a small school and only have a part time counselor. Our students' needs demand full time. 
Also, teachers are having to handle a lot of  issues on their own and feeling overwhelmed and taxed 
with the psychological burdens. 
A HOT CLASS ROOM SERIOUSLY DISRUPTIVE TO LEARNING 
Rather than begin new initiatives or spend money on tech and books for which I believe money will 
become available later, we should stabilize and maintain that which we have, which is, in many ways, 
hanging from a thread. 
Actually the NUMBER ONE priority needs to be raising the base pay for all EA's to at least 
$15/hr!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Trying to teach without a secure environment and sufficient wifi capability limits what I can do in my 
classroom. I do not have enough space for group work or intervention groups.  
Kids can’t learn in a sweltering classroom. Basic needs before everything else  

 
Students are being quarantined at rapid rates and still lack necessary learning technology. This is a 
issue of equity. 
Our working conditions are directly tied to our learning environment. Getting our HVAC upgraded and 
working will help tremendously. We also need to focus on reaching the needs of students affected by 
the year and half remote learning, both academically and social emotionally. 
Teachers need to have the tools in their classrooms: prometheans, working laptops, internet access 
and even tech support (which is currently the worst issue APS has I believe) in order to be effective 
teachers.  I also believe that until the pandemic is over, schools need to be held harmless on their 
enrollment.  As far as I am concerned HVAC systems are not a priority to learning and can be 
addressed in other ways.  A couple of fans from Walmart are no where near as expensive as having to 
buy a working laptop or fixing a promethean out of a teacher's pocket.  And while I hate that it might 
come out of a teacher's pocket that has been our reality for a long time.  So I would rather have more 
necessary tools and more expensive tools purchased by the district than worrying about if an air 
conditioner functions perfectly. 
In my school many of the classrooms are not getting cold air. We have students just sitting there 
saying they are sweating. for SEL I have heard from teachers at both elementary and high school 
grade levels about the difficulties that students are having with socializing and behaviors. 

 
All these are valuable and important.  Some are more urgent than others. 
Facilities need to be prioritized so that students and staff have a safe environment to learn. SEL 
instruction is essential for the health and well-being of our students. The budget and enrollment is 
still in flux as we adapt. Technology has already been invested in a lot this past year and while it's 
important, it's not as high as the others. Unfinished learning is also important, but throwing more 
trainings and PD at teachers isn't the answer since the school day can only fit in so much to begin 
with. 

 
People must stay hydrated to learn.  Hot rooms are not conducive to learning and health.  The cost of 
lawsuits brought on by students having heat related healthy issues will far outweigh the costs of fixing 
the problem.  Dehydration can lead to seizures.  That is just one healthy issue brought on by heat and 
dehydration.  All other issues are impeded by this as well (Who cares if you have great tech. if you are 
too hot and dehydrated to learn...).  Do what is right and fix the buildings for the future!    Shoddy 
infrastracture costs more in the long run.  (broken bridges resulting in tragedy, the Miami apartment 



complex... too mention two such failures to address infrastructure issues)  Disparities in healthy 
conditions between buildings and parts of town should NOT be an issue (Yazzie vs. Martinez) 
We need to update buildings!! 
It is difficult to work as well as difficult for the students to learn when suffering the physical 
discomfort of being too warm during warm weather and too cold during cold weather. Social 
Emotional and Mental Health NEEDs attention with the students and, to be honest, with some staff 
members at our schools. The pandemic hit all of us in differing ways and was challenging for all. 
Students,  teachers, and Educational Assistants,  alike , should be able to consistently access 
technology at school and at home in order to keep up with online learning. Students without reliable 
internet need help. Our budget must be stabilized no question about that. I feel rather than focusing 
on missed learning, we need to be focused on moving forward with current learning opportunities. It 
is time to move forward.  
Improved internet is what I see as the most important objective for APS.  There have already been 
several times this school year where the internet has gone down, causing disruption to learning as 
internet is often needed for assignments, and disruption to planning as google drive documents 
become unaccessible during prep times.  It also causes disruptions in grading and communication. 
Budget for personnel first. Without people to run all the great programs,, there wouldn’t be much! 
Self explanatory  
Students need support in academic and social/emotional NOW.  Facilities can wait. 
We need a stable system to be able to do our work. Without working facilities or a predictable 
budget, everything else will be harder than it should be. 
The best use of the money would be to change the block schedule for all high schools, which 
continues to be the worst daily decision APS makes. 
Most of the above items can be done by teachers. Having learning environments (cooling and 
heating) are out of teachers' control. A good teacher can meet the needs of students by using what 
they have as far as curriculum, SEL, and technology. Heating and cooling is necessary! 
Not just HVAC upgrades, we need air purifiers and physical distancing manner enforced. Currently my 
classroom is completely full. Students are sitting right next to each other . Plus we are using potable 
classrooms and dust comes in via swamp cooler. The air is very dusty and not healthy for lungs.  
I work with medically fragile students and we have NO a/c. Its unbearable and interferes with student 
learning. 
Students and teachers cannot work in uncomfortable environments.  It is unacceptable to have 
excessive heat or extreme cold in classrooms.  Both do not allow for learning.  With winter 
approaching we will have to have windows open because of Covid.  We need a solution.  We do not 
need to adopt new curriculum.  We have amazing teachers.  We just need a safe working 
environment.  
Self explanatory  
Our school building is so old and has so many issues I think hvac needs to be fixed.  
The lack of reliable internet is preventing me from performing the basic functions of my job at school: 
taking attendance, giving students feedback, recording grades, accessing IEPs, 504s and SAT 
information, completing assigned training courses, communicating with email, and teaching students 
to access current information and tools on the internet.    So, this is work that I often must do from 
home. 
N/A 
The school facilities are old, hot, and stuffed with kids.  Fix the ac so I and the kids want to be there.      
The tech is shitty- I am told I have to implement a 20% tech increase.  That’s stupid - but if that’s what 
the school want to do - fix the internet.    Fund the schools that don’t have the numbers - that way 



they don’t lag behind.  Don’t train me or any one else in stupid ways - like making me take a a bunch 
of video courses that I don’t pay attention to (by the way how many times did the reader of this try to 
opt out of a dumb test or press fast forward on a dumb training?).    Social emotional health is great - 
first things first - make the environment where the kids and staff live 8 hours out of the day 
comfortable and not backwards.      Fix what needs to be fixed before starting a new fouled up and 
expensive program that only exasperates the system and makes everyone working in school say -  
same old shit - different mandate.      Good luck - you will all need it  

 
APS wireless internet is too unreliable and inconsistent to support learning.     My swamp cooler has 
been constantly squeaking for months now which is extremely disruptive for learning. I have 
submitted numerous work orders for M&O and the problem has not diminished. I often will have to 
turn off my swamp cooler while I'm lecturing because students cannot hear me over the squeaking, 
but then it gets too hot in our classroom for students to learn. It's currently a lose-lose situation for 
noise and temperature control in my classroom.  
Technology is so behind and often does not work while in class. Everything is dated. It makes training 
for 21st century jobs laughable.  
The HVAC system in my school is failing and working conditions are inhumane. We are working long 
days with masks on our faces. Please help. Technology needs maintained especially internet.  
We have a gap in learning and mental health. By allowing more time in schuol students can close thr 
gap have more time with both educational staff and counselors to learn skills 
All of these are really high priorities, but I think that the most important part is to have a safe & 
healthy environment for students and that they are getting the best quality education that we can 
provide   
n/a 
Ventilation is awful.  Air is awful.  Technology in the classroom is awful. We need to get this year 
stabilized before we start removing teachers.  We need to get parents contacted who do not send 
their students to school.  More learning and stop focusing on the social emotional aspect.  
Safe Facilities are what matter most. 
SEL and mental health supports are severely underfunded in the schools.  Especially in COVID, our 
students need additional supports.  

 
1- No employee should have to work and no child should have to learn in an environment that is too 
hot or cold.    2-I have had the same laptop for 7 years. Because I work for Special Ed, I am unable to 
get one from my school and have to go through the special education department. After having issues 
for the last 3 years, I finally went and bought my own. The district says that all devices should be 
replaced after 5 years, but apparently that does not apply to related services. Also, internet is spotty 
at all locations.    3- Our children are struggling after the pandemic!  
Schools need working HVAC and SEL support.  
Fix my A/C in my room PLEASE! 
I currently still have NO air in my office, 84 degrees as we speak and this is a NEW edition to the 
school. Miserable 

 
The heating and cooling systems are awful. The answers here are fairly limited as well. I would have 
like to see more options.  
I honestly feel all of them are a top priority. It is hard to pick one over the other.  

 



Schools currently don't have much control over their enrollment, and even if they are providing 
excellent instruction and support, parents are disenrolling students due to Covid. School still need the 
same personnel and resources, especially since enrollment can change at any moment. Next, our 
buildings need to be up to date and safe/comfortable for learning to take place.  
Without a stable internet connection and devices in each student and teachers hands, we will never 
fully be a one to one district. Tech frustrations affect teacher's ability to teach and student's ability to 
learn. 
It's too hot to teach and learn when it's 85 degrees in class. 
Keeping students comfortable in the classroom will help ensure they are learning, focused, and 
excited to be in the classroom. It will also help ease parents when sending their students to school.  
na 
Looking at Maslow's hierarchy of needs, learning is not going to take place in non-air conditioned 
classrooms. Also, class sizes are incredibly overloaded and unequal throughout the district. Schools 
should not be punished for low enrollment and end up with less teachers which compounds the 
problem and families go elsewhere.  
We currently do not have an aps tier 2 program and no solid math program. This should be priority.  
I feel like our priority should be lower class sizes, I believe hold harmless May actually result in this.  

 
The AC hasn't worked in the school for most of the year. If it works, it doesn't work until after 730 and 
it barely works. And when you put in a work order to have it fixed they say it works on their end and 
call it a day 

 
 
Kids can’t learn even with the best curriculum when it’s 90° 

 
Since Hvac and internet are connected, those two need to be top priority. I put Stabilizing the budget 
so the critical services like counselors, librarians and other things that typically have a student 
threshold next because all those services are vital to running a school. Those services facilitate 
students students SEL. I put programs last because without educators, programs don’t mean much. 
Students and staff should never be expected to stay in a building with no heat or air conditioning. 
All students need to be taught how to deal with anxiety, depression, and other mental health issues.  
This needs to be focused on and incorporated better into the health education classes.  This is how to 
improve safety in schools and decrease crime in general.     
We need safety and stability right now.  
HVAC issues are COVID Issues also.  
Internet for all - regardless of income - is a desperate need.  Nurses need to be paid for all the lunches 
they miss, and all the extra time they spend at school - NO MORE PRO GRATIS !!!!! 

 
I'm sick and tired of going home drenched in sweat.  I'm sick and tired of the kids complaining how 
hot it is.  I'm sick and tired of none of us being able to concentrate because all we can think about is 
how hot we are.  I'm sick and tired of planning a lesson that involves the internet tools we have, and 
then having to scrap it the next morning and come up with something on the fly because the internet 
is down.  Again.  I honestly don't know enough about the other ones to comment.  I just kind of put 
them in order. 
We need working heating and cooling and student health should always be a priority. 



I am a special education teacher working with students in a district intensive global support level 1 
classroom. We are located in an interior class room with one door and NO windows. I have sent 
emails requesting someone from the district come out and inspect my classroom. To see if it falls 
under the need for a classroom ventilation unit and have not had a response. 
If students and teachers are not comfortable in their classrooms and schools.  Ex: HVACS not working, 
no air flow, unsafe conditions, then no learning will take place.   

 
It is simple education psychology to make sure that students and teachers basic needs are met so that 
learning can take place effectively.   
First and foremost is the health and safety of people in the buildings. No air conditioning or filters is 
the tip of the iceberg when there are buildings infested with mice and fleas, leaking or falling apart 
ceilings, etc.  
Our facilities are in shambles throughout the district. Heat/cooling doesn't work consistently, there 
are vermin and bug problems everywhere, and buildings are without windows. The classrooms are 
hideous, cheerless, and prison-like. They are devoid of charm and positive influence and are no place 
to be inspired, learn, and create.  
It's so HOT in my room!  You try teaching Math to 25 8th graders when it's 85 and humid under all 
their masks.  It's impossible!  Not to mention kids being exposed to COVID in my class with poor 
ventilation has been an issue this year. 
N/A 
Make our schools as safe as possible during COVID. 
I definitely more students are in need of social and mental health support.  That, along with proper 
HVAC and cooling systems are HUGE in terms of BASIC needs in order to function properly in school.  
Technology supports follow because it is difficult to do any job, and ask our students to do research or 
work, without the proper internet services. 
Low enrollment means low class sizes. With lower class sizes issues such as social emotional health 
can usually be tended to -granted positions aren't cut due to low enrollment. 
I'm struggling to assign priorities for some... they are all #1. Nursing services are a top priority for me 
as a nurse, I find myself having difficulty keeping up with nursing duties with the addition of all the 
COVID related duties that have been added in. Our building struggles with HVAC and heating and 
leaks (in the isolation room now) and it seems we never start the year with working systems or it's 
never fixed on time. This should be a priority over the summer for M&O to insure we open in good 
condition. We need more mental health staff in all schools. We need to consider community mental 
health resources for families to access easily through the school... ie. the pandemic has taken a toll on 
our collective psyche and parents are verbally abusing us on a regular basis as we try to do our jobs.   

 
I can’t focus on anything when I’m too hot or too cold. So imagine the kids? Once Hvac is good then I 
can focus on the social emotional aspect of my students and myself. This year has been really tough 
on all of us. And because of the working conditions we are in, I have been looking for other jobs I 
could qualify for. These terrible conditions make me want to leave education in NM for good! I would 
gladly teach in another state where teachers are paid better and treated better, and have working Air 
conditioners on during a hot summers day.  
Teaching and learning cannot happen if the most immediate thoughts and feelings are about how hot 
and uncomfortable a person is at that moment.  When there are record temps, HVAC should be a 
priority.    Related service providers are using laptops that are 10 or more years old and do not work 
properly.  Many of us are using out chromebooks but now those are being taken away because they 
are old.  Related service provider have been left out of the technology needs. 



Working conditions are learning conditions. If we do not have adequate working conditions it makes it 
difficult for students to learn and teachers to teach.   

 
HVAC systems need fixing. It is dangerous in this heat to not have air conditioning. Students cannot 
learn in such conditions and teachers cannot teach. It is unhealthy and unacceptable.  

 
 
 
I work with the teens in mental health crisis quite often. We are short counselors and social workers 
and it falls on us nurses. 
All are important but we are lacking services like social workers, speech language therapists, etc. and 
the need for that has increased since the pandemic. 
A comfortable building is essential to learning. It's hard enough to wear a mask all day, but imposible 
when your over heated.  
I have requested new technology for years, and my desk top and laptop barely work. I also have an 11 
year Promethean board. I can't explain how frustrating it is to be required to teach online and 
provided paperless assignments with a computer that barely functions. It has really impacted my 
instructional time as there are days when I can't even use the lesson I had prepared. Also, mental 
health is seen in every classroom at every age. This directly impacts students ability to cope and learn. 
Teachers also would benefit from training to assist supporting the students needs.  
The students need all the help and support APS can offer.  Schools need to be cool in the summer and 
warm in the winter so students can learn and teachers can teach! 
I'm not sure what each broad terminology from the previous question actually means for my school 
and me. I am not at a title 1 school, but we are in desperate need of help. We have no interventionist, 
no new Promethean Boards (my board in my current room is 12+ years old, older than my students) 
and does not work with my laptop. Our library is outdated and not current. We also do not have 
working air units in our school. On September 7, the majority of the classrooms in our school had no 
working  air coming in.  

 
 
The circulation of air and air conditioning is almost non existent in my room.   Also, as a related 
service provider having technology that works(computer) is essential but we are not provided with 
that and have to use old computers that don not work correctly. 
HVAC issues have been an issue for so long and now it could be fixed. We rely on technology to teach 
all of our core curriculum.  We need devices and reliable internet to do it. Kids have not been in 
school for a year, their social emotional states are hurting. Teachers also need some social emotional 
support. 
I feel class sizes should be smaller to help children catch up for the missing instruction during on-line 
learning.  I have observed multiple elementary classes across the district and it is clear these students 
are behind what is expected in fine motor skills, knowledge and in general a lack of age appropriate 
levels.  One school had a great sized class 12 kids in the first grade but due to the low numbers the 
classes were going to be combined.  A larger class will not help these students gain what they have 
lost. 
I'm not even sure what "hold harmless funding for schools with low enrollment" means!  But physical 
and emotional well being should be the priority, student's can't learn without those in place first.  

 
 



Both students and teachers can't work productively in a classroom that is too hot. This needs to be 
the main focus. Most schools HVAC units are as old as the schools. Our students and staff deserve to 
work in a better environment.  
Wearing masks all day when air conditioning hardly works or doesn’t work at all effects teachers 
teaching and students learning.  
APS needs to share the responsibility of mental health issues with community resources, but Social 
Emotional and mental health issues are significantly impacting classrooms and student wellness and 
learning in special and regular ed, and at all ages.     The poor working/ HVAC conditions are also 
making learning very hard, Making people sick.   We need to not rush into unfinished learning by 
making drastic long term changes. We need to be mindful not desperate. We are still in a pandemic.   
I have no AC in my room.  It is over 85 degrees most days and miserable.  I teach outside in the shade 
whenever possible.  It is a nightmare.  Maintaining the budget is critical to maintaining our school.  
Pay teachers and staff more for all the extra work we are doing.  Make it easy for principals to use 
Covid funding for staff.  We are drowning in tech for kids at this point.  Lets upgrade tech in 
classrooms (New Smart Boards, Prometheon Boards that work.  Get teachers new laptops. 
Kids can not learn academics if they are emotionally or physically  unwell  
“Unfinished learning” is no one’s fault. We were in a pandemic and students worked as hard as they 
could online. We should focus on a brand new year and how to help them, starting with their mental 
health and their learning environment around them.  
I work in a classroom with a swamp cooler and if both interior and exterior doors are not open, the air 
quality indicator on my air purifier (personally purchased 2 in prep for winter with my bonus money) 
indicates the air is severely polluted. In the afternoon, when the Sun comes around, it's hot and the 
system is so loud, we cannot hear one another with masks on. As well, we have classrooms for 
students with IEPs  that are not staffed, so students are put into classrooms that are not as indicated 
on their IEPs. No one is learning. Teachers and EAs are spending their time chasing students who 
elope, so they have to keep their doors closed. The students (mis)placed in classrooms outside of the 
district settings dictated by their IEPs will not wear masks and are unvaccinated. I have lost medical 
appointments due to contact I was forced to make with these students, one of whom runs through 
my room regularly to leave the building. EAs and teachers have quit or been moved to other settings. 
All students, regardless of status as GE, SE, or ELL have returned with signs of trauma following the 
last year and a half. They are not receiving any help. My class is designed to meet some of their SEL 
needs, but I am one teacher with one 45 minute class. Students have regressed emotionally, 
academically, and socially.   Finally, the daily COVID screening questionnaire has been changed to 
leave off the site information and the question about whether we've had contact with someone who 
has tested positive for COVID. I have students who have missed a week or more due to positive tests, 
but we are not informed, and since we are not being asked to respond to the exposure and site 
questions anymore, the data for the district is incomplete and erroneous. I feel like teachers have 
been left to fend for themselves, and students whose needs are greatest are being ignored. No one is 
being adequately informed, and we are all sustaining daily mental, emotional, and sometimes 
physical harm. When the doors have to be closed for the winter, we will be in even more serious 
trouble.  
We need working AC and Heaters for all APS.  The harmful overheated classroom conditions do affect 
students ability to focus and learn proactively and effectively.  

 
Students basic needs and materials need to be met before they can successfully learn 
. 



Many schools in the district have inadequate working/ learning conditions and that needs to be 
addressed. Many of our portables did not have working units for the first few weeks of school 
Improvement to HVAC systems it's absolutely critical at this time, as is social and emotional support 
for students 
n/a 
Those are all high priorities, but many of our kids are hurting and need extra help. We also need our 
HVAC systems working to keep kids safe.  
Maslow's  
I want a safe place to work & I don’t want them to cut things from my small school!  
Working conditions are student learning conditions. Outdated heating and cooling systems that don't 
work reliably have both a monetary and human cost. We also know that to maintain our own and our 
student's health, MERV13 air filtration is essential to have installed. Students are getting sick, 
teachers are getting sick, and in the age of COVID, we can no longer just let get by with old heating 
and cooling systems that don't work and rely on windows to clear the air in a crowded classroom. It's 
far more important to create a healthy learning environment for our students than to focus on (the 
myth of) learning loss.  
A hot classroom is not a positive learning environment.  
Kids cannot learn in the horrific conditions we have in our buildings right now. We need to focus on 
basic needs before kids can learn. 90 degree classrooms with no ventilation during a pandemic is 
appalling and shameful.  
Working and learning conditions are greatly important. Keeping up with the technology needs are 
ever more important now that all students have devices.  
HVAC systems are critical 
While all are important, I feel that programs for social emotional & mental health services could be 
addressed without an APS financial investment. The facilities seem to have been addressed already as 
I have seen. We have moved to one to one tech and are mostly on campus, but there is still a need to 
overcome the barrier many students still face with not having internet access at home. Schools need 
to have at least funding for basic programs and processes already in place for continuity for those 
students still remaining in the small school, even if enrollment is not what was projected. Most 
important in my eyes is that we need to get creative to assist students in overcoming the deficits that 
exists as a result of the ongoing pandemic; this does not happen though without proper funding and 
support of teachers and staff. 

 
 
I believe mental health is going to be the most important issue we face the next few years. We've 
seen a spike in fights and it looks like gun violence among our students is going to continue to be an 
issue. 

 
I think schools ought to all have equal access to funding regardless of tax base and enrollment.   
Providing services to support Social Emotional Learning, increase personal awareness, coping skills 
and practice mindfulness will promote health and wellbeing.  The Human resources necessary to 
provide for high quality educational services requires greater investment. The resources used to 
outsources service to outside contractors could be reallocated to support school staff.  

 
We currently have 7 operating kitchens in our lab with no HVAC. Not only is it too hot to work in our 
classrooms with old and outdated AC/Heating but we cannot saute or fry because of the lack of 
ventilation. 



 
 
Classroom HVAC systems must be fixed. 
The first priority is should be student and teacher health inside APS buildings. Students cannot learn 
and teachers cannot teach in rooms that are sweltering hot with uncirculated air. Second, we need 
MORE caring adults on campus to support students' mental health and social emotional needs.  Class 
sizes are large this year and teachers can't do everything .  
Many of the students are way below grade level and need extra support. 

 
There are many portables at our school that have not have proper cooling since the beginning of the 
school year. Teachers are spending their own money to bring in numerous fans and portable air 
conditioning units to their portables with very little relief.   Students are still dealing with technology 
issues of Chrome books not working properly, such as keys typing other letters, among other issues.   
Staff work many hours over contract time with no additional compensation. Many teachers have 
additional jobs to make ends meet. Providing school tutoring programs by the district could not only 
help teachers needing extra income, rather it would benefit struggling students extra assistance in 
their academics.  
Safe working and learning environment. 

 
For the first two weeks of this school year, my first graders and I endured temperatures in our 
classroom reaching 80-85 degrees. Students were tired in the afternoon, a few falling asleep on their 
desks. The two fans we had in the room helped to move the air, but also made it difficult to hear 
people speak. I feel very lucky to have had our ventilation/cooling problems fixed in two weeks. 
Honestly, this is the first time in the 12 years I have been in the new building that this classroom has 
had ventilation problems. I know others that go through this misery frequently. If the learning 
environment isn't adequate, not much else matters. 
In order to impact the areas of unfinished learning and SEL, we need to have the technology in place 
to facilitate these initiatives. The budget needs to be stabilized in order to fund all of the above and 
provide monies for all services provided. We also need to have environmental conditions in place that 
make our schools safe and comfortable for learning to take place. With these in place, we are able to 
provide more opportunities for learning and improve SEL for all. 
School initiatives have a tendency to change based on what company is better at lobbying APS 
purchasers.  The name Stapleton should ring a bell.  This also leads to the District defrauding teachers 
and coaches of monies that they should be getting for extra services rendered.  Finally, with global 
warming making life in the classroom more difficult every year, we need to make sure our classrooms 
provide the proper climate conditions to learn and teach.  Especially, if we are going to have to wear 
masks for the next few years. 

 
I believe it's difficult to prioritize when there are a number of complex and urgent issues, but I made 
rankings based on what seemed to offer the most direct support to students in need.  
While we have ostensibly placed Chromebooks into the hands of all of our students, it is undeniable 
that these machines are of greatly varying quality.  This is largely due to the variations in their age, 
but it is not exclusively that.  The point is, these machines are not made to last forever, and even now, 
some of them are old enough to be poor performing already.  We need to lock in a steady rotation of 
student personal computers for the future.  Given how computers age and how hard students are 
going to be on computers as they go between home and school, I urge that fully one-third of our 
Chromebooks be replaced each and every year.    Along with that we need to guarantee high speed 



internet for every student in every home.  APS and Xfinity should partner to make sure no student is 
left behind on the internet highway.    Finally, teachers need some newer stuff.  My desktop 
computer, which is not the oldest at my school, is nonetheless older than my middle school students.  
It groans under the weight of opening Synergy and Google Drive at the same time.  Teacher 
computers do not have to be replaced nearly as often as student Chromebooks, but the fact that my 
desktop was built before President Obama's election is indicative that we need to do more. 
APS needs more Tech people to help with the absurd number of tech problems. Our internet does not 
hold with everyone on at the same time (i.e. during iReady testing when other classes are doing 
online assignments). Our students cannot access the internet at home when they are in QT, which 
means that some have no access to their education for 10-20 days (isn't that a violation of FERPA? If 
they caught COVID at school/were QT'd due to a close contact, then they should still have access to 
their education, but from what I'm hearing across the district is that the use of educational platforms 
(google classroom, mostly) is hit-or-miss.) Since returning, I've seen a large rise in the number of 
students who are struggling with SE/Mental Health issues. To me, meeting students' basic Maslow's 
needs while supporting them academically is priority. We did a good job of that last year and it feels 
like we pushed that aside when we got back on campuses and are now being urged to figure out 
"unfinished learning initiatives" and get the students back on track while students (and staff) are 
massively traumatized and experiencing traumas again and again due to the news (school shootings, 
natural disasters, etc) and violence on campus (bullying is on the rise--it started on their social media 
during QT and now they have a chance to act on feelings they harbored for a year). 
Too much emphasis on technology and not enough on our students and staff mental health, well 
being, and feeling appreciated for all the hard work that has been done.  Special education 
classrooms are understaffed and under funded.  Teachers and related service personnel working in 
these programs do not have support or incentives to work with the most challenging students in the 
district.  Money for special education is not going to the programs it was intended for and we have no 
teachers that want to work in these programs. 
Nothing matters if the classroom conditions cannot be managed and students can’t focus on learning 
of their emotional and safety needs aren’t being met. 
APS will never have the amount of money required to update HVAC and technology unless we do it 
now. It becomes increasingly more difficult to do our job when we don't have decent temperature 
control and technology in our rooms. Last spring, i had to wear a heavy winter coat, scarf, hat, and 
mittens ALL day EVERY  day for weeks. I couldn't focus, the students couldn't focus. I love my job, but 
last spring I cried almost every day just thinking about walking into my 40 degree room. And, then of 
course, this fall, my room was blazing hot. We were all dripping in sweat. I finally went out and spent 
$100 of my own money on fans. 
J 
Working HVAC is essential for teaching and learning. In addition, adults and students with seizure 
disorders and other illnesses negatively impacted by being in overly warm environments experience 
worsening of symptoms and consequently miss school and or work.   
The emotional stability affects so many other factors that affect Learning 
Working HVAC is essential to the health and wellness of every staff and student on campus. Schools 
need more nurses, counselors, and mental health SEL support for staff and students to get what they 
need to function optimally.  

 
 
Want to see fine arts expansion reinstated. Benefits students social emotional health.  

 



 
All five are TOP priorities, but stabilizing the budget, but holding harmless the schools with low 
enrollment is forward thinking and will give schools the time needed for enrollment to return to 
previous numbers.  
APS facilities, especially schools, are in desperate need of upgrades in HVAC and other structural 
issues for the health and safety of all students and staff. Social/Emotional focus is very important as 
this past year, and current year is very different and challenging emotionally/socially. Technology is 
extremely important and we need to bridge the gap so ALL students have equitable access to 
technology.  

 
Much of student learning still requires Chromebook use, so stable and reliable internet is vital to 
make the rest more feasible. Social-Emotional and health needs come next for me because students 
that are not physically and mentally well cannot be expected to learn and retain. Safe working and 
learning conditions come third because physical discomfort impedes both teaching and learning 
ability, but is much less effective without the previous two. The last two take a back seat in 
comparison to the first three. 
HVAC problems create an environment that is not educationally conducive, makes students' and 
teachers' ability to focus nearly impossible.  As for making up for lost education, we need to just calm 
down.  5 years from now, everyone will have caught up and this will just be a blip on the screen.  We 
need to just be patient and not try to push the kids too much or our efforts will just backfire. 
I believe that if students are going to be in classrooms where online learning is expected to be a 
portion of the instruction, they should have access to good tech. 

 
with a large teaching shortage we are experiencing we should find a way to give attract applicant's to 
join in teaching 
We all know that because of the pandemic, we suffered and still are suffering learning loss. It is but 
essential to fill in this learning loss through school tutoring programs, especially in math as well as 
additional paid time for staff.  SEL for me is the second since I believe that the overall well-being is as 
important as learning. Facilities projects, budget stabilization and technology are also essential. It is 
just that we can cope and still continue working with what we already have right now.  
Teachers can't teach and children can't learn in environments that are too hot or too cold. SEL is so 
important for any child and especially right now. 
Before we can address learning we need to have the right environment for the teachers and students.  
Teachers need to be compensated for the hours that they are already working outside of contract 
period. If this change does occur, that time should be left open for educators to plan not additional 
responsibilities otherwise it literally defeats the purpose, because well we are already working these 
times, we just currently aren't paid for them. Upgrading the wifi connectivitiy as well is the ONLY way 
we can actually integrate technology is a meaningful way, so I would put this above the A/C.  
All schools were in disrepair prior to the pandemic.  APS had almost an entire year without students in 
buildings to get things back to working condition and they didn't.  Now we have returned to roofs 
leaking, ceilings falling in, overgrown plants and some plants that died due to lack of water because 
the watering systems were not turned on and the campuses were not maintained.  It is embarrassing 
how bad our campus looks and it is not a good learning environment nor work environment.  I think 
APS needs to get the buildings and grounds for schools in good condition for the kids and then there 
will be a good environment for learning.  The budgets need to be restored and then APS needs to 
start working on finding out why students left and address those things so that we can get students 
back to APS schools.  Next APS needs to provide staff with extra money to work after school to hold 



tutoring and supplemental learning for struggling students to catch them up.  APS needs to develop a 
plan for technology.  Some families didn't return equipment and said it was stolen or lost, other 
families returned it with missing parts, broken screens, and beyond dirty and since there is no policy 
in place these families were issued another device.  This is unacceptable and needs to remedied.  Los 
Lunas has a technology policy to address such issues.  Maybe APS needs to get with another district to 
develop a policy. 
Tutoring and summer school have to be a priority to support the learning gaps that we are facing 
among all students.  WITHOUT limits and restrictions that we have faced in the past (children have to 
stay in class with same teacher or there must be a teacher at every grade level willing to teach).      
Repairs to HVAC need to be across the board, not to the schools who have been identified as needing 
repair.      Teachers need to have access to internet!!  Even today, I did not have internet at my school.    
We MUST get PreK in all schools!  
1 - No learning happens when learning conditions are uncomfortable and untenable.  2 - Teachers 
alone cannot make up for Covid learning loss during class time only 
For any students to be successful, both staff and students need to be in an environment conducive to 
learning. This includes providing the necessary technology to access learning tools (especially 
dependable internet and Chromebooks), but it also includes creating an environment where everyone 
is comfortable. If rooms are too hot or cold, human beings will be wiggling and off task, unable to 
focus. For some, the heat can be detrimental. It is hard enough being stuck in a mask all day, but to 
add rooms that are either 100 degrees or 50 degrees is unbearable. I am fortunate and have a 
comfortable level of air, but my neighboring classroom has been 50 degrees all week. The room 2 
halls down has no air at all, so they are suffocating.   We have been required (ELA and math) to have 
students complete the Interim Assessments this week (all week). This means we have many students 
on the wifi at the same time, so it keeps shutting down. Students have been thrown off line while in 
the middle of reading a passage.   The frustrations grow.   While I am at it, it has become an extreme 
burden on teachers to keep up with the demands during this changing time. We don't mind doing the 
extra work, but many of us have no break at all 2 days each week. As well, we are expected to keep 
up with  deadlines to turn in things that we shouldn't need. It is hard enough to get the year started 
smoothly, but adding in the extras does not help. We are dealing with old equipment (for those who 
have taught in the school more than 5 years, their equipment is never replaced. The new teachers get 
new tech first, while some of us (who have been here more than 20 years) are still waiting for a 
working Promethean Board.   
Although I am currently teaching online, the sweltering / freezing conditions in APS are ridiculaous 
and unacceptable. This has been a nearly district-wide problem for the 15 years I have been with APS. 
Too bad it took a pandemic for anyone to notice or express concern. Strange how district offices do 
not have this problem with heating and cooling. 
Obviously, students cannot learn and teachers cannot teach in rooms that do not have reasonable 
temperatures.  Ensuring that EVERY room has fresh, appropriately cooled or heated air has to be 
priority 1 for the wellbeing of students and staff.     APS expects that we continue to use google 
classroom as a key component of teaching and learning.  The internet situation in APS is abysmal.  By 
the middle of 3rd period almost daily, my room loses wi-fi.  Students cannot access learning materials 
in classroom and I cannot access materials I've prepared for the day's lesson.  My 4th period is a 
guided study course where students select topics to research, synthesize, and present.  This class has 
been dead in the water due to the inability to access the internet.  I have had to use my own 
data/personal hotspot in order to teach my class.  Either APS needs to fix this issue or needs to pay 
for a cell phone and data plan for me.  It is wrong that I am having to pay out of my pocket to teach.      
Mental health is a huge issue for our students.  MANY are not successfully transitioning back to face 



to face instruction.  They report feeling overwhelmed by everything.   This is critical to address if we 
are going to get these kids caught up and ready to move forward. 
I think making the learning environment comfortable for everyone is the most important goal. I 
observed several students at different schools and was surprised by how hot and uncomfortable their 
classrooms were. I can't imagine having to be there every day and trying to teach/learn like that. I 
think the second goal should be universal mental health classes/services for everyone. 
The AC and Heating rarely works for more than 2 weeks at a time.    I would like to see more funding 
for students in the SAT process who need social work, but haven't qualified for Special Education yet.  
Basic needs haven' been met. My school is nearly 75 years old.  We were supposed to get a new 
school, but after money woes several years back, we were taken off the list. Some M & O 
departments don't even come to put bandaids on our building problems. There have been many 
wonderful people out from M & O, but others have ignored the problems. One example, my assistant 
principal put in a work order for my classroom's swamp cooler the week prior to teachers returning. 
Someone from M & O came out 3 times. On the third occasion, I happened to be in the room and 
because I wasn't the one who put the work order in, he decided to leave. My AP had to run after him, 
not sure he even came back. My unit wasn't working, even though they claimed it was. It took a 
fourth visit by a contractor to figure out the problem.  He said the only way he would know what to 
do was to go on the roof. So he did. I heard a lot of noise while he was up there and suddenly the cool 
air started flowing.  The problem was solved in about 15 minutes. Even though the previous men from 
M & O said it was working, I knew it wasn't.  When the contractor came down from the roof, he said 
the unit was completely overwhelmed with debris from the neighbor's trees above. He said the debris 
was basically suffocating the unit and its pads.  It seems to me that no one from M & O even went on 
the roof. Or if they did, they chose to ignore the problem.The problem could have been solved during 
the first visit. The swamp cooler attached to my room is fairly new (2-3 years) and yet it's not being 
maintained. I was very insulted by the letter from the district in regards to August being humid.  Any 
person who is from ABQ knows that well, and that shouldn't be an excuse for units that aren't 
working or  lack of maintenance. The days following my until being worked on made a world of 
difference and the children and I could actually feel a bit of comfort while teaching and learning.  I 
shouldn't have to beg for comfort. 
Daily temperature in classrooms is unbearable!! 

 
1-We have a one-time infusion of money that could solve a lot of long-term problems if it is used to 
fix our HVAC and ventilation and water systems.   2-We need to keep classes sizes low and thus hold 
harmless.   3- Our students have unprecedented social and emotial needs.  4- We need technology 
support  5- the other pieces must be in place before we will be able to make great academic gains in 
the traditional sense. 
I rankend them based on what I see at my school and what I think our most important needs are.  Our 
students deserve better and have been overlooked for years.  

 
1. NONE of our classrooms have A/C right now and 1/2 of our classrooms don't have the new air 
filters that filter the air throughout the night.  90-100 degrees in a classroom is a CRIME!!!  2. Our 
students in Kinder and 1st are very behind socially and emotionally.  We need direct SEL instruction, 
counseling help, early childhood additional staff, and programs for kids who are needing emotional 
help.  3. Tutoring is the only way we can help these students get a bit caught up.  At a low income 
school, kids already come to school 2-3 years behind as families are not as interactive with them 
when they are young.  They need access to summer school at LA MESA as many families do not have a 
vehicle.  With summer school, is should NOT be required that the teachers are all La Mesa staff.  



People should be able to work or not and the kids not be penalized because we don't have enough La 
Mesa staff working summer school 
No air, no internet, and  no services for maintenance of equipment for students should drive APS to 
meet basic needs first. 

 
We can't teach our students effectively in conditions where basic needs are not met. If it is too hot or 
cold in a room, students will not be able to focus to their best ability. The mediums through which we 
reach students are evolving and the pandemic has made it clear that we need to update our 
technology and student access. Social Emotional & Mental Health Services are essential benefits to 
both teachers and students. 

 
n/a 
Making sure that our environments are safe and healthy for everyone to learn and work in should be 
the first priority. For years there are to many classrooms and schools in the district that the conditions 
of the rooms, the heating and cooling systems, and equipment are so far below par that they cause 
harm or pose an imamate danger to staff and students safety, health, and well-being.  
Kids can't learn in poor conditions- old schools, no AC, too hot, too cold, poor air conditions.  

 
Our enrollment is down and we have a lot of healing to do at our school. 

 
Learning environments need to be improved in order to address learning loss, technology, social 
emotional learning and budget. 

 
 
I have been seeing a lot of students and teachers having trouble with mental health issues right now 
and think that it should be our top priority. 
Schools definitely need improved HVAC systems. We also desperately need improved classroom 
technology. Promethean boards are old and falling apart, teacher computers are terrible, school 
internet systems are spotty. We need good, reliable, useful, modern technology in our classrooms. 
I believe we need to make sure the mental health of all students and educators is taken care of before 
the learning can take place.  
The bulk of the money needs to be spent on facilities as currently, our school is unhealthy due to the 
lack of AC.  Also, students are trying to work on chromebooks (which are horrible) and there is no 
bandwidth.  Hardwired machines are having difficulties loading.  Ridiculou. 
Improvements to facilities should include the limited space in cafeterias.  We have had to add a lunch 
period but struggle every day to have enough coverage from staff members for covering lunch duty.  
Staff members who should not be covering lunch duty are being asked to cover because there are not 
enough people.  Classrooms with students received air purifiers, but ancillary staff rooms did not 
receive them.  The cooling systems don't work.  People are sent out to repair them, but they do not 
work, even after being serviced.  Students and staff continue to exhibit trauma from the pandemic.  
They cannot learn if they are afraid. Although we have a part-time nurse, it is not nearly enough time 
to manage the needs of the students.  The students and staff need quick access to mental health 
providers.  Technology is a challenging issue to manage.  We don't truly have the systems in place to 
make sure that all have equitable access to internet, devices, et.  
If some classrooms don't have working heat or A/C, that immediately affects students and learning. 
We need more community schools as health hubs: especially nursing and mental health supports at 
all schools beyond school counselors who have too-large caseloads at the MS/HS levels, especially 



after this pandemic year in which most students have complained of declines in their mental health. 
Poverty explains the bulk of low test scores, so we need to fight poverty as a community. It's also 
completely unjust to have schools funded by property taxes and booster clubs, when the money isn't 
distributed equally to communities across the district or even state by need. For example, I was told 
recently by a La Cueva HS parent that the booster club had bought a specialized $80K blow-up 
football mascot (!). 
I believe that providing adequate learning environment for students and staff is the priority because it 
sets the tone for learning. 
I have worked at Manzano H.S for 6 years and every year there are major heating and cooling issues 
in my classroom. Actually all of B- Hall.  Not only do my students complain about it but ultimately the 
students and I suffer in these conditions. I go home during the hot summer months dehydrated and 
exhausted from continuous exposure to hot temperatures in my classroom. In the winter I wear 
multiple layers including heated socks to stay warm.  Every time I submit a referral, they just tell us 
that our building is to old and their is nothing they can do about it. Last year even  Dr. Blakey, APS 
Chief Operations Officer came to campus and checked out our classrooms. During my conversation  
with her   I was directly told that the building was old and there is nothing they can do, but that my 
special ed student and I should dress appropriately for my classroom. I was completely appalled that 
this was the response I got from not only our administrator but also Dr. Blakey. It really spoke to the 
fact the what I do as a teacher is completely and blatantly  under appreciated by higher up individuals 
in APS. I have never felt so under valued or lesser than in my entire life.     These type of conditions 
would be unacceptable in any other working environment. OSHA would have also found it a huge  
violation of safe and healthy working environment. Any other company would have had to pay to 
make all working environments working safe and healthy if OSHA found a violation like this in their 
facilities. APS has continued for multiple years to neglect this issue around the district.     Far to long 
have teachers and students suffered in horrible teaching/learning conditions, it is time for a change. I 
whole heartedly believe that the environment students and teachers are in does play a vital role in 
the foundation of learning. Without a solid, safe and healthy working environment students can not 
flourish in their learning and teachers can not teach.    So none of the other options above really 
matter to me at this point. We more than deserve to have safe, healthy and properly functioning 
buildings and classrooms 
I have been uncomfortable in my classroom for the last three years.  They are working on our HVAC 
constantly with no improvement.  It is hard to function when you are uncomfortable.  We need to be 
well supplied with curricular needs as tech opportunities. 
Educational priorities must come first.  Second are having working HVAC systems to protect us from 
COVID so we can keep learning in person, especially in the winter.  Hot and cold classrooms are NOT 
the biggest issue.  Healthy learning environments with clean air and uncrowded rooms is important. 
Students and staff are struggling with the mental health due to the pandemic. The struggles of 
returning to in person schooling have been very challenging with almost 20% of my students running 
from classrooms because they want to go home. Students are struggling with frustration and are 
pushing back on school rules and boundaries. Teachers are struggling with their student's levels of 
needs. Some teachers are so frustrated they are fighting power struggles that they never would have 
bothered with 2 years ago. The adults in the classroom are feeling helpless because they have never 
had to work with this type of mutual impact on social emotional growth that the pandemic has had.     
I placed technology lower on the list because we need the human connection to help students begin 
to regulate and deal with the stresses and mental health issues that are popping up due to the 
pandemic.  
My classroom is 75 degrees at 8 a.m. and 80 degrees or higher by 3:00.  During my last 2 periods, 
students are falling asleep and need to go to the restroom to wash up just to wake up.  There is little 



or no circulation in my room.   FOR YEARS!  This is not a healthy working or learning environment.  
Admin acts like they are concerned but nothing ever changes. 
Mental health services for students AND staff. We can't begin to heal if we don't address the wounds.  
We need to meet the immediate needs of families, as much as possible. We need to keep our services 
consistent.  
Just as the Union states, Learning can’t, won’t and doesn’t happen when the climate conditions are 
well below Public Health standards. All of our students are suffering right now, not only in intolerably 
hot classrooms (this in a LEED award winning building with State of the Art systems and no swamp 
coolers), but with Social and Emotional issues from the Pandemic, Isolation, Online learning, 
Quarantining, and normal real life “stuff”. These students also can’t learn if their basic needs are not 
addressed. Nursing Services and Mental Health services are Critical for these students to move 
forward in their Education and life. These students, who are living through a Global Pandemic as we 
discuss the priorities of their schools, will be the leaders of tomorrow. We must put the children FIRST 
in this District (in this Country) and show them we are doing so by Prioritizing their basic needs. If we 
do That, the education/learning will follow. 
Bottom line, students and staff need to feel physically comfortable in classrooms.  It is asking too 
much of the teachers to be greater emotional and social support for the students, leading to greater 
problems.  I would like to see community projects organized to improve the sanitation, dignity and 
beauty of low income neighborhoods. 
Tutoring, especially in lower grades, seems to be supported by research.  

 
I teach virtually now, but I remember how listless students were during the summer heat. Then, the 
heaters were turned way up for winter, and they became listless again. 
They need to cater to the basic needs of students first and work their way up 
Learning conditions are a top priority, because learning will not happen if students are not in a 
comfortable space conducive to learning. The social and emotional well-being of the students is 
important. If they are not socially and emotionally stable, their minds will not be open to learning. 
Unfinished learning initiative are at the bottom of the list because I don't think they work. Students 
are not going to "catch up" with 10 extra days or extra summer school. Most don't want to be there, 
so may not be fully open to the learning.  
Those needs that most directly affect student learning and teacher retention need to be served first.  
ALL of them are important and must be addressed, should already BE addressed--our shortcomings 
are glaring. 
Our Social Workers are spread thin (especially those at the Elementary Level ..where we should be 
putting in EXTRA resources, support and attention to our youngest in the District - in the hopes of 
preventing a lot of the struggles we are seeing in Middle & High School). The district wants to focus 
on mental health and social/emotional learning ... this is what Social Workers do and most of us 
having a Clinical License. There really should be 1 social worker per Elementary school (and not 
juggling several other schools). Social Workers should be able to work with General Ed students as 
well as our Gifted students. Social Workers generate money for the district through Medicaid billing 
and when working with the gen ed population we can bill for that time as well if the student has 
Medicaid. It saddens me that we have Contract Therapists in the schools when we have a group of 
Social Workers who are doing the same thing...why not have less or NO contract therapists and have 
1 Social Worker per Elementary school (working with everyone - when needed). Contract therapists 
come and go ... but there is stability and consistency when a student is working with a Social Worker 
and can continue to see them the following year if necessary. Social Workers can work on the mental 
health and social/emotional needs of our kiddos...and at the elementary level we can focus on early 



detection/intervention. Our Social Workers throughout the district are spread thin and it is not Good 
Practice nor does it really support our student's needs. *(our kiddos are struggling ... especially during 
a time where life is uncertain, scary, unpredictable - not to mention what they are going through at 
home - financial hardship, homelessness, domestic violence, CYFD involvement etc.)* 
In an age where teachers are expected to provide 21st century skills, including utilizing technology, 
we need equipment that is appropriate to the task. Also, teachers are not able to teach effectively if 
they are constantly worried that their position may be cut due to low enrollment. 
We regularly see a high demand for social emotional and mental health services with no availability.  
Students cannot learn if they have untreated mental health issues.  Nurses are stretched way too thin.  
No options for substitutes and as everyone should know, we can work WHEREVER we want.  So if 
working conditions continue to be as bad as they are for nurses, we have no reason to stay here.  
The rooms at Chamiza are over 80 in the warm months and in the 50s at times in the cold months. It 
has been like that for the last 5 years.  I have asked multiple times for my room to be adjusted and 
nothing is ever fixed for good.  They do something and it works for a bit but then right back to the 
same issue.  Also, I have been in 3 different rooms at CES and all the same problem.  Now someones 
pipes just broke as well.   The schools that have these problems need to be the number one priority.  
They need to change the heating and cooling system to be more appropriate with the weather in New 
Mexico.  It is not effective to use swamp systems.  Please update so everyone has a good working and 
learning environment. Thank you! 
I am the STC at a school with a Tech Teacher. We don't have any maintained computer labs because 
APS Tech said they will not maintain Elementary school computer labs in a 1 to 1 student to device 
model. Testing is difficult on Ipads for K-1. I don't know how kinder and 1st grade will test. A teacher 
at my school requested help with promethean board and the help desk told her that wasn't a priority. 
Portables are not receiving air purifiers- I teacher Specials K-5 Computer Science in a portable with 
student devices (what other schools in the district are actually doing Tech or CS with student devices 
vs desktops in labs). There is a Tech equity issue here. 

 
I am a School Counselor and I see a lack of mental health support in schools as a huge issue this year 
especially.  
First, There is no more pressing need than mental health supports in the schools!  We need therapists 
in the schools on a daily basis.  Second, our buildings are falling down around us.  We need reliable 
climate control and enhanced safety measures.  If we really cared about children, our schools would 
look like palaces! 
Building upgrades/renovations are in dire straits across the district. The rotational funding model 
contingent on voters passing a bond once every few years is barely keeping the status quo of 
antiquated buildings running. Without the infrastructure of sound plumbing, cooling, and heating, our 
staff and students are attempting to manage the critical work of teaching and learning in inhumane 
environments. As educators, we know that Maslow's hierarchy of needs dictates where our attention 
and focus goes. It is impossible to learn in schools where basic physiological needs are unmet. 
Additionally, budget stabilization would help to ensure that every necessary adult is available on 
campus. As enrollment wanes due to the pandemic, we need to ensure teachers, counselors, social 
workers, administration, food services employees, and custodial staff are available and present to 
support students and maintain the operations of the building. Larger class sizes, dirty classrooms, and 
students without SEL support in their schools are contributing more to "unfinished learning" than any 
other factor. 
The facilities must be upgraded otherwise learning is even more difficult. 
My classroom and office are ridiculously hot and have been since the beginning of school.  



I am finally getting a new swamp cooler after 12 years of suffering/sweating. However, there are still 
MANY classrooms that are incredibly hot and uncomfortable for both teachers and students. How can 
anyone teach or learn in a hot, miserable environment. Technology is important because we are now 
being forced to rely on it so much. There have been numerous times from the first day of school until 
now, less than a month, where our school wifi has been too slow or has gone out. In addition, many 
students still need access to wifi at home. We also need money to update the tech we have, such as 
Promethean boards that no longer work and are not being replaced, and Chromebooks that are no 
longer working properly. Teachers also need access to Chromebook chargers and extra Chromebooks 
in the classroom for students that need to charge theirs or that are having issues with their 
Chromebook. 

 
Technology in APS is very random.  We should prioritize updating all equipment and internet services 
to meet the demand that is put on the district each day.  Many days we have wireless outages and 
slow load times for chromebooks due to processors that are outdated and an overloaded server.  
HVAC is important for all as the NM heat and cold is intense.  This makes learning and teaching 
impossible.  Some buildings (Mind especially) are very old and need upgraded to more reliable cooling 
and heating systems. 

 
Explain your answers to the previous question.  The ventilation in the classrooms is essential, it is not 
possible to work properly, the children suffocate, the attention is almost nil, but they are aware of the 
heat. 
in order of importance to me 
They are all important. Comfortable facilities for students and staff is important. Tools are important. 
Budgets are important. The radial buttons ranking these options appear flawed 
Due to the pandemic we are seeing tons of trauma related mental health issues and it’s only week 
three. Mental health should be top priority for APS right now.  
The district should be moving forward with technology and closing the technology gap between the 
folks who can and the folks who cannot afford technology.  The Stabilization of the budget should be 
addressed - after the technology is put into place.The remain items should be covered by monies not 
coming from the Federal Government. 
I think having reasonable working conditions AND reasonable pay creates an environment for SEL and 
addressing unfinished learning. I don't need anyone to help me with those things from where I'm 
standing. I do need to feel like this job is worth it.  
We returned to school in July for extended school year and I have not had air conditioning except for 
3 days. Our system is outdated, so if my air gets fixed, a colleague down the hall loses their air.     This 
has affected my ability to plan, prep and work in my room. I leave most days red, sweaty, exhausted 
and with a headache. So do my students. They ‘droop’ after coming back from lunch each day, by 
which time it is hotter in my classroom than it is outside. There isn’t an area outside where I could 
take my class to even read a book in the shade because or other lunch and recess schedules.     We 
can not go into an empty classroom- any empty area, such as the old computer labs and library, are 
not available for use  due to Covid.     Many teachers down my hallway have purchased small air 
conditioning units, or had friends or family purchase one for them. I, unfortunately, as a single parent 
am not able to provide this for myself and my students. But then, it shouldn’t be my responsibility, 
should it.  
All of these are important.  I would hope that APS would find a way to support healthy working 
environments, low class sizes, access to mental health services, technology, and learning support 
beyond this one time infusion of funds. 



Because of Covid-19 unfinished learning should be a priority with resources allocated to this, we as 
teachers need the extra help for our students. 
Just what I feel 
I always knew I wouldn't make a lot of money as a teacher, but I didn't realize I would spend my 
entire career working in buildings that are falling apart, moldy, dangerous.  Without stabalizing the 
budget, we can't provide the other services.  Kids didn't lose out on learning.  In fact, I've noted that 
they are more mature and better able to handle schooling than ever before. 
We must start with the basics. Our buildings are in disrepair and this cooling/heating situation is so 
played-out. I've been watching this same thing happen EVERY YEAR for 25 years now. Enough with 
the excuses.   

 
How do we teach and reach students when our basic needs of climate control are unmet? I have 
taught in 54 degree classrooms for weeks in the winter and in rooms with non functioning cooling. 
Aps lies to families when they say we have safe ventilation. If a swamp cooler does not work and it is 
our only source of circulating air - how is that safe? It’s disgraceful. All schools need access to mental 
health resources not only those in special education. Only students in special Ed have access to social 
work.  
The children are out of control this year, the staff are already burning out and we all need emotional 
support. The kids don’t know how to socialize and the violence and inability to follow rules drains 
staff daily. Our rooms are constantly hot with air filtration units so loud we can’t hear each other and 
that does nothing for the lack of a/c. Technology is being pushed too hard, especially on our youngest 
kids who need to learn foundational skills before worrying about how to navigate a device. 
Working conditions affect your physical and mental health 
Technology improvement has to be number one. We are so very behind. Social emotional learning 
and knowledge is huge. Our students have lost 1.5 years of how to handle themselves and accepting 
others and interacting with each other. We need more counselors and more social workers. Social 
workers have 4 schools on average which is ridiculous.  
We sweat in the summer/Fall months for lack of AC and freeze during the winter months for lack of 
heat. Someone needs to explain to me why AC conditions were not addressed in June in order that 
schools were AC ready by August.   On the same token, heating systems need to be addressed NOW 
to prep for the winter months. Unfortunately, issues for AC functioning are being handled now. When 
I asked a High Ranking M&O official what the plan was to address heating issues last spring, the 
answer I received was: "We will monitor the situation and make adjustments." If I wanted Baloney, I 
would have gone to a Delicatessen.   When school was in session last Spring, I continually wore 
several layers of clothing including a heavy duty parka for the entire time and was still cold in a 50 
degree cinder block constructed room. I will not be doing that again this yr. 
I felt as though these are in the correct position to mean and make the most sense 
All of these are such important aspects of education; it's difficult to prioritize them.  I feel that in 
order for all of these to become a reality, the first thing that needs to be done is upgrading facilities at 
our schools.  Student can't learn if the learning environment is unhealthy hot or uncomfortable cold.  
APS needs to do better and I believe this is a good place to start.   
I've been in way too many classrooms with broken swam coolers/air conditioners during May, August, 
and September. They are broken to the point that they don't even circulate the air. The heaters in the 
room are never turned on on time. Controls which regulate temperatures in individual rooms never 
work! During my early days as an EA in the mid 2000's I do not remember the problem being this bad. 
I noticed it getting worse in 2015/16 and after. I am lucky to be in a part of my school that is newer 



and has "refrigerated air" (air conditioning in there rest of the country) but that can change at any 
moment. Also, some new promethean boards for all teachers would be nice.  
DRMS has just turned 25 yrs old, and there have not been any improvements to the facility.  It needs 
the HVAC improved, and the roof needs replaced.  APS needs to stop putting  "bandaides" on and fix 
the issues. 
We are in a small classroom with 35 students and no AC.  We are hot and we can not take it 
anymore!! 
Working conditions must be right  
The internet regularly goes down during the school day, especially the WiFi. The A/C is inadequate & 
the boiler goes out 3-4 times a month during the winter.  
Unfinished learning is real, but we need to focus on material  well being of educators, staff, and 
students. If that is not there, the unfinished learning won't be completed.  

 
Buildings are often too hot or too cold, there is no reason this shouldn’t be addressed. Also, direct 
payments to teachers would be good.  

 
The learning environment needs to be manageable before any SES or unfinished learning initiatives 
can begin to occur successfully. 

 
Bloom Before Maslow --- Mental health services have not been a priority. These are necessary life 
skills. Adults and children need supports in this area to increase self-awareness, self-management, 
social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision making.  Basic needs such as safe 
environment, food,  and clean and temperature control air are necessary in order to promote 
successful learning environments.   Technology, supports to support learning, and budget  are 
important, but can not be addressed when basic human needs have not been met.  
I had to work in an office with no functioning air conditioning and heating. It was miserable. I live and 
work in the South Valley and experience the same frustrations with lack of WiFi and connectivity 
issues. This needs to be equalized across the district.  
No air conditioning is a serious problem.  It needs to be repaired immediately and funding for it 
should be top priority. 
Air circulation is priority 1 during Covid pandemic. 
* 
Once the budget is stabilized, then we can focus on other priorities. Hopefully, schools with the 
greatest needs will receive funding commensurate with their students / families' needs.  
Current conditions in the environment make it hard for students to learn.  Money needs to be 
allocated where it is needed most.  Technology needs to be updated. Special Ed always seems to be at 
the bottom of the list to receive anything.  
My classroom has no air conditioning and I have had to bring in multiple fans from my home in order 
to make the room even close to bearable.  My students constantly complain and I have asked for any 
kind of help from my school and I have received nothing.      
The heat is very important when trying to teach and learn.  When wearing a mask, it makes it so much 
worse.  Internet is constantly on and off, which makes it very difficult for teaching and learning. 
Top priority for the district is to ensure students (and teachers) are physically safe in their classrooms. 
When it is hot, students suffer headaches and stomachaches. They can't learn if they are suffering.   
Next, students need to feel safe emotionally.  They need health services including mental health. 
(Teachers, too!)  Third, we are severely understaffed in every area. We need to stabilize the budget in 
order to stabilize the work force.   Unfinished learning is, of course, a priority. However, it is not a 



quick fix that can be solved with new curricular adoptions and programs. This is going to be a multi-
year task. Perhaps look outside the box at changing the grade level progression to not be a pass/pass 
option. Students need to learn the skills at their developmental levels. Students are behind socially as 
well as academically. We need to give them more time to learn, NOT more programs.  I put Tech as 
last on the list, only because the other areas are more important right this instant. Of course, we need 
tech to work and be replaced in a timely fashion. However, with students in person, we can make due 
with what we have for now.  

 
Our number 1 job is helping all students learn what they need to succeed. Right now the best way to 
do that is address unfinished learning - using research-based strategies that work and supporting 
teachers with the time and training they need to do this.  SEL is extremely important and necessary 
for students to learn, which is why I ranked it second. I feel we can address SEL at the school level 
with the right training and staff. However, we are not the only agency that should be working on this, 
which is why I did not rank it first. Learning must come first in schools; we need help from other 
agencies at city, state and federal level to address SEL, as we cannot do it all. Technology is important 
for equity and access to learning for all schools. Facilities should be up to date, but this is not the most 
pressing issue at this time, which is why I ranked it fourth. I disagree with holding harmless funding 
for schools with low enrollment beyond this year. After this year, if a school does not have the 
enrollment, the extra staff should be shifted to schools that have the enrollment and need positions 
filled. There are so many open positions open right now, keeping positions filled that are not truly 
needed is not the best use of money or staff.  
School funding should not be a question. Students, parents and teachers should not have to worry 
about materials or facilities.  
All aspects of school life affected by budget yet schools were in no way responsible for lots of 
students to home schooling and online schools due to covid 
The health and safety, both mental and physical should be the highest priority  
The heating and cooling situation at some of my work sites is atrocious.  At one site, where we aren't 
trusted to control our room temperature, we open windows in the winter because it is so hot and we 
use space heaters in the summer because the AC is blasting.  At another site, the swamp cooler works 
poorly and the room is very hot. 
I believe that schools should be check every summer if AC & HEATING are working properly, instead 
of waiting till the beginning of the school year. Teachers voices are not being heard or respected. 
I can't work in a 90 degree classroom. Kids can't think as well as myself. We have 10 plus year old tech 
that always needs to be fixed and are given computers that are so old we can't even use them. WiFi is 
always going out.  
Hot classrooms with leaky ceilings are not conducive to learning.    Updated technology etc. 
Chromebooks & Smartboards are needed in every classroom.  Afterschool and extended day learning 
activities should available for students.  Before school and after school care for students. 
Classrooms are unsafe- there are so many rooms without windows and A/C. So many students don't 
whear their masks properly. 
Currently 20% of the classes do not have working computers. APS removed the tech person from 
school sites and we have no one to get help from. APS asked kids to keep and care for the computers- 
they are trashed. Chargers broken, won't hold charges, keys missing etc. We have little to no working 
equipment in classrooms and no one on campus to even set up printers. New teachers are going to 
buy their own printers because no one can set them up to print. Yes, we all have 100 tickets in the 
system with no sign of help 
We shouldn't be punishing schools and teachers for things that are out of their control. We also can't 
function in the 21st century with bad internet connect and little to no tech support for a really large 



district. Teachers and administrators are constantly being asked to be tech support when we're not 
trained and/or paid to be tech support.  

 
Improved internet access can be managed by parents. Most students have phones. Most families 
have a computer. Internet Easentials is available for impoverished families. My office is 94 degrees. 
They discovered the vent was mislabeled. So 20 days after I asked for help  that was fixed. Still hot, I 
wonder if they changed the pads or checked for water. 
I agree with the stance that until basic needs are met, learning cannot occur. My students are 
required to exercise in a gym without cooling at this time.  Temperatures reach into the 80's and 90's 
regularly.  My own children who attend Sandia HS and Cleveland MS also report that their gym and 
classrooms lack adequate cooling.  I come home regularly with a migraine from the heat. No 
employee nor student should be asked to sit in buildings without cooling in 80 and 90 degree 
weather.  Why were the buildings not fixed while we were in remote learning?  There was plenty of 
time to accomplish this.  
NUMBER ONE THING IS TEACHER RAISES. IT is almost impossible to earn a decent wage in New 
Mexico because of all the taxes taken out compared to that of Texas or neighboring states. And 
teaching during the pandemic has been exhausting. So many teachers are near burnout. Please please 
help. This is actually what I would have put as number 1. Teacher help teacher pay, teacher 
exhaustion.  

 
 
We must have our basic needs met before we can move forward with new initiatives and programs. 
There needs to be options for IGS2 students. There are no day programs nor summer programs for 
IGS2 Students. There is no tutoring or after school programs for IGS2 students. This is unacceptable. 
Inclusion and equity means the same opportunities are given to students in IGS2 classrooms. They are 
human and deserve to be included in tutoring, summer school, or after school clubs for them.  
Healthy schools are open schools 
If students and educators mental health is not good, nothing else will matter. Teachers under duress 
cannot teach and students with trauma cannot learn regardless of if facilities work, tutoring is 
available, or days are added into the year. Without healthy minds there can be no learning.   
My class of 20 has a hard time learning and focusing when the classroom is 90 degrees. Their 
production goes down. Their motivation goes away and all they do is complain about how hot they 
are. APS spent lots of money on air purification systems that do not work. Yet our HVAC issues are still 
ignored. A working HVAC would move the air around more to help "clean" the air and would be 
conditions in which my students could work. Lets get it together APS 
They can't learn in adverse conditions:  cooling, emotions and trauma. 
While all of these topics are important it's my opinion that they be resolved in the order I ranked 
them. 
The air conditioning needs to be fixed.  Teaching in 85 to 90 degree rooms when it is hot outside is 
unbearable for students and teachers.  Every single year and been waiting since a week before school 
started to get it fixed.  Still waiting! 
The HVAC issues seems to be an ongoing issue that could be worked out easier with more funding. 
Mental health services is very much about human resource and does require more funding and 
infrastructure in my opinion. Budget stabilization is also an ongoing issue that could be better 
addressed with more funding. 
Can't teach in overcrowdwd, poorly ventilated amd hot classroom 

 



All learning depends on the health of the child, so we need to institute more social emotional learning 
and mental health care to get kiddos to a place where they are not under stress and can learn. After 
this, their and our physical comfort in the buildings enable everything else. We need to ensure good 
infrastructure then connect-ability, and finally any learning “loss” which I honestly don’t think as big 
of a deal as people make it out to be. Our students have learned many valuable skills during Covid and 
they’re resilient. 
I think the learning environment needs to be adressed first for any learning progress to happen.  I 
think Social Emotional Learning is something that will have the greatest impact on students long term. 
Every year, my school has leaking roofs, inaccessible bathrooms, poor AC's, and other building issues 
that make the learning space uncomfortable and unsafe. This should not be the case and that is why it 
is priority one for me. With the increased exposure to trauma our kiddos are experiencing, social 
emotional and mental health services are also vital.  
My classroom is hot and I am afraid of what unfinished learning initiatives will mean to people at City 
Center.  

 
What I believe to be the number one priority right now was not listed: health and safety. We are not 
yet post-pandemic, and the provided list of priorities appears to presuppose we are. I contend we 
should be advocating for (1) protection of the unvaccinated/under-12 population - i.e., no in-person 
learning for children who have not yet had the opportunity to be vaccinated, and (2) a vaccine 
mandate for all students and staff who are eligible to receive an FDA-approved vaccine (currently 
Pfizer). These are the most pressing issues at the moment, and I believe the union should use its 
collective voice advocating to those ends. 
I would like a brand new smart board for my classroom. We need a tech person at our school.  I'm 
very frustrated about getting help for issues (wifi, printers, Promethean, Chromebook, etc.) 
We have not been informed of HVAC systems have been installed. There are several teachers at my 
school who don't have air conditioning or heating.  

 
 
Many students are in or have been through trauma we need to help them be safe before we can help 
them learn. Teacher retention is almost non existent.   
I have no air conditioning in my room. Today it was over 80 degrees!!! Way too hot to teach! Way too 
hot for the children to learn. I turn off all of my lights to help so it is like a cave. Sooooo 
unacceptable!!!  
The shutdown in 2020 has had a high impact on social emotional health of students and staff. These 
issues need to be addressed to allow for success.  

 
At my school, one of the biggest challenges is students being ready to learn at the beginning of each 
day--having eaten enough, slept enough, and being in a nurturing and positive home environment. I'd 
like to see more support offered to families, including parenting classes, peer support, support with 
clothing and food, and support with counseling for students and their families. My second priority is  
upgrading our classroom and school spaces. My classroom currently has functioning cooling and good 
air flow, but I recently subbed in another classroom in my school with very poor ventilation. 
Connected to upgrading the indoor environment, I would like more outdoor learning spaces, including 
covered areas and seats to bring outside. I always see the need for more qualified staff to support 
students, in special ed and early childhood especially. Again, having subbed recently in a K class, I was 
shocked that the teacher didn't "qualify" for an EA because she had low class numbers. With one 
student with very challenging behaviors and a BIP, I was very grateful to have an EA support me (since 



I was subbing). If "Unfinished LEarning" initiatives could include support staff for these programs in 
particular, before, during, and after school, I think it would make a big difference.   
Many students are dealing with trauma, we need counselors and social workers to keep our kids safe 
and healthy.  The need for counselors is much higher in some schools than others, so money might 
need to focus on certain schools instead of a blanket fix.  Fixing coolers and HVAC systems in old 
schools should be a priority not creating new sites for APS district offices.  The money should be 
focused on the teachers and students.  We need comfortable classrooms.  We need more teachers 
and staff.  Programs with no one to implement them does not help anyone.  Students need to be have 
internet to work on their chrome books at home, providing reliable internet in both home and schools 
should be a priority.    
Just logical  
APS needs to recruit families to the public schools and not promoting so many charter schools. My 
school's enrollment is very low because of this. 
It's ridiculous that it's 2021 and kids and teachers are still working every day in buildings without 
appropriate climate control.  In addition to the discomfort and distraction that would normally be felt, 
adding masks on top of all of that represents a real challenge.  Ventilation upgrades aren't just about 
comfort, though - they represent an opportunity to help protect school and wider communities from 
Covid-19 and even from regular seasonal illnesses.  Now that we understand more about ventilation 
and filtration, why aren't we doing something about it? 
In my 20 plus years, it’s always been hot in the summer and cold in the winter in classrooms. 
safety 
Students and staff are not receiving the supports they need. Staff are overworked and underpaid. 
Social Workers need to be paid equitably for their Master's degrees. Student need academic options.  
Just having a space to work is a real struggle.  We are routinely pushed out of our work spaces and 
often given no alternatives.  We bring in 55 million dollars per year to APS with our billing, and yet we 
still struggle to even have a work space at many school sites. 
Our students did testing this week in really hot rooms.  It is difficult to learn when you do not have a 
setting in which you can learn.  We first need an appropriate setting and tools like the internet to 
teach.  If we do not have the basics we will not be able to do our jobs.  I had to go buy fans and water 
bottles for my class. 
Students need emotional support, so do educators, but first it would be nice to not be dizzy every day 
at noon because I do not have air in my room.  
the HVAC system has been horrible at LCHS for the 11 years I have been here. It needs to be 
converted. It is hot in the summer and cold in the winter. Never regulated. It was 84 in my classroom 
today. Kids have headaches, I feel nauseous. It's SO frustrating. It's not that it's humid either. If one 
more person says that to me, I'm going to scream. The pump was out, it took them 2 weeks to fix it. It 
worked for 3 days, then quit again. The system is 35 years old, and it's only going to continue to get 
hotter. This HAS to change.      
Students and Staff need to feel safe and secure in their environment. Students need more social 
emotional and mental health support. If these things are met then the "so called unfinished learning" 
will progress at a natural pace. 

 
I work in a barracks with a swamp cooler that has a wasp issue. I have asked to move to another room 
and been unable. This last year I was denied by previous administration and it is nearly 100 degrees in 
my classroom so I am required to bring a fan from home to cool the room enough for my students. 
This is why this is a priority. I think all classrooms should have central air and heating for them to learn 
successfully. 



At this moment I believe the highest priority is updated HVAC systems, A/C, etc.  I put in work orders 
MULTIPLE times a year for the swamp cooler on my portable.  M&O comes out and my EA and I are 
constantly told that our A/C is working fine.  However, by the afternoons our portable is sometimes 
unbearable, feeling like it is just blowing around hot air.  Our administration and custodians have also 
made these comments.  At one point I had somebody come out to work on the A/C to just tell me 
"You're just going to have to deal with it.  You're basically in a tin can."  On the flip side of that, our 
heater has also been worked on multiple times and usually does not work when the weather begins 
to change, resulting also in multiple calls to maintenance.  One year I had to reset the pilot multiple 
times a day in order for it to turn in.  With this being done, fire would literally shoot out the front of 
the furnace and make a very loud boom.  Now I can manage that through the thermostat, however, 
you can still tell it makes a small "explosion" as you can hear the loud boom when it turns on. 
Our classrooms are 85+ degrees right now. Students can't learn in these conditions. We need our 
physical needs met, and then we need to focus on SEL to support students as we recover from the 
pandemic. Only after those needs are met should we be concerned about remedial learning.  
Our school buildings are often hot, making it very difficult for any learning to occur, as students are 
uncomfortable and unable to properly focus. We need proper ventilation, especially because it is 
mandated due to COVID protocols.  

 
 

What other vital needs should the APS 
Board of Education seriously consider? 
 
Air Conditioning and janitors,  qualified sports coaches and after-school programs are just a few of the things 
needed... 

 
. 
A MUCH more inclusive environment that nurtures ALL our students. Actual interventions to curtail bullying.  
Paying a higher wage to all staff. Less unfunded mandates- the new attendance requirements, for example, are 
going to overwhelm staff and make it harder to actually have time work with students.  
Increased pay for EA's and providing work/longevity incentives. 

 
Better pay and benefits for custodial staff and bus drivers.   Increase pay for differentials, stipends, and activities 
pay - our students need access to activities and teachers should get paid a $22/hour for their time (Middle School 
coaches get a stipend that when broken down hourly, comes to less than minimum wage)  DO NOT give money 
to those who work in City Center  Bring middle school tournaments back.   Commitment and implementation of 
anti-racist/decolonized training for board and all APS.   High school/summer programming for aspiring teachers 
(begin mentorship and internships with high school juniors/seniors who want to be teachers)     
Parent ownership and student responsibility 
Having sanitizing supplies in all of the classrooms. Disinfecting wipes and hand sanitizer 

 
Educating our children should be a priority not only for APS but for the state.  APS should hire the brightest and 
the best to educate our children and they should pay a living wage.  I suspect there would not be a staff shortage if 
APS paid better. 
*** Additional pay (and time off) for staff*** 
Please figure out how to get more substitute teachers on board. Give the current state of the pandemic, it's so 
important.  



 
Functions like library services need to be more available. We also need health code checks to ensure everything is 
up to par for students and staff 

 
Focus in those 5 
Continue the FIne Arts expansion! 
This might be under building updates -  motion activated sinks and soap dispensers for students and it would be 
nice for employees too. 
New updates to Teacher technology, we have been asked to completely change the way we teach, and to do so 
with teacher laptops that are 10+ years old. 
Campus saftey 

 
Substitute shortages and higher hourly pay rate for staff members (EAs and teachers) who are selling their prep 
time in order to help the school cover classes when no substitute is available. 

 
Stricy penalties for teachers and admin not enforcing COVID safety practices! 

 
Updating the way Special Education is being provided. We could do better with providing a least restrictive 
environment form our IGS programs to our Cross-Cats. We need to provide more integration with the regular Ed 
students and staff. At the high school level there needs to be more integrated classes with Cross-cat.  
All schools being a community school. Better pay and additional  EA's and front desk staff.  Funding for family 
engagement activities.  
Student testing is out of control again!!! APS and PED don’t communicate and it shows when students and 
teachers have to jump through hoops to meet mandates. Assessment needs to be carefully looked at. Redundant 
testing waists valuable learning time.  All schools should follow learning research and become year around 
schools. The learning loss due to covid is significant and the only way to recover is to offer more time in class. 
Extended school day hours is difficult on students.   Every year budgets are cut and talented staff is displaced. 
They move schools and have to begin from the bottom up. Having a semblance of continuity would be more 
efficient.  How are administrators using the summer working hours? Beginning of the school year needs take 
forever to be fulfilled. Money is slow to appear and the number of restrictions are significant. Sometimes so 
restricted it can’t be used.  I don’t know what the answers are to these problems but I do know that doing what 
we’re doing isn’t working. 
Nothing comes to mind.  Just fix the broken stuff. 
Staffing. Subs. Technology 
The grueling and tortuous Professional Development Plan that teachers have to spend hours on and the wasted 
time  and lost opportunities that principals could be apply towards more useful priorities, not to mention the 
inequitable implementation that the current PDP creates!!! 
Teachers could use a budget for things they buy using their own money every year, art music, gardens and maker 
space for all, MORE EDUCATION ASSISTANTS, POLICE at EVERY SCHOOL. Before and after school care.  
Pay teachers for the hours they work.  Clothing bank and supplies run outside of the individual schools.  Behavior 
programs and dyslexia programs. 
I use a teachers bathroom that is worse than a Pakistani bus terminal.  But the bathrooms at District seem really 
nice. 
Students should experience real consequences for serious misbehavior.   We do them a serious disservice when 
we teach them that all they will get when they no show/no call or continually show up late for work is maybe a 
phone call home.   Or when we don’t have them arrested for serious criminal offenses like setting a school on fire 
or curb stomping another person.   
Updated facilities!  My portable is at least 30 years old. It has a kitchen and bathroom but the water that comes 
out of the faucets is YELLOW!  The plumbing backs up and the  dishwasher doesn't work.  It's very difficult to 
teach life skills without proper equipment and facilities.  The refrigerator works somewhat properly, but the 
freezer doesn't even keep things frozen.  The floor is cracking too.   

 



Security upgrades 
Needs of special Ed.  
Teaching Civics in high schools and having a language and literature block in middle schools. 
I don't know 
We're out of Chromebooks.  Literally.  As in the district says they don't have any more.  How are kids supposed 
to complete online assignments, when some have access from a working piece of hardware and many do not?  
This is an ongoing equity problem that leaves behind way too many kids.  Why don't we have more?  Why wasn't 
this planned for?  If they get sent home to quarantine, this is their only connection to school, but many are broken, 
worn out, don't connect well with the internet.  How was this not anticipated?    These kids are traumatized.  
Many of them lived in stressful home conditions with no break or escape all last year.  They're operating under 
fight-or-flight mode.  Many of them don't have adequate food at home or there is little to no support at home.  
Mental health services in this state were already stretched extremely thin before the pandemic.  We need more 
counselors, social workers, and support staff desperately.  The ones we have are doing the work of multiple 
people already.   
The measures suggested by research and groups like Transform NM which will address the Yazzie/Martinez 
lawsuit. It seems like the teacher shortage is particularly affecting bilingual education and special education. 
What can be done that is fair but effective to get more bilingual and special educators? 
Raising teachers salaries  
Online resources for all content areas.  

 
I would like to see a drug counselor assigned, at the very minimum, to each learning zone for the middle schools.  
With the legalization of marijuana, I do not think more middle school students will start trying marijuana, I think 
it will just be more accessible for those who do smoke it.  A counselor specializing in drug addiction to meet with 
students who get caught under the influence at school or in possession 
Vaccination mandate, make are not good for those of us with asthma and severe allergies.   
Internet and broadband. The wired ethernet drops daily and the wifi is unreliable. My students tell me daily that 
they are waiting for their assignments to load. 
Teachers are going to leave the profession after this year because we are full in-person teaching during a 
pandemic that is not any less disruptive than it was last year. The heightened stress with the postive covid cases, 
the close contacts being quarantined, and the school management of hundreds of students daily is already taking 
its toll.     APS needs to explicitly acknowledge this. The whole APS Board and anyone who wants to run for a 
Board Position needs to recognize that you get what you pay for, and if they are not going to lobby for higher tax 
money to go to education, then subsequently the thousands of APS students will be worse off because of it.      
Classroom staffing and mentorship for new hires. We are understaffed and are having difficulty retaining 
employees; offering mentorship and job specific training (e.g. in depth Synergy and IEP training for new head 
teachers and IEP specialists; classroom management for new teachers; etc.) can help with staff retention.  
N/A 

 
More water stations to replace the unusable water fountains. Extra masks that actually FIT our students faces.   
I'd like to see a push for tech teachers who can help with programming and graphic design at the middle school 
level.  

 
Teacher support.    
Addressing the major issues present in middle schools. Class sizes are too large, schedules are made with lack of 
care and students are in inconsistent class sizes-bulging. This is a developmental range that needs attention to 
help students and teachers be successful. Our middle school students need better classroom, resources, mental 
health services, and after school programing.  
Finishing the elementary fine arts expansion 

 
 
More transition providers and more SPED student counseling services. 



Increase salaries for all employees making less than 70,000 
A pilot program with ungraded learning settings, developmental rather than chronological school entry 
Additional funding for FTE's. Adding more teachers to decrease classroom size per teacher/core subject. 
Security  Traffic flow  More small vehicles for security, yard custodians, etc.   Better toilet paper  Removal of 
portables not used in years  More field trip money   
Keeping wages up with the increase in the cost of living. Increases should go all the way through to the top wrong 
so that Aps can keep valued, experienced teachers. 
Employee raises. 
We need to provide more shade on our playgrounds. At Painted Sky we have limited shade on one of the kinder 
playgrounds and the big playground all equitment is in the open. It is so hot outside and the children are exposed 
to the heat. When the classrooms do not have air and they have been playing outside in the sun it is just too hot. 
We need shade. 
Training more teachers and some PR work on becoming an educator and working for APS.   
Facilities........adults will endure almost anything if the working conditions are just manageable. 
Restorative Justice practices between & among employers and staff; not just "for" the students. Students learn 
from watching adult interactions, and some are not restorative. 

 
We need more supplies for classrooms! Teachers are spending their paychecks on supplies and resources and it's 
nonsense! 

 
 
Assistant principals are not allocating school funds fairly in district programs. 
Every elementary and middle school should have a full time vice principal or more depending on enrollment, a 
dean of students, more than one counselor, and permanent site secured subs.   

 
Recruiting teachers and EAs from other states.  Especially experienced Special Education teachers.  
Every time teachers and staff get raises, medical goes up and there go the raises. This needs to be taken into 
consideration when raises are given. 
I think that every elementary school needs a full time nurse, a full time health assistant, and a full time school 
counselor.  In addition, I feel that every elementary school needs a full time reading interventionist. 
Providing better pay for EA 
Issuing a mandate on vaccine requirements for the school year for all eligible students and holding vaccination 
clinics that are open to students and families. 
See response to 7. 
Outdoor classrooms, outdoor learning resources, and outdoor teaching professional development!  When the 
pandemic hit, there was a rush to online learning instead of also looking at the very real potential of creating, very 
quickly, on-campus outdoor learning environments.  Until the public health science shows differently, learning 
outdoors on school campuses or at local parks is the safest, least risky, least expensive, and most-ventilated space 
for children to learn.  However, very little effort, in the short or long-term, has been made to provide schools and 
teachers the resources to be able to do this.  It's technology, online, virtual all the way.  Beyond a response to the 
pandemic, outdoor learning has been demonstrated to positively impact students and communities in a variety of 
ways (academic achievement, health & wellness benefits, community connections that address cultural and 
linguistic relevancy, creative thinking skills, social-emotional development, etc.).  Students have a very different 
learning experience outdoors and in their communities than they do inside classrooms or online.  Students who 
benefit the most from outdoor learning tend to be those students who have the least equitable access to regular 
outdoor learning opportunities.  In my opinion, it seems there's a reason that such a simple, logical approach is 
being ignored - no one is making money off outdoor classrooms and outdoor teaching-learning resources.  
Whenever we question funding, we need to ask ourselves - who benefits and why?  If we're truly serious about re-
thinking, re-imaging, and changing education for our students and teachers, outdoor learning needs to be part of 
the equation as a viable, sustainable, cost-effective, and educationally impactful alternative in addition to other 
important pedagogical resources. 



Overcrowding at schools 
THIS IS SUPER IMPORTANT!!! SANDA HIGH SCHOOL needs to have an enclosed fence built ASAP. This is 
absolutely Crucial to keeping our students safe. This year we have seen so many security incidents where there 
was someone who was on our campus that shouldn't be and then also how easy it is for people to come in and out 
of it. During the lockdown we saw some of this take place, also student's are able to just walk off and on and 
possibly in dangerous situations. When I consider all the other schools in the city, I think about how many if not 
all of them have a fence built around the school. Where there is an open access you can see that there is security 
there. We seem to have the only campus that is so open to the students and anybody in the community to come 
into. We need to enclose our campus and then that way we can start to make sure no one has access that shouldn't 
be here. This will help us also to focus on the issues at Sandia between bullying and all these students that came 
back needing some coping support between each other.  

 
Individualized Professional Development.  Not all teachers need the same thing making PD a waste of time for 
many.  For example, a 20 year teacher may not need classroom management while a newer teacher might.  All 
teacher's can probably benefit from technology PD, but what each teacher needs is different.  So just like students 
TEACHERS NEED DIFFERNTIATED INSTRUCTION WITH REGARD TO PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT.  
Special education staffing and equity is a major issue.    Special education teachers are overworked, significantly 
under-compensated, and have had to do significantly more with less staff and prep due to the pandemic.  Funding 
should be used to help fill staffing shortages, retain quality teachers and adequately compensate special 
educations staff for the hours they work.   
SECURITY!  Every campus should be fenced and have limited conntrolled (or at the least monitored) access. 
Technology and buildings  
Instructional materials for the classroom 
Consider making EVERY school a Community School. ALL students deserve to have the same opportunities in 
their communities!  
Adequate Funding!!  We have suffered cuts to our funding year after year.  We are truly bleeding and band-aids 
are no longer working. 
upgrading to fiber optics & replacing all swamp coolers with HVAC systems as well replacing all outdated 20yrs 
or older HVAC systems with more efficient systems. Look to solar for all schools as well 
Mental health professionals for the students as they have high needs for positive adult role models. Also, the 
students have behavior issues and need help with making positive decisions. The students also need help with 
their academic growth and with after school activities.  
Student and parent accountability 
staff health, building updates to new and past leaks and damage 
Mental Health supports for students and staff. 
Addressing staffing issues, i.e. timely and thorough hiring of teachers and EAs, salary increases across the board. 
Teacher safety also needs to be included in COVID plans. 
Extended year at all schools. 
Virtual classes that are not edgenuity or any other shitty program. Having live teachers online would make a lot 
of   parents happy. This worked well last year, why did APS get  rid of live google classrooms. That was an idiot 
decision. Kids who are bullied preferred to have live teacher online. It also allowed kids to work and go to school. 
smaller class sizes 

 
 
 
 
covid safety and implementation of toolkit!! 

 



Find a way to enforce mask compliance among principals and staff at the schools. If all that is happening when a 
principal is reported for not wearing a mask is an angry phone call, then they'll keep doing it. When principals 
repeatedly don't wear masks, it makes staff feel unsafe, and amplifies other small concerns among the teachers.  

 
Fundations for ALL third grade classes to meet the structured literacy initiative set by the state in 2019. Our 
curriculums are focused on balance literacy, but the state said to move to structured literacy. We need teaching 
materials to support that. 
PPE; cleaning, masks, What happens when there are a number of staff members out at one time during cold/flu 
season?  Also, the stress on families and school staff.  
The lack of quality substitute teachers 
Leave budgets in place for schools that are still getting students back to campus from the pandemic year. 
The raise we were promised     
The American Sign Language Interpreting Department needs formal job descriptions for lead interpreters and 
streamlining contractor submissions. 
First of all, Peggy Mueller needs to quit bashing teachers as if we are not here for the students and quit blaming 
teachers 
Find a way to actually fill the vacancies. It is not our problem that they can't hire enough people, but we always 
must deal with the fallout of it while they never do. 
We are desperately short Special Education Teachers.  Current employees are covering classes, providing plans, 
creating Google Classrooms, and grading students that are not in their class or on their caseload.  New Teachers 
are being asked to cover classes when they don't fully have a handle on their own job responsibilities.   
Creating a functional substitute teacher pool so educators can have extra PD, time to colaborate with fellow 
educators, become involved in district issues and return to a time when educating was exploring, hands on, fun 
filled and exciting for both the students and the educators. 
Safe working conditions. Students and staff are at school sick and not being sent home and we have no custodians 
to truly clean the schools as needed.  
Handling the present needs of our EL students; paying attention to Special Education and what gains they need to 
stay within national norms.  
Teacher retention initiatives because experienced and capable teachers are made, not born.  Newcomers to the 
field are welcome, but if the bleeding continues, the patient cannot recover. 
more money to keep staff---hire new staff 
I think every classroom with an outside wall should have an outside door installed so kids can escape in a true 
emergency. 

 
n/a 
More one on one help for students on a BIP. 
Continuing to find the Fine Arts Expansion, pre-K programs in schools where there is space. 
Raises and more essential and related staff. We are horribly understaffed! 
Students need flexible learning options and settings. Although many students suffered during the prolonged shut 
down, some students thrived in the alternate setting. Students and their families should have a wider range of 
educational options. These options should include online learning that is provided by a licensed teacher, not just 
packaged curriculum that does not support interaction between teachers and students.  
Low class size 
AIR CONDITIONING!!!! Adequate cleaning supplies.  
Invest in your professionals! Teachers are worked harder than ever & need to feel valued monetarily. If you pay 
teachers well you will retain staff & make it easier to hired new staff.  
ON SITE COVID-19 TESTING FOR ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF!!! LOOK AT LA PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
My classroom should not have significant difference in size and function from other schools. 
More funding for arts and music. Each school should offer both art and music each year. 
There needs to be an anonymous way to report covid safety violations at APS schools. There should be a link on 
the home page of APS. 



Teachers do not have enough prep time during the day, so having a longer work day, paid at the teacher's hourly 
rate, without students, to do prep for high quality learning is essential. Please stop changing curricula and testing 
every few years - we just get to modifying existing programs to meet our students' needs when we have to adopt 
and learn a whole new program that is supposed to "fix" things. Rely on and support professional staff, not 
"programs": we know our students.   Also, the NM PED is as bad or worse that it was under Gov. Martinez: their 
LETRS, testing, attendance "program," and Elevate NM requirements are false "accountability" and "data" 
generating systems that are counterproductive, take essential time and energy away from teachers and principals, 
alienate families, and decrease the quality of education in NM. The PED should listen to teachers and principals, 
not just give lip service to equity, and then double down on failed, time consuming programs that don't truly build 
trust and relationships with students and families. 
Food that is produced sustainably, locally, healthy, free to all students. Not food that is highly processed. 
Ancillary staff for each school paid at the same rate as all educators. Equal access to transportation for students to 
sporting events, practices and after school activities 
Whatever subs are paid isn't enough. There are NO subs. Figure it out.  
RAISE SALARIES TO RETAIN EXPEREINCED TEACHERS & EAS!!!! 

 
WE NEED A SMALLER DISTRICT!!!  The district is too big, and there is no accountability that can be 
followed through on.  The money gets stopped at the top and the kids don't get what they need as a result.  
Equity initiatives and training 
Building learning culture at schools. It's not there like it should be. 

 
Internet Connectivity at School buildings. Century link is providing awful service.  
pay raises for All APS teachers, EA's, and employees to offset the reality of inflation due to Biden's policies 
which have raised the price of gas and therefore all goods and services to every American.   Teachers already 
make very low pay when compared to other States in the Union. We are losing many teachers to other States who 
pay higher wages and to other professions that pay higher wages for highly educated persons such as teachers.  
Teachers should have option for 8 hour paid work day to allow for adequate time to prepare to teach.  
Bus services for all students 
Mandatory paid new teacher induction programs, much like Rio Rancho and Las Cruces have where EVERY 
new teacher must participate in high quality mentoring/coaching/professional learning at least once a month for 3 
hours (RRPS' is longer than this).  New teachers are not supported well in our district, and I know this firsthand 
because I work with numerous new teachers each year.   

 
Preschool and PreK programs at APS need to be looked at seriously for health and safety issues.  Some portables 
housing classrooms are unsafe.  Our youngest students need extra layers of safety.   
Compensation for teachers for  LETRS training  Intervention teachers in all elementary schools for tier 2 support   
Substitutes for 1st Grade Dyslexia Screenings- very hard to give screening and hear students with masks on while 
the rest of the class is doing busy work just to allow teachers time for this state mandate that takes 20-30 minutes 
per student.  
Redistributing the wealth.  It is so hard to see how many amenities students who go to school receive in the NE 
Heights compared to Mark Twain.  We should have state of the art facilities. 

 
 
The board of Education should consider technology needs of all schools now that all students have devices. There 
is a huge lack of support for teaches in this area. 
Material needs and updated materials that match.  
Mandatory vaccines for enrollment (in middle school and high school. ) Proof of negative covid tests for sick 
students to be allowed to return early from quarantine. Higher pay for all special education teachers due to 
difficulties filling positions. Free continuing education at UNM/CNM like other states provide their educators. 

 
Hire more support staff for all schools 



Textbooks for students. The MCNL Dept at my school has NEVER had new books. 
no starting new initiatives during a pandemic and holding the PED accountable for a new evaluation system that 
is deeply flawed and dysfunctional for many trying to access the system. 
The huge deficit in teachers and other staff 
Increased pay for all employees. 

 
The lack of substitutes for teachers and Educational Assistants (EA). I have an EA that I desperately need and she 
is pulled at least 3 to 4 days a week to sub. I have a large case load this year and this impacts my ability to 
provide required services to my students with IEPs.  
GIVE EAS A RAISE. We are the backbone of the school, without us schools could NOT function. Start paying 
us a reasonable wage!!! 
closing according a science based protocall. 

 
Expansion of Fine Arts so each building has both art and music and stays at 1 location. 
Special Education teachers following IEP.  When are we going to get serious about these students?   
Teacher retention  
each school has different needs , so  each school should be vocal about their individual needs.  
8 hr day must be paid at teacher's hourly rate not the $ 5,000. Also, teachers salaries should go up  $50,000, 
$60,000 and $70,000 
Pay raises 

 
 
Full transparency and communication with all staff. The lack of teachers and substitutes are having a direct 
impact on students and professionals. What is your long-term goal? 
Giving teachers and all the staff a raise. We do a LOT of work for not a lot of money.  
Give teachers an increase in pay to keep up with the cost of living. 
Better wifi.  It's been out for the last 2 days or disconnects several times throughout the day.   Parents have come 
to pick up their kids and the office cannot look up their schedule because it doesn't work. 
We are understaffed and over worked at my worksite.  We have lost several teachers to positions with the district, 
and other schools as interventionists since the beginning of the school year.  Some of these openings will 
probably go unstaffed all year increasing the workload of our special ed department and EAs enormously.  Until 
we receive competitive pay it will remain difficult to fill positions and retain quality teachers at APS.  I 
personally love my job, and am fortunate to have supplemental financial support that allows me to continue, but I 
know several other teachers at my school actively searching for other opportunities. 
Trauma informed teaching/learning, and professional development.  
Smaller class sizes.  
Special education teacher shortages and substitute shortages 
Funding more elementary EA positions and/or keeping elementary classes smaller so that all students can get the 
level of attention they desperately need. 
Smaller class sizes, more teachers. 
Mandating mask rules that can and will be enforced. We need a system of consequences for chronic offenders 
and their parents who snub the rules and the educators trying to enforce them. 

 
Find a way to HIRE more teachers and assistants. Reduce class size to less than 16 per class in elementary school. 
High School and middle school also need reduced class sizes.  We should keep online options as a universal 
option for those who need that setting. 
More funding for pull out programs during the school day  to afford elementary teachers prep and paperwork 
time! I have three full hours a week of pullouts and one is taken for teacher collaboration plus  20 minutes before 
and after school three days a week. That is not nearly enough time to get much done! Middle school and high 



school teachers get an hour each day with little to no before or after school duty as I understand (not 100% sure 
on that part). 
I’m a first year teacher. After taxes and benefits are taken out, I bring home around 900 dollars a pay check. My 
rent is 1500 a month. Teachers simply do not make enough to make ends meet here in New Mexico. I think that 
by taking care of the teachers better, APS could recruit much better talent and ensure teachers don’t leave to 
pursue higher paying opportunities.  
Schools need substitute teachers! School staff should not have to fill in for staff members who are absent. 
Building safety. Working or replace cooling and heating systems. Upgraded security cameras. Replace student 
and teacher furniture that is obviously worn and unsafe. 
No clue right now  
Other facility and equipment needs. 
Equity …the west side schools are huge! Tierra Antigua will outgrow its space in the next few years to come. We 
need to look at our options!  

 
Substitute and teacher shortages particularly regarding Special  Education which has too many shortages and too 
many demands on the teachers. 
At the moment, I am highly annoyed at adults who do not follow Safe Practice Covid procedures. Can the Board 
do something to mandate vaccines for all adults? Or at least ensure penalties for adults who flaunt the guidelines?    
And why do we have old books (early 2000's)? 
Full funding for the arts.  
not sure 
Attracting PERSONNEL. Shortages in all positions in the district are debilitating. 
APS needs to have their own COVID testing facilities, which could be done drive-thru style at Bernie Facio. We 
are clogging up the testing system in Albuquerque in order to test symptomatic kids. If we had a way to test in the 
district, we would relieve a lot of the strain on testing facilities/doctor's offices and students would spend less 
time out of school waiting for test results.  
Lack of staff and substitutes is a huge issue right now. We need more substitutes and we need to find ways to 
retain our teaching population. This is impacting many classrooms and it is our students and current staff.  
Full-time librarians at every school site.  Librarians are vital to literacy, learning, and collaboration.   
Teacher retention 
Na 

 
Safety of students, air quality, keeping spread of COVID down, clear screen dividers to help students be able to 
see peers but be protected,  duties to cover each classroom since all students now have to eat in their classes on 
the teacher's duty free lunch. 
Teacher compensation  

 
Enforce mask usage in elementary schools. Enforce washing of hands. Enforce distancing  
Classroom teachers are asked to do outside/mandatory trainings for PED. We don't have substitute teachers and 
teachers need to be in classrooms. Dyslexia training in the middle of a pandemic doesn't seem appropriate. How 
does APS plan to address the substitute shortage? Is APS going to do Covid testing on students so that we can 
prevent spreading of illness? Teachers are overwhelmed with new evaluation system and paperwork for SAT 
team/IEP requirements.  
Employee morale seems to be at an all time low.  
Smaller class numbers.  
Classroom size.  It is really tough on teachers to close learning gaps due to online learning with such big class 
sizes.  We need to hire more teachers and ea’s to help.   
Updated plumbing. Especially for water fountains.  
Recruitment and retention of special needs teachers. 

 



Extend school day for teachers and staff.  We're not working a 6.5 hour day.  Extend the duty day to get teachers 
to get into their classrooms early and stay longer to help kids. 
APS cannot be run like Grants. You need to look to districts like Denver, Austin, Minneapolis, San Diego, 
Seattle. Start working like the largest district in the state! A 5 million embezzlement under everyone's noses?!? 
That's just shameful. 
Stop discriminating non-vaccinated staff. 
Paying teachers more. Providing both retainment and hiring bonuses. We constantly gloss over the fact that 
teachers are underpaid when discussing outcomes for students, but why do you think there’s a massive shortage, 
and how do you think that shortage (combined with teacher burnout amongst a large percentage of school 
faculties) impacts student learning outcomes?  

 
Doing a better job of providing equity to every school.  
It is impossible to keep our children three feet apart when there are 20+ students inside one small classroom!!!  
Air circulation units for all classrooms  

 
 
 
Providing materials & resources for teachers/therapists/students.  Teachers and related service providers often 
HAVE TO spend money out of their pockets to give students the materials they need in the classroom or during 
therapy.  
New materials for those contents skipped in previous cycles 
Furniture replaced. We do not have ANY extra large chairs for 4th and 5th graders. The screws are falling out of 
the chairs and cannot be fixed because they’re all stripped. Our kids’ desks are falling apart. Yet today we all 
received a set of 20 headphones for each class - we do not need these and I don’t have anywhere to store them.  
My laptop is from 2015 and my Promethean Boards is over 10 years old. All of the kids use Chromebooks but I 
don’t have one and cannot work and troubleshoot with my kids because I’m not familiar with them. We do not 
have any desktops in our computer lab for the kids to use and practice real skills (Microsoft etc) with that you 
cannot do on a Chromebook.  
APS must make sure every classroom has high quality consistent internet access and all students and teachers 
have working tech.  Currently it does not, and spend time at Rio Grande if you think our internet is sufficient, its 
not.  Me and my colleagues have contacted admin but this is structural.  If its infrastructure problem than rewire 
the schools as this is important and money better spent then all the credit recovery and extended year garbage 
ideas that dont even work as a bandaid to the problem and is not supported by data, especially mid and high 
schools.  This internet service is pathetic depending on where your classroom sits, whereas we waste all of our 
money on student learning recovery mostly caused by poor conditions.  This is the biggest problem in my 
classroom while aps admin are chomping at the bit to add more school days and pay millions for us do our 
regular job twice or even three times since our tech and tools dont work.  Students fall out of the flow of learning 
everytime the internet loses connection or stalls and there are tech interruptions and constant delays.    
Pay raises- gifted curriculum options for middle school math- fixing facilities (painting classrooms, replacing 
broken screens, adding shade structures and tables to courtyards and patios so we can teach outside) 
Technology must be up today and functional in order to be successful 
Each school site NEEDS a tech repair person. We put in tickets that are NEVER addressed! Still have students 
with outdated ipads unable to run testing platforms! 
Shade structures for schools!!!!!!  We are being asked to teach outside.  But it's TOO HOT!!!! Albuquerque 
simply doesn't have enough trees to accommodate large groups of socially distanced children. 
Portables that are falling apart and unsafe need to be replaced.  Making sure there are adequate water 
fountains/filling stations at multiple points at each school (we have 1 in our whole school).  
Reducing testing that isn’t required by the state 

 
The money should be invested in our student's learning, maybe the internet infrastructure should have some kind 
of priority, our internet is not very stable many times our students and staff have a difficult time with the internet.   



Students should be given priority trying to catch them up on their learning.  Many of our students are behind in 
their grade level learning.  

 
Lowering class sizes because teachers can help students advance faster when we have lower class sizes.  
Safety for our staff and families traveling around the community to serve our students. We are grateful for new 
technology. Ongoing support in this regard and hotspots to access it help. PS. The internet at Aztec Complex 
needs improvement. Windows that open and/or expanded office space during this pandemic might help. 

 
Class sizes  

 
 
Increased salaries for educators.  
Supporting smaller class sizes during pandemics. Stipends for teachers to supplement resources and supplies for 
their instruction. 
Cell phones   Office chairs   
Help teachers pay down student debt. 
Special Education is under served by APS. Essential services required by IEP's like OT and PT and not being 
met. There is a services stonewall and the Board needs to do an investigation as to why these services are not 
being provided to our students.  
I have noticed that separate is not equal in the district. When parents can donate money to pay for teachers and 
other schools have to hire EAs to do the same job is not equitable (Computers and STEM for example). Also the 
district not funding resource teachers for ESL, Bilingual Education, and Tier 2 interventions is unfair, especially 
schools higher numbers of students that need these supports in Title I schools and schools with higher numbers of 
students of color and English language learners. I see a lot of separate and unequal as you visit schools around the 
district. Where are the portables. Where is staffing incomplete? Where are the higher numbers of students in 
SPED? 
Programs like mine (art) at older school sites have facilities that are way behind those at the newer schools. Some 
funding to even that out would be amazing.  

 
How to assist Learning for quarantined students  

 
Providing more funds for technology support specialist or perhaps considering funding to put a tech support 
person back in each school.  Having to sit on hold for an hour each time I, as a teacher, need to fix a student login 
or other issue so a student can take a test or complete a classroom assignment is utterly ridiculous. 
Find incentives to get more substitutes! 

 
Raises...  $  Yearly cost of living allowances. 
None at this time 
Performing arts center for fine arts, updated theaters at high schools, grand pianos, acoustic shells for 
performances 
NA - stated above 

 
 
Improved pay for substitutes.  I should not have to worry about taking sick or personal leave.  Right now, I worry 
that my co-workers will have to cover any absence because there are simply not enough subs.  We need to pay 
substitutes more than they can make working at someplace like Target in order to make the position more 
attractive. 
Substitute teachers 

 



Meeting students needs for time lost during Covid.  Provide supports, reading, math, technology. 
I don't know if we can do this, but subs need to be available for us. Money for that even if it means taking the 
services back from Kelly services. More educators- recruiting, pay, whatever we need to get them. 
Change block schedule for high school. 
using $ for upgrading HVAC systems 
We are risking our lives to teach. Covid has long-term effects on body once you get it. We need to get more 
serious about enforcing physical distancing measure in the classroom. I am teaching in the classroom that is 
packed with students.  
We have school in HOT classrooms and are being exposed to to covid daily. Why is NO ONE concerned about 
teachers and ea’s? Why doesn’t our health and well being matter?? 
We need more bathrooms for staff and students.  We need touch-less faucets and paper-towel dispensers. We 
need our sinks to work properly.  We need sinks in every classroom.   
First grade should have an EA 
The schools in the southwest are neglected and need many repairs.  
Not only does lack of internet prevent teachers and students from performing the basic functions of teaching and 
learning, it also prevents a major security issue in terms of restricted communication--particularly in a building in 
which cell phone service is extremely limited. 
Janitorial services in all buildings. 
Breaking up APS- it’s too big 

 
Budgeting full-time counselors in all elementary schools. Expanding green spaces for schools that don't have 
them.  
Updating buildings, including landscaping. Many schools look terrible from the outside. Students will feel more 
respected if they can learn in clean, updated environments.  
Students with behavior issues need support. Unfortunately teachers are unable to meet their needs due to full class 
sizes and many added responsibilities due to covid and beyond. This is not fair to anyone involved and students 
are missing instructional time.  
Salary 
More resources for the new teachers that are joining (especially those using the alternative license process)  
n/a 
New promethian boards--we always talk about 21st century learning, how about the teachers getting in on it?  Get 
rid of the green boards in the classroom, can't write on them and they aren't magnetic.  Let's get actual math books 
back at school.   
Year round schooling, expanding community business partnerships and prioritizing special education, SEL and 
the Fine Arts. 

 
 
 
Playgrounds for Low income schools and gates that provide safety.  
Laptops for Teachers, Because my is going to Die, at anytime! 

 
Reducing class sizes.  
Teachers salaries are still too low 
N/A 

 
 
HVAC and facilities repair and improvement is really important to the health and well being of everyone. 
na 



After school programs, athletics, etc. These are all slowly disappearing and some students need these in order to 
stay engaged 
na 
Looking at how spending in city center is compared to in school spending and hire more teachers to lower class 
sizes below state requirements 
Organization at district and school wide communication. 
WiFi upgrades. It’s been terrible this year.  

 
 
 
Fully staffing schools, which likely requires restructuring how people are compensated. Who wants to work as an 
EA in a challenging setting when you can make more with better benefits virtually anywhere else in town. Pay 
must increase, class sizes must be manageable and capped with stipends for going over certain limits.  
Paying teachers well is what will keep and incentivize new highly qualified teachers. Please invest in us so we 
can invest into children 

 
We need to Maintain and improve things we’ve already invested in like our buildings and our libraries.  
Having a school nurse in each school. 
Everyone needs to have good cooling and heating where they work.  Good internet connection is extremely 
essential.      

 
COVID SAFE ENVIRONMENTS. Supplies needed for classrooms and mandatory vaccinations. If not 
mandatory the testing should be paid for by the individual not APS. 
Updating all these old buildings with asbestos, and outdated heating and cooling systems. 

 
All I can think of is the air conditioning because I still don't have it.  It's 3:20 in the afternoon, I'm in my room, 
and it's 77 degrees in here.  Now, granted, that is a slight improvement over the 75 degrees with 80% humidity 
I've had in the past (humidity is just under 50% right now), but it's still quite toasty.  Every year this is a problem.  
Every.  Single.  Year.  I get to the point where I don't even want to come to school anymore because I'm so damn 
tired of being hot. 
Reworking policies of discrimination regarding vaccination status. 
The board needs to have a 3rd party evaluate the original return to school list of safety requirements and protocols 
of the school buildings. The information sent to stake holders is not consistent across the district of evidence in 
the buildings.    Also principals were sent information on how to address covid related contract tracing in August. 
Different schools are taking different actions when it comes to our students / staff. There needs to be a specific 
flow chart with NO room for individual interpretation. 
Providing technology for all students, especially low income.  Catching students up, meeting them where they 
are, possibly focus on eliminating state mandated tested for the time being. 

 
The District should work on how to retain teachers and not push them away.  
Investing money into teachers instead of programs - programs won't run if teachers leave because they can't make 
a living, despite their years of experience or degrees.  
RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER 
PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING 
TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. 
RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER 
PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY. RAISING 
TEACHER PAY. RAISING TEACHER PAY.  
Acknowledge that these kids are WAY behind where they usually are and aren't even on the same planet as 
grade-level.  I'm teaching 8th graders how to subtract with borrowing! What's the situation with end-of-year 
testing this year? 



N/A 
Raises 
? 

 
see my answer above  
Our staffing needs have placed burdens on employees during a time when things are already stressed. Substitutes 
are not the same as teachers. Therapists are carrying larger caseloads. Legal cases have grown and will likely 
continue to grow that also put extra stress/burden on employees who are working harder than ever to provide the 
best education and social emotional supports to our students. 
Paying teachers more  
Providing for basic needs like HVAC and technology. 
Smaller class sizes IS what is best for kids! 

 
Updating the HVAC systems.  
Needs of the students and teachers in the classroom. 

 
A "real" raise to keep teachers in the field.  Hire more teachers so we can have smaller class sizes...not so top 
heavy.   
Spanish resources 
Instead of forcing teachers to extend the school year (starting in July hurts our tourist trade as many high 
schoolers work seasonal jobs) why not reevaluate student conferences at middle and high school level? Family 
attendance is very low and doesn't seem to be the best use of our time.  Increase stipend pay for after school 
tutoring programs.  Let's pay teachers more money when they work after hours. 
Smaller class sizes to mitigate the spread of COVID.  
Age appropriate curriculum for sped ed. These students are teenagers and deserve the respect to be provided with 
age appropriate materials. One curriculum for all the District Programs students isn't sufficient.  Also recognizing 
and problem solving for an entire student population that isn't being served. There are a lot of students who 
graduate on the modified pathway. They do not have the basic skills to keep up or gain anything from a small 
group setting, but they are not sever enough to be appropriate for a IGS1 class. Small group teaches the same 
curriculum as the gen ed classes, but at a slower pace with minimal modifications. It would be beneficial to 
develop a program to ensure these students have the basic skills to obtain a job, live independently, and become a 
productive citizen on society.  
Reading and Math Intervention teachers at every school in APS.  More worthwhile PD for teachers.  A good 
Substitute system. 
Title 1 schools already receive funding from the federal government and State government. Non title 1 schools 
need help too. We need a larger budget to work with.    Lower class size would be awesome! Kids are coming in 
requiring more of the teacher, but our class sizes haven't changed. Instead they are getting bigger.     An actual 
pullout schedule for elementary teachers to prep, would be beneficial for all. Some days the only break I have is 
during lunch (which is less than my 1/2 hour non duty lunch by the time I walk them where they need to be and 
get my own lunch).I am required to do recess duty.3 times a week. 

 
 
Appropriate space for related service providers.  I have to share a room with 7 providers and that makes it 
difficult to provide a service that benefits students. 
The safety of their staff. Kids coming into schools not wanting to wear masks is concerning.   
Ensuring that kids remain in-person as the “remote” learning for the majority of APS students was not effective.  
The board needs to look at medical data, testing data and do what is best for the children they are entrusted with 
educating.  Stop promoting fear as this virus has little to no effect on the great majority of children. 
Social emotional and physical well being are paramount to student's ability to learn.     

 



 
Budgeting and supporting staff better.  

 
The mental health and respect of the educators.  I work at 7 locations and educators all over the district are having 
a very hard time with the increased expectations and changes of our times. Administration is loosing the 
supportive well being and patience that educators continue to need as pandemic and hardships continue. 
Keep the teachers you have happy!  Give us a raise and another bonus.  This year is brutal so far and it does not 
look like it will get better anytime soon. 

 
The conditions teachers must work in everyday.  
Pay EAs a living wage and hire more. Ensure that all students entitled to transportation receive it and if there is 
not staff in a district program classroom at one school, but students to the nearest school with that program that is 
staffed. Stop holding meetings/PDs that are in-person until the Pandemic is over. District personnel and the 
school board have online meetings, but we are required to meet in large groups which flies in the face of Science 
and what is understood about how the virus is passed from one person to another.  
Mental Health and more trainings for teachers and Counselors.  To be able to support students coming back to the 
classroom.   

 
Funding for special Ed and general Ed inclusion classes. 
Safety in the schools; more staff who are listening to the stories going around about what so and so is up to (the 
kids). I dont know if it is a rumor or truth but I heard the kddo who shot the tween at Washington MS was making 
threats the day before so.... 

 
Hiring more custodial staff and support for them.  Also, expediting the process that would allow employees to use 
their preferred name for their APS email addresses and badges. 
Teacher pay raises to be in line with other large cities in the US 
I think these are probably the most important right now 
Let's focus on those first. 
Please do not move away from Apple computers for teachers. They are superior products to Dell or HP machines 
Reliable internet connections (wired and wifi) at school sites! It's impossible to depend on using one-to-one tech 
in the classroom when the internet connection is unreliable. (Apparently this is also a concern in with internet 
controlled HVAC systems.) 
Principal training, teachers parents and students are human. 
HVAC, tech, WIFI 
Conditions, conditions, conditions! 
Intervention teachers for ALL elementary schools in both math and reading.  NOT JUST TITLE ONE 
SCHOOLS.  
Creating more community schools. If all APS schools were community schools, we would be better suited to 
identify additional resources and address the needs of our students, families, staff, and surrounding areas without 
as much need for financial investment from APS. 

 
 
 
In school COVID testing for students and teachers 
An increase of competitively paid staffing in Special Education, especially fully qualified and experienced special 
education instructors and aides for our most needy and challenging environments such as SCS, SES, and IGS 
programs.  There should be plenty of aides to provide extra help to these needy students as well as floating 
capacity to move around the classrooms as needed. 
The school board must take the initiative to survey individual schools to better assess their needs and consolidate 
unused resources to be collected and reallocated across the District.  



 
 
APS needs to consider finding a way to keep veteran teachers in APS.   I do not think there is a quality, long 
term, plan on how to retain teachers in the district.      Is there a way the district can help with continuing 
education?  
Smaller class sizes. More pay for teachers. Hiring more substitute teachers at higher pay. Compensation for 
professional growth- higher ed, conferences, etc. Student loan forgiveness, tuition reimbursement.  

 
 
More compensation for teachers. 

 
 
Stop changing evaluations forms, make canvas easier to access. 
Infrastructure, Teacher raises 
Come up with measures to reduce the staff shortages that lead to other staff members having to put in extra hours 
over long periods of time. 
We need to consider bringing back programs like DARE, which addressed Drug Awareness Resistance 
Education. Perhaps we also need to consider creating what could be called a CARE program (Campus Awareness 
& Respect Education) to continue promotion of the Character Counts pillars. Programs like Character Counts and 
DARE went a long way to create trust and enhance SEL in the past. It's important to continue with programs that 
had a positive impact - not just abandon the programs.  
Stop stealing money from special education teachers and putting it in special accounts for the purpose of making 
APS finances look better. 

 
I believe the APS Board of Education should seriously consider how to provide support for innovative 
instructional practices.  
This is too big a topic to tackle here, but I do think we need to evaluate high school graduation requirements and 
do a better job of aligning them to actual student futures.  It's tough to do this when most of the country is still 
operating under the belief that everyone needs four years of math (as just one example) to get a high school 
diploma—something that is only true for the students bound for 4-year colleges—but I'd like APS to be a 
trailblazer and find a way to completely overhaul what it means to prepare students for adulthood. 
Teacher burnout. I know teachers complain a lot... but, I'm more exhausted than I have EVER been. We did a lot 
last year in trying to figure it out, more than any of us will ever admit to, and we did a good job considering. We 
cannot go back to normal--it's a new normal. It has been just as hard dealing with the return to campus and trying 
to figure out how to teach students who have had the run of their houses for 16 months. Most seem shell shocked, 
some are resentful at having to return, and some just downright refuse to take anything we are doing seriously. I 
would chalk that up to normal classroom management, but it is happening on such a large scale that I just can't 
this year. Then we have the issue of absences/a sub shortage. If we take the guidance seriously and we can't come 
to campus with a new symptom until a negative test, then this 'fatigue' that I'm feeling means I should get tested 
regularly. We had several teachers out this week and they had to band-aid it by putting classes together, asking 
teachers to sub on preps, and pulling sped EAs from their regular classes to sub (as a SPED teacher, I feel very 
strongly that EAs need to be there to support the SPED students they work with. It is a shame that our students 
lose out on that support because we cannot find substitutes.) Although all of this is 'normal', it IS worse this year, 
and it leads to more teacher burnout and admin distress-- it is not sustainable.     We are only 3.5 weeks in. I have 
heard more teachers talk about searching for jobs outside of teaching than all of my previous years combined (not 
just at my school and not outside of APS.) These are APS teachers who are struggling with their own trauma and 
the burden of, yet again, being asked to do what's never been done as a Pandemic surges, and being vilified for it 
(even by our own School Board Members-- I will never get over being accused of 'educational genocide' by our 
own Peggy Muller Aragon at a time when I was working 12-14 hour days to support my own students and their 
families who struggled to even turn on a computer last year). I don't know what kind of support we need, but I'm 
asking for someone a little less tired to throw us a bone of some kind. 
Paying teachers and related service providers a living wage so we can retain staff. 



None. There is plenty that needs to be worked on that has already been listed. 
We got a windfall of money last year for purchasing novels. I would like to see something like that happen again. 
We teach a lot of books by old dead white guys. Getting enough  money to purchase contemporary literature is 
absolutely vital. 

 
Social emotional needs of students staff and families. Trauma, food and shelter insecurity and homelessness are at 
record highs, compounding preexisting socioeconomic, psychological  physical and safety issues.  
Bullying, regulating emotions in a healthy manner, specific achievement gaps and socialization aggravated by the 
pandemic 
Union has said no hybrid unless a teacher expressly volunteers for it. We have a plethora of students in 
quarantine. We should not be expected to provide online instruction, host google meets or assign daily activities. 
A packet of work or work on specific topics and standards should be sufficient for students in quarantine. We 
need a clear stance on this expectation across the district.  

 
Higher pay for qualifying teachers.  
Subs…most EA’s and intervention teachers are acting as subs which is a disservice to the students they would 
normally serve.  
Substitute situation is untenable. Kelly is doing a terrible job. 
Raises for teachers. The additional work of this and last year is making this job unsustainable. I would quit if I 
had an alternative. Paying us for all the extra time we have to put in may make a difference in retaining staff.  
Establishing a set of standards and training for principals. Working through difficult times is increasingly harder, 
if your principal doesn't know how to establish school wide systems that encompass PBIS and trauma informed 
practices. 
Expanding Fine Arts in Elementary Schools. All schools should have Music, Art, Dance, and Drama. 

 
Supplying teachers with spare Chromebook chargers for students that either bring their Chromebooks to school 
with no battery left or run them out during the day. 

 
Smaller class sizes. If the pandemic return taught us anything it's that smaller class sizes are better for student 
learning and gives the teacher more time with each student. 

 
metal detectors and security of the school premises.  
Teachers/Staff. Many of our teachers/staff decided to take their leave of absence and/or retirement since the 
pandemic began. We are short-staffed in APS, not just here but throughout the country. We are all aware that 
APS has a lot of J1 teachers and in one or two years time, they will be returning to their home country even they 
want to stay and teach our students. These exchange visitor teachers are under the 212e rule (2-year home country 
residency) and can only come back after that, unless we have a valid waiver to stay, which, not so many of us 
have. APS has the capability to bridge the learning gap by assisting J1 teachers in obtaining waivers (that is, APS 
providing waiver as IGA - Interested Government Agency) and offering work visa (H1) since there exists the 
need of certified and professional/licensed teachers. Therefore, budget allotment for educators is vital and should 
be considered seriously. 

 
Teacher Retention/Recruitment 
Addressing the underfunding of education by the state.  
Raising teacher pay and providing better lower cost heath insurance or more teachers are going to leave and APS 
is already very short staffed.  They also need to improve the school buildings and working conditions so that 
teachers are working in a professional and well maintained school rather than the very poor state that most 
schools are currently in. 
Smaller classes to address the learning gaps as we recover from Covid. Intervention teachers (Math and Reading) 
at every school.  Each school should have a FT technology position that would be in charge of distributing 
technology - it is not fair to place this responsibility on teachers/staff who already have FT positions.  With 
technology being so vital in our daily lives, a FT Technology teacher should be allotted to every school. 



Hiring custodial staff 
Think about why they have trouble keeping teachers! Fix it! 
There needs to be a MINIMUM of one school counselor FULL TIME at every school.   
Really, with the funds available, the issue of HVAC, internet, and mental health should fully occupy APS's 
resources and energies this year.  
The Southeast and Northwest Diagnostic Centers should be regular buildings instead of a bunch of portables. 
There is no room for growth/additional employees. When there are 2 or more people in an office there is not 
enough room for a table to use for testing. There are not enough restrooms for the staff or the students we are 
testing. There is not an employee lounge to use during lunch breaks. Instead, the refrigerator, microwaves, and 
restroom are all located by the front office. We can't lock our doors from the inside, which is a safety concern if 
we ever have to go into lockdown or shelter in place. There is not a suitable outdoor area for students to take a 
break or for testing/interviews to be done outside. 
General upkeep of buildings and grounds.  Increasing custodial and maintenance pay in order to make a 
competitive job market and provide more resources to the people who are keeping the schools running.      Keep 
money for instruction and curriculum employees and bring back money for more intentional new teacher 
mentorships like Achieve Excellence through the PED.   
M&O. I know some people do their job, but there are so many others who don't.      Building age of older schools. 
Let's stop replacing 30 year old schools, such as Marie Hughs in Taylor Ranch and start replacing schools that 
actually need it. People don't realize how much energy it takes for admin and teachers to constantly deal with M& 
O to get things fixed.  
Do not cut teachers due to lower numbers at the current time due to covid surge.  

 
Student Loan Debt Relief  Scholarships for custodians to become HVAC certified through CNM 
Lowell ES needs to be rebuilt.  It has been slated for rebulid more than once and it has never happened.  The 
students and families that attend this school deserve better, state of the art facitlities.  The playground itself is so 
dated with limited activities for our students during recess.  WE also need a kindergarten playground and actual 
useable outdoor learning areas for all grades.  Not a burning hot astro turf outdoor learning area that has no shade 
and you can not sit on it.  We do not even have a working computer lab or computer teacher to gives these student 
the chance to succeed along side other communities in Albuquerque.  The playing field needs to be leveled for 
these families to be able to have what they need to achieve along side of their peers. 

 
1. Funding for fully staffed programs, not subs  2. If a District program is at a school, that district program should 
come with funding for curriculum, staff, equipment, tools and have district support  3. Proper and appropriate 
food for students that is balanced and better than what prisoners get. Very low quality of food and not nutritional. 
Social support and services for students and their families. 

 
Hiring more auxiliary staff i.e. EAs, aides, special education teachers. It takes a village and we need more hands 
on deck. 

 
n/a 
That teachers are leaving in droves and risk it posses an increased risk to the safety and well being of our entire 
community. 
Smaller class sizes!!! 

 
Staff raises 
Police on and around campuses 
Teacher and EA salary 

 
 
 



We also needs funds for purchasing good online learning systems, especially for students in Special Education. 
Middle School students hate iReady. If they are reading at a low level, the information is presented to them as if 
they were 1st graders. This needs to change. Teachers spend way too much time designing and differentiating 
curriculum. We need a much better ELA curriculum system for our students receiving Special Education 
Services. 
I believe spending of covid monies should be considered to hire EA's that can go into each elementary classroom 
to help teachers with small group instruction and behavior issues. This will aid in getting the students back on 
track.  
Increasing the number of custodians (increase wages so as to get someone to work for APS. 
Enforcing a systematic plan for handling positive COVID cases.  I know schools where some classes are 
quarantined, and others aren't, even though they had similar situations.  Teachers and staff are reaching levels of 
"burn-out" quickly.   There needs to be support for this.   
Teachers shouldn't be in tens of thousands of dollars in student-loan debt to become a public teacher, especially 
when the Federal Student Loan Forgiveness Program is broken, if not a scam.    The Level 1 pay for a single-
income teacher is barely enough to survive on with inflation, once rent/mortgage, groceries, and insurance are 
paid. Is teaching actually a respected profession (considering our levels of education) or something we as a 
society expect mainly women to do as "additional" incomes in a two-income household, even though that isn't the 
reality for many teachers?  
Sponsoring H1B working visas to international J-1 visa teachers to increase teacher retention rate in the district 
and to save on cost for hiring and training new teachers 
THE FACT THAT COUNSELORS  REFUSE TO WORK WITH SPECIAL ED STUDENTS WHO NEED 
SCHEDULE CHANGES OR HELP!!!  My special ed students continue to get turned away by counselors 
because "your special ed I won't touch your schedule"  or   "Your special ed  go talk to your sponsor teacher". 
This not only makes them feel more like outcasts, but what kind of message does this send to students about their 
education.          Counselors are supposed to be helping all student whether regular ed or special ed. There should 
not be this type of discrimination against special ed students. Also this is not equitable to my special ed students 
and other special ed students at my school who can not get their schedules changed and are not in the appropriate 
classes based on their IEPs. It is Federal law to ensure that special ed students are appropriately placed in their 
classes based on the services they need which comes directly from their IEPs.     Ultimately it special ed students 
who are suffering for this because the counselors  do not care and refuse to help or work with them in anyway. 
My hands are tied as a teacher in this situation because it is not my job to change or make schedules. I thought we 
were all here for the students and to support, guide and help students flourish but it been made very clear to my 
students and myself that students do not matter.           
Parent support; courses/trainings for supporting students at school with homework, organizational skills etc.  
Better school lunches 
Investing in recruiting and incentivizing hard to fill positions and a better teacher prep program that allows APS 
and UNM to work more closely to recruit and train new teachers.  This will allow us to have fewer subs, more 
highly qualified teachers, and lower student-to-teacher ratios. 
SEL for each grade level. Training to support SEL in the classroom. More health and wellness activities for APS 
staff. 
Lack of inclusion teachers in classrooms.  I teach 2 back to back inclusion classes.  My inclusion teacher is 
leaving our school next week.  I am told there is no replacement and there is no money to pay me to take on the 
extra load.  This is unacceptable as student IEP's are being violated. 
Teacher pay. If any district wishes to retain teachers or attract teachers, district needs to begin with better teacher 
pay. Especially with the IRS's change to the W4, which take out more taxes up front. Most people want the most 
of their money now, not having a bigger tax return. That doesn't help pay the bills. Level 1 should begin at $55k, 
Level 2 should begin at $60k, Level 3 should begin at $65k. And those are bare minimum numbers. Every year, 
more and more is added to teachers' plate with little to no additional compensation. WE ARE BURNT OUT. WE 
DON'T FEEL VALUED.  
Equity training for all faculty and staff 

 
The sanitation, safety and beauty of low income neighborhoods where children are living. 
Begin to replace school nurses with paramedics. Cheaper and more effective responsive to emergencies. (Would 
need specialized training to deal with meds.)    Start requiring teacher pd hours. We're falling behind at 
implementing the latest research based strategies.     Provide lotteries so that interested teachers can attend 



national conferences in their discipline without cost (with an eye towards sharing what they learn).     Allow 
school-based decisons on how to best meet the needs of gifted learners. 

 
Teacher Evaluation App with Google Forms (etc) that an educator could use to log each activity in the proper 
place so it's not such a headache. 
Ensuring that federal money is spent on teachers and students on instructional materials that are proven effective. 
Ensuring that fed money is spent on making the working condition of students and teachers conducive, especially, 
cooling and heating 
Early childhood initiatives so that students learn what they need to learn from the start and build a strong 
school/work ethic and foundation to continue learning throughout their education.  
Teacher pay.  Cost of living in ABQ including the direct and indirect cost of benefits is gouging real income.  We 
make less now than thirty years ago.  Shortages will only become worse as professionals leave and cannot easily 
be replaced. 
Please make the process easier for accessing our support staff ... we have teachers doing 500 things already and 
now we're asking them to do MORE ... just to get the support of staff that are on campus!  
Up to date technology for all staff, not just students. 

 
We need more counselors, social workers and nurses in the schools.  Money needs to be provided for general 
education social workers in the schools.  There needs to be appreciation of these service providers for the mental 
health and crisis management services they provide.  All of the educators need to have updated technology as 
well to be able to keep up with the changes that are happening.  
buses  

 
Working conditions! My office is often 80 degrees throughout the day 
The salary disparity between those who actually work with children, compared to those who don't.  We need to 
put money into veteran teachers to retain them. 
Assuming we can achieve adequate working and learning conditions with fully-staffed campuses across the 
district, I believe the BoE needs to consider how APS is working with families during this time to provide 
supports at home. The pandemic is not over - not by a long-shot. Many families are continuing to experience 
homelessness, job loss, reduced work shifts, loss of pay, hospitalizations, extended illnesses, and deaths. APS is 
not responsible for the well-being of every family, but as the largest employer in the city of Albuquerque, our 
district has access to resources. How is APS ensuring these resources are making their way into families' homes? 
How is APS working to extend its community connections? How is APS positively contributing in this difficult 
and trying time to model community and citizenship? 
I think that we really need to offer programs--enrichment and otherwise! 
Functioning HVAC 
Cost of living increases for teachers. Money to update crappy swamp coolers to central air conditioning. 

 
Teacher mental health and stress. Prep time Mindfulness/yoga/counseling time. no cost. Many teachers are burnt 
out from the last two years.  The district keeps dumping more and more on teachers.  We are going to loose our 
high quality veteran teachers if they don't get some relief.  Collaboration time is mandatory.  We have very little 
at this time as meetings take up prep and other times.   

 
Provide new technological devices to schools and students. 

 
Better school lunch programs 
More counselors in the schools, reg education social workers who can work with the entire school population  
Holding schools harmless for loss of enrollment should be an important focus until the pandemic is OVER.  
While we are engaged in the pandemic, the numbers should not be considered solid. 



Increased pay for teachers, EAs, and subs. Teachers deserve to take their sick and personal days without worrying 
about being a burden to the other people in their department/school. "Public servant" is a term taken too literally 
in education.  

 
Multiple measures for identifying and qualifying gifted students, similar to the Santa Fe Public Schools.  The 
identification process has become so difficult we are losing gifted students to charter and private schools and 
losing programs due to falling numbers of students. 
Giving teachers classroom money 
Stripping all APS Admin from their positions and start fresh. Have outside people without ties to APS Admin 
monitor and audit this new admin for everything and give the schools, staff, and parents power to run their 
schools, programs, and classrooms. 
PR to get the community to vote for the next bond election.  We desperately need new  buildings for students. 
THE MASSIVE WASTE AND TOP-HEAVY ADMIN AT APS NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED. We don't need 
reading coaches and a bunch  of associate superintendents, we need classroom teachers and help on the ground. 
Special Ed is also a sh*tshow and an embarrassment. The SpEd principals are a waste of money and so are the 
reading and math coaches, esp. in light of massive staffing shortages in the classrooms! No subs, no support, 
nothing. Elder is an abysmal failure and has a long history of being mediocre at best.   
More prep time for teachers to prepare quality lessons for students.  
We can’t retain or hire teachers and EAs because our salaries are barely support a single person let alone a single 
parent with children. Our working conditions are unacceptable. When will we say enough is enough? 
Raises for teachers! 
Make accessible for outside mental health organizations to be able to provide services to students at the school.  
Many students don't get access to mental health services after school as their parents are not able to take them. 
Salaries. Salaries salaries.  
Texts & adequate materials for students. The books I use for my Trig/Stats math classes were published in 1990 
and are literally falling apart, including my Teacher's Edition. 
Keeping teachers ..student loan debt is endless.. Teacher moral 
Budget oversight; we need to make sure these precious funds are being used in an appropriate manner unlike 
previous expenditures such as embezzlement claims and buying out contacts of high ranking officials.   

 
Pay teachers a living wage. 
Good AC and heater during cold weather, 
Teacher raises 
Keeping everyone masked until kids & staff are 100% vaccinated  
More teachers and recruitment/retention of teachers.  

 
teacher raises  

 
N/A 
Incentives for retaining teachers. 
Care teams at all schools, sensory rooms, AIM and Restorative Practices  
Reliable transportation is necessary for all students. Some students have reported to me that they are absent 
because they do not have a ride to school. One school district in another state is paying parents $800 per year to 
drive their children to school.  
N/A 
N/a 
Dealing with incompetent principals who are simply shuffled from one school to another.  
Teacher shortage!! 
Getting more CTE classes in high schools. Not all students are college bound.  



More stable internet for the classrooms if they are requiring us to teach with the laptops. The internet goes out 
multiple times per day in my classroom.  
Making the hiring process more user friendly.  It is presently very redundant. 
We need full time nurses, custodial staff that actually cleans (stop moving the bad ones from school to school and 
pay the good ones to stay!), we need in person therapies, and more community schools.  

 
Teacher training and time for collaborations.  

 
Competitive pay for teachers to recruit more educators and RETAIN them. 
More resources for teachers  
There are no good online options for some of our special education students.  They aren't appropriate for 
eAcademy and some teachers won't (rightfully so) volunteer to teach online and in person simultaneously so these 
students have fallen through the cracks.  6 of my students in this situation have not attended any school this year.  
APS should consider giving extra pay to educators who volunteer to teach online and in person simultaneously. 
That teachers are vital, essential & are being treated less. Totally under paid 
More IT staff at high schools. Increase teacher pay. 

 
EAs in Elective Classrooms. It is impossible for teachers to do their job when so many Special Ed students need 
one-to-one help.  
The mold and conditions in the schools. I have been diagnosed with mold toxicity. Currently I have soaked 
ceiling tiles and a trash can collecting the leak water right outside my room. While I wait for someone at district 
to come repair it, I get more and more sick.  
1. Updated and improved internet.  2. Tech support person at every school or as close to that as possible!   3. Hire 
more HVAC techs, custodians, and equipment so teachers can teach and not worry about how hot it is or if our 
trash is going to be thrown.    

 
Administration boundaries. I am called on my cell ph despite being scheduled off a week in advance for a dr appt. 
Their emergency is not my emergency.  
Addressing the emotional needs of students with more counselors at school sites. Truly embracing community 
schools.  
HVAC and A/C please. Our entire hallway does not work and it's so exhausting teaching with a mask with no air. 
I can't even begin to tell you.  

 
 
 
after school programs forALL students, including tutors or peer helpers for IGS2 students after school and during 
summer  
Health office supplies 
Making sure what they are telling press and everyone else: “all school acs work!” “Everyone has chrome books!” 
“Teachers have masks and wipes” are accurate statements. 10 masks for educators is not enough to last more than 
a couple of weeks let alone an entire year, students still do not have chrome books, and teachers without windows 
or proper ventilation are still teaching without proper air circulation. . If there isn’t funding for these things then 
understandable but APS needs to stop pretending like things are happening when they’re not at a majority of 
schools.  
(funded) School tutoring programs. Our students are far below grade level. This would be a vital help to the 
school system 
STAFFING!! We are short 3 teachers and 2 EAs with no subs available.  
Provide teachers with the best tech available within reason. If our students are receiving brand new iPads and 
Chromebooks, all teachers deserve good quality, reliable tech in the classroom.  Have serious consequences for 
students that are habitually tardy/absent, attendance is should be a number one concern with the board. 



The workload and that this is still not a normal year.  Give us time to teach and not the overload of paperwork.  
Putting in 12 hour days to get it all done. 
Seriously considering 4 day school weeks, free internet, and tangible financial services and systems to support 
our students so they can focus on schools.  
Class sizes 
Give teachers raises and reasonable class sizes. These two are reasons teachers are leaving the field and leaving 
those of us who stay with obscene workloads.  
Better hiring and on-boarding practices. Most Teachers should be interviewed by April and placed by May. We 
need to recruit out of state and become competitive with other state districts. New teachers to the district should 
have group information sessions and be given numbers of HR to call for questions concerning health insurance 
and retirement funds.  See jeffco public schools in Colorado. 
Please have working AC and heat. 
Improved food for our students. The food in the cafeterias is highly processed and loaded with sugar. This leads 
to increasing numbers of over weight students, lack of focus, and lack of educating students on how to make life 
long healthy decisions. 
Teacher respect and retention.  

 
Health and safety remains the most vital need - protection of the unvaccinated and a vaccine mandate for APS. 
Salary increases.  This job is taxing a lot of teachers. 
Technology for teachers 

 
 
Special Education which currently seems to get the leftovers. Just look at the stipends for leadership Head 
Teacher 2800, testing 5-10000, bilingual rep 10-20000 priorities are visible.  

 
Implementation and rollout of programs that are adopted for success.    

 
I'd like to see more mentoring and continuing training for mid-career teachers. I am the only bilingual teacher at 
my school, and in the two years I have been in my position I have struggled to get the support I need. I am 
thinking of doing the National Board certification, partly in order to further my professional development, and 
partly because I am in search of a supportive learning community. I would like the district to consider the needs 
of teachers at all stages in their careers, and to consider *all* needs: social, emotional, and professional. 
The need for smaller class sizes to help students make up for lost learning time.  We need more teachers!!! 
Replace obsolete and outdated buildings such as Sandia Main 
Educational assistance in 1st grade to help with catching students up from remote learning. 

 
Mental health issues for everyone. 
salary increases 
Raising Social Worker pay to be equitable to other staff members with Master's degrees  
Teacher pay increases so that we can find people willing to do this hardest of jobs. 
We need more time to prep. 
Teacher emotional support. My students went through a lot last school year and I internalized a lot of it. I had a 
break down and ended up in the ER.  
I'd also like equity when it comes to expectations between band, orchestra and choir teachers. Band teachers can 
teach 4 classes and get paid a full time salary. Band directors have assistants, AND get a higher stipend than choir 
and orchestra teachers. They are also paid for by the district Fine Arts. We all deserve to be paid by the district.  I 
teach 5 different preps, don't have an assistant, and don't get as high of a stipend. The band directors deserve what 
they get, but so do we!!! 

 



Pay raises for teachers and staff 
I think that we should not be penalized for low registration over this year and the next year because of COVID. 
Wifi around the district is iffy at best.  I am a special education teacher and the internet is constantly going out or 
Synergy is constantly going down in the middle of writing IEPs, oftentimes losing my hard work. 

 
remodeling schools like Eldorado. 

 
Pay of teachers! 

 

Other comments on spending 
priorities: 
 
Get my students up-to-date Chromebooks so they can keep up with the world.  

 
. 

 
Our spending priorities should be on safety and staff retention. We retain staff when they feel safe in 
their working conditions, when they are paid well and when schools have the human resources 
(actual staff) that they need.  
Funding the North Domingo Baca Aquatic Center and adopting the facility as a hub for 
elementary/middle/high school swim programs. 

 
Stop giving money to outside corporations.     Stop coining "unfinished learning" because it negates all 
the work teachers did last year without any support from the Board or those in City Centre.  
reducing the caseloads for school counselors. 
None 

 
see 8 above. 
Reasonable raises  

 
 
 
 
We are in deep need of those spending 
Respect your people, and the rest will follow, as long as it is funded and supported. 

 
Upgrade buildings….some like my school are literally falling apart.  

 
 
No other comments at this time. 

 
 



 
No 

 
 
n/a 
Cut at the top. Not from the students 
Stop the current waste on paying and supporting major corporations, (so called educational), on data 
based programs, testing, and teacher monitoring plans that do not address the real education of the 
future citizens of this country.  
Listen to the teachers in the trenches they know they need or what can improve their schools. 

 
If enrollment is down and won’t be coming back, start looking at cutting positions that have long gone 
unfilled anyway and consolidating schools operating at 2/3 or less of their capacity.   
The wifi leaves a LOT to be desired.  Sometimes my hard-wired desk top doesn't even work properly.  
It's terribly frustrating.  
This is a once in a lifetime funding situation.  Please consider that other options come with annual 
funding options that are built into the "system" and so those needs will be met.  There is never going 
to be a large sum of money to address structural needs on the magnitude necessary. 

 
None 
N/A 
none 
If there is money to spend, it needs to be spent on these kids in the form of functioning school 
buildings, food security, social and emotional support.  Please get away from this idea of "learning 
loss" and please suspend testing.  We are operating in crisis mode on a daily basis, and the basic 
needs must be met before all the extraneous "priorities." 
If possible, use research to support what is the best way to spend money. What actually makes the 
biggest difference? 
Give back a classroom budget for all classrooms  
This money should be used as an investment that will upgrade the district. It is also important that we 
plan for upkeep and maintenance in the future. It really is an opportunity to provide 21st century 
learning tools to all students and teachers.  

 
 
 
None 
The focus should be less on stretching the dollars to the right places and instead be focused on 
explicitly educating the community that more tax money and subsequently higher taxes would be the 
most impactful action we as a community can take.      
Quality trainings that are relevant to staff's duties. Too often all certified staff are required to take 
one mandatory training that is not applicable or helpful to everyone's role.  
N/A 

 
 
I would like to see some sort of incentive to encourage students to read.  



 
Support the teachers better. Stop perpetuating "learning loss" theories that treat students like test 
scores.   We need time, and compensation.  

 
 
Can we just close bathrooms vandalized by students? 

 
 
salary increase in some way, without increasing insurance 
Stipen educators for all extra duties. 
NA   
More pay  Hiring more custodians  Provide tissues for each class for the year  Updated furniture 

 
No 

 
 
 
Why are we still face-to-face if a school has many Covid-19 cases? This is not a safe learning 
environment for students nor a safe working environment for educators. 

 
I'm sorry, I know you're fighting for this, but teachers need raises. We are just not paid enough. 

 
 
I have had to beg every year for an online curriculum for my students.  This program is called IXL, and 
it has shown to be very effective for my special education students. 
I came from a blue collar job where I made the same amount of money per year as a first year 
teacher. This is ridiculous. I earned and paid for four degrees including a MA in education.   Any 
teacher that agrees to teach for at least five years after getting their teaching degree should qualify 
for tuition reimbursement, not just at Title I schools. AND the process shouldn't be so difficult to get 
through.   I came to APS through the now defunct CDP program. I can honestly say that this program 
is the only reason I'm teaching today. Why isn't a program like this reinstated? Spend money on 
teacher programs that work. I did hear that the CDP program fell apart a year or so after I left the 
program but I wonder if any data has been kept on those that did go through the program as to if 
they're still teaching.   Spend money on teachers!! "You get what you pay for," as the saying goes. 

 
Some district programs are not receiving the special education funds they need to purchase materials 
for their students.  These funds need to be spent on Special Education needs. 
Schools that are falling apart should get more consideration. 
I feel that this money should be spent wisely on providing full time staff needs at every elementary 
school first before moving onto wish lists.  It blows my mind that during a pandemic we are lacking in 
nursing services and counseling services at any school due to part time staffing. 

 
Need to get students vaccinated right away. 

 
Thanks for the opportunity to have a voice.  Feel free to reach out to me if anyone has questions. 



 
Please make sure to keep staff in mind as well as teachers. We saw through the pandemic that our 
teachers are so important to teaching our students and all the people that help the school run, 
between clerks, custodians, security, and educational assistants. We work very hard and we do it 
because we love the kids. Help us, help them!  

 
n/a 

 
Expand the CEC program, get more kids focused on higher education.  There are far too many who 
simply want to just get by and not really contribute to society. 
none 

 
Hiring certified teachers and not as many subs. Increase teachers salaries to keep them in NM 
Make public education, the foundation of our democracy, the number one priority locally and 
nationally. 
Solar would be a huge step forward in reducing the cost of utilities for all schools saving money in the 
long run 
The students do not need more technology! They need more human interaction and more time 
outside.  
No more money should be spent on administration 

 
Not at this time. 

 
N/A 
Live Google classes with live teachers like we did in the fall. Scrapping that whole set up was 
completely stupid. Saying that students have to be be in person or take these shitty   engenuity 
classes is ridiculous and lacks any type of vision.   
smaller class sizes  you get what you pay for  you model what you want 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chrome book replacements and charging devices.  Technology for teachers.  
More technology and manipulatives for the classroom 
Mental health and fiull time nurses at all school at all levels. 

 
Special Education students needs immediate transportation support. 

 
Anything but people in Admin and/or at city center. Spend on students, not bullshit. 



SPED Teachers - and not just throwing a person on an Alternative License with one education class 
towards licensure and NO teaching experience into a classroom 
Quit forcing unnecessary PD on educators and let us TEACH!! 
STAFFING and Hiring incentives 
No more higher level pay raises until the teachers are taken care of.  

 
 
TAKE CARE OF OUR KIDS!! SAFETY!!! 

 
EA's and support staff need a raise.  We also need subs!! 
Fine Arts, PE and libraries need consistent funding. 

 
Take care of your employees out here in the trenches! Cut administrative staff at City Center and 
make them go into the schools on a regular basis. 

 
teacher bonus 
Access to materials to do our jobs. SLPs make money for the district through Medicaid, yet we are 
almost never given money to get supplies that would help us do our jobs.  
Consider that not all schools are Title 1 designated before deciding on the funding you distribute. Just 
because a school community has not yet reached that threshold, doesn't mean we are in a position to 
pay for every thing ourselves or don't deserve support in offering training to our staff.  
Outdoor classrooms, shade and internet access, outdoor eating areas for Covid-19 safe spaces.  

 
 
 
 
Let schools or districts decide for themselves how to use extended learning money. Do not mandate 
the same for everyone. 

 
Please listen to these VITAL NEEDS!! 

 
 
 
 
 
They need to stabilize the budget to create a sustainable spending stream.   
Spend money on the classroom of every teacher. Give money to every classroom for special projects, 
and supplies. My school does not even have small stickies or pencil sharpeners for teacher 
classrooms. This is absolutely unacceptable that teachers have to purchase basic items in order for 
the classroom to function.  

 
 
Thank you for gathering this information and advocating for our needs/dreams/wishes :) 

 



Please make decisions that improve the health, safety, and equitable access to teaching and learning 
tools.   
Thanks for asking for feedback!  
It was hard to rank the 5 priorities.  I consider them all equally important right now. 

 
 
 
 
Professional-led SPED PD's for all teachers 

 
 
 
Put the money into some of these mid- century schools that are literally crumbling and falling apart.  
Updating schools with new equipment, furniture that is not from the 1970/1980's.  Provide teachers 
with supplies to do their jobs instead of using their own money to purchase basic office supples, etc.  
Also, PPE like disposable masks children's size.  My school is already out and it's September.   
Hire more or give more money so people want to get involved in educational positions 
none 

 
 
Priorities should be continuing education and paying a livable wage.  
Reduce paperwork for all teachers.  Raise the award amount for teachers. 

 
 
Does this survey really matter?  After attending the hall meetings, it seems that everything has been 
planned.  These meetings are to make it look as APS is including the teachers and families.  I also feel 
that APS is not as truthful to the board members as it should be.  Our sanitation stations have not 
been refills since May.  Circulation does not work, we get kids out due to contact to COVID but no 
follow through or communication to our communities.   
Teacher working conditions  
How did the government come up with 230 million without knowing what it would be used for.??? 
and now the public has to decide how to spend it, seems kind of backwards. 
Raise teacher's salaries 

 
Throwing money at "catching students up" is fruitless. Until APS commits to teaching reading and 
holding parents and students accountable for reading at grade level, our students will continue to 
perform poorly in all subjects. Back to phonics! 

 
How can you tap into UNM or college students and place them in the classroom setting to alleviate 
the teacher and sub shortage? 
N/A 
Give teachers an increase in pay to keep up with the cost of living. 
You can spend all the money in the world on programs and resources, but when the learning 
conditions have been unbearable for over a month now with no changes, none of that matters.  Kids 
are done, teachers are done. 



Our substandard facilities probably have an outsized impact on students' social emotional well being.  
Even though school may be the safest place for many of them, coldwar era buildings that feel like 
bunkers with or without functioning HVAC cannot feel like the most welcoming place.   

 
None at that time.  

 
 
 
A living wage would be nice. 

 
Teachers can always use increased pay.  However, Education Assistants in NM PreK and Special 
Education Preschool are required to take A LOT of TEACHING professional trainings and complete a 
professional development plan. Education Assistants in those settings should get a SIGNIFICANT pay 
increase due to the amount of EXTRA requirements placed on them.  

 
Please give teachers another bonus. We are working so hard on making sure students stay caught up 
with the workload, even when I have several out on quarantine.  
Prior to spending money on devices like Promethean boards and cameras for Google meets, make 
sure devices are compatible!   Staff at my school have brand new Promethean boards and they can't 
use them because nobody can set them up.  Also, many cameras that were purchased last year, are 
not compatible with the Promethean boards.  
Na 
None 

 
None 

 
We need stable internet at school if the wish continues to be educating through Google Classroom 
and other technologies  
On the extended day: We are already exhausted by the day's work, then we will add more work, then 
we will still have to go home to do more work. Honestly, most of us are working another several 
hours after 225. Every day. It's no wonder people are leaving the profession. We do not feel 
respected nor properly compensated for the work we do. 
Allowing teachers to make specialized requests would be very beneficial -  
not sure 

 
This money SHOULD NOT go to upper level administration for anything. This money should go 
DIRECTLY to the schools and not increase any upper management pay or facilities.  
We don’t need new or more curriculum. It’s a huge expense that seems unnecessary. It requires 
teachers have additional training when they are already overwhelmed. Spending priorities should be 
on buildings, technology, and staff oriented. 

 
If you pay teachers like they are experts and professionals, then you will be able to keep the good 
ones around for longer.  
Social workers need to be paid at a tier 2 upon entry not a tier 1 their education plus the 900 hours of 
clinical practice support this. 

 



 
 
 
No 

 
 
More incentives to get specials teachers and subs or EAs. 
Put the money in the classrooms supplies, text books, quality curriculums and teacher wish lists.  
Teachers know best where spending is needed.  Talk to teachers.  Thank you!  
Plumbing.  
none 

 
I'm good. 
If APS cannot operate as the largest district in  the state, then divide into APS WEST and APS EAST, or 
whatever cardinal directions will work. I have taught in other states and 99% of my teacher colleagues 
are the most committed, dedicated, resourceful, and passionate educators I've met. It's the most 
valuable asset APS has. 

 
No 

 
Pay teachers more. It's pretty simple.  

 
.  

 
 
 
Provide more stipends for work above and beyond the call of duty.  Pay EAs more money so the turn-
over decreases. 

 
Ask the teachers what they need BEFORE buying something for the entire district. Each school has its 
own needs. What a waste of money the headphones were.  

 
None 
Students will not be successful without good environment and foundations that work.  
We don't need another curriculum adoption as we don't even give curriculum 5 years to see how well 
it works through the grade levels! 
While I realize that teacher and EA salaries are basically stalled, you need to keep in mind that our 
EA's earn $10.00/hour and McDonald's is hiring at $16.00/hour.  Why on earth would someone want 
to be an EA, which is one of the hardest jobs in the field of education, when they can earn 60% more 
at McDonald's? There's little wonder why there's a teacher shortage and an EA shortage.  We 
teachers have just faced the hardest year I've ever known (and I've been teaching 26 years now!), and 
the 2021-2022 school year so far has not been a cakewalk.  Those who are able to retire are retiring.  
Those who are thinking about going into the profession have little incentive to do so.  I don't expect 
raising our salaries ever to be a budget priority, but it's something to keep in mind when you're trying 
to recruit and keep teaching staff.    On a personal note, the price for apartments and housing in the 



Albuquerque area nowadays is also playing a factor in recruiting teachers.  I am a Level III teacher who 
rooms with another Level III teacher.  We are at the top of our pay grades, and our rent just went up 
$250.00/month.  If they raise our rent next year, we will be priced out of our apartment.  There's 
something fundamentally wrong for two people with Masters Degrees, each of whom have been 
teaching over 25 years, not to be able to afford a decent 2-bedroom apartment. 
Montgomery Complex is very nice and updated-  Can I just move my class there?  Why my kids (and 
me) suffering? 
Adjusting school schedules to better serve our students 

 
Keeping our students in mind should be our priority.  

 
 
Create a mentor/training program with M&O to support adults, then High school students with a 
pathway to become Electricians, Plumbers and Contractors. Construction Industries Division testing 
requires at least 3 years of an apprenticeship. This can be a great service to our communities, create 
jobs and support an expansion of the trades as well as potentially save APS money instead of 
contracting out.  

 
Please fix the HVAC systems 
The "Robotics" disaster is disgusting and emblematic of everything wrong with this district. I have to 
do a 10-week unpaid TELL training where I am expected to take time out of my week not only for 
assigned class time, but also for a "group project" or I lose my license, but someone higher in the 
hierarchy was able to steal millions over the course of 6 years. This says everything about APS's actual 
priorities. Don't pretend to wonder why there is a teacher shortage.  

 
Lincoln is not a good facility for the kind of work we now have to do. We need offices where we can 
have privacy to engage in online lesson with students, attend IEP meetings, etc. There is no 
confidentiality in a cubicle. If some district personnel get private offices, everyone should. Perhaps 
some money can be spent on that. 
More staff on the ground in schools!! Help us! 
4 day school days 
Incentive educators with debt relief.  This will show true appreciation for those of us who have 
selected this line of work as we see a monthly benefit. 
I believe that innovation in specialized training for Special Education teachers needs to be 
implemented. SPED teachers are forces to sit through PD trainings that do not support their teaching 
nor their student's it's a waste of time and money. Special Education teachers do a tremendous 
amount of paperwork for their students but receive little to no support to help them deal with the 
excessive amounts of legal paperwork required of us. Stop the madness! The Board needs to ask us 
SPED teachers our ideas that could make these processes less stressful and more productive.  
We need ESL program with assessments and materials. The WID/ACCESS assessment is summative 
and do not have an ESL Assessment that is formative or shows in real time progress each year.  
Raises for teachers please. To help with teacher regent and recruitment.  

 
None 

 
I really wouldn't mind at all if City Center got a little smaller personnel wise.   



. 

 
Raise ($) morale. 
None 
Please don’t use money to pad administration/district 
Please do not waste the money on big text book companies. No textbook ever changed the course of 
a student's life.  Please do not waste it on added burdens for teachers. 

 
Spending priorities should refrain from any type of political agenda and focus on the basics...period. 
I am absolutely against any spending that would add more work to teachers and staffs already 
overloaded work day.  I spend several hours outside of my contract time every day, plus time on the 
weekends, just working on lesson planning and grading.  Adding additional obligations to our work 
day would take away from my time to do this and should not be something that is being considered. 
People first-materials/programs last. 

 
Spending money on maintenance is a real waste.  When are we REALLY going to Address STUDENTS. 

 
None 
Re-evaluate district jobs. Let's spend money on the most important people in our district... the kids! 
More councilors for teachers and staff, perhaps?  
Take care of hvac problems during the summer when there is no school.  
Our school is open and anyone can wander in.  It is not safe.  Gates were put in over the summer but 
are not locked.   There is also still access to the building and the grounds from many areas.  Jackson is 
on a busy street.   We also need a security guard.  I sit in my classroom with open windows that have 
no screens and open doors (this is required for ventilation).  I feel like a sitting duck and it would be 
easy for an intruder to access.  I work because I want to help these students.  However, I do not need 
to work and do not know if I will continue working if these necessities to health and safety are not 
going to be met.  I say this respectfully.  It is a huge concern to many!  Thank you! 
Rehab old schools!  

 
 
N/A 
Fix your infrastructure- take care of those who take care of the kids-  quit playing politics and forget 
optics  

 
 
 
 
 
This education system relies on teachers doing work outside of work hours. We should have a raise 
that reflects that we are all putting in extra work.  
raises 
Give Student Assistant Team Chairpeople an increase for the work they perform for our students.  
Move towards an overall increase for educators. 
N/A 



 
 
 
 
Training's for Teacher on How to do their PDP's(Evaluations) 

 
 
Pay teachers more and give each teacher a yearly supply budget  
Raises are always nice.  

 
 
 
NA 
After school activities and clubs. Keep students on campus longer and help them stay engaged in their 
school work.  
na 
Smaller class sizes not just barely meeting the state requirements 

 
Let schools submit for a dire need. Cookie cutter approaches rarely work.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
People over programs 

 
Summer school is needed for many students.  We need to do the K-3+ programs during the summer.   

 
None 
Money should be spent on the workers, not on administration. 

 
I think I've said my piece. 

 
None at this time 
Start with the schools that need it most, then work outward.   

 
Fix our old, unhealthy, dangerous building so we can teach.  

 
 
 
N/A 
Internet 



Quit building new multiuse buildings, and FIX and UPGRADE our CURRENT SCHOOLS 

 
Staffing for nursing and counseling, please.  
Pay our employees MORE! We will continue to lose staff if this is not addressed. 
I feel like if nothing is done so many great teachers will leave.  

 
 
 
APS needs to do better for our staff and students.  

 
 
Other:Pay out sick leave at retirement. 

 
Teacher shortage! Sub shortage!  Give retention pay to teachers and subs. 
We need more people at our school to help with students. EA's, tutors ect. We always seem short 
staffed. 

 
 
 
 
 
Supplies 
Keep classes small, hire more support staff to help with interventions,  hire more IA's to support 
combo classes, first year teachers, primary teachers.  
More oversight so any fraud and waste does not go on for years... 
Better pay may attract teachers, EA and other staff. Perhaps additional compensation for EA's 
working in sped or district programs.   

 
 
 
 
Recruiting and retention is essential, we are loosing good teachers.  
Please figure out the drinking situation at schools.  All of these plastic water bottles are a such a 
waste.  Keep lunches free! 

 
N/A 
Plexiglass barriers, heaters for winter, air purifiers, better on-site cleaning/disinfecting, enhanced pay 
for hard-to-fill teaching positions in Special Education and for English Language Learners, enhanced 
pay/living wage for EAs, money for curriculum that is provided to each site for their individualized 
needs, viable remote learning options for medically fragile students for whom ECademy is not 
appropriate, buses for every student to a staffed site for students in District Programs, more money 
and fewer rules about how students can qualify for remediated reading and math programs. 



Educational Assistant's base salary should be higher and or be incremented more. This will help with 
the retention and long-term Educational Assistants.'  I feel that Educational Assistants are under 
appreciated and under paid. We are the pillars of the APS education system. 

 
It should go to directly effect students. 
none, thank you. 

 
No 

 
N/A 

 
Schools need shade structures & upgraded playground structures  

 
 
Push for a public audit because they do not know how they are spending money and it all needs to be 
more transparent.  

 
 
We need to make sure more money is getting to our schools to directly support our students. While 
there is no doubt that some structure is needed, especially in a district as large as APS, we need to be 
mindful to ensure that proper funding is finding its way to where it matters most - the school and 
classroom where it impacts the students most. 

 
 
 
We could use some paper towels and soap. And a raise. 
Spending priorities ought to also include ongoing training and support of special education staff. 

 
 
 
$2000 raise for teachers that stay in the district 3 years and a $2000 raise for each 3 years after that.   
Retro pay for current teachers.       there are less and less people that want to teach, you will need to 
do something to keep the quality teachers in the district.  I am thinking of leaving, after 10 years in 
APS, for a more lucrative, less responsible, job.    I cannot support my family with my teaching income.      
its great to change the world, but it isnt great when you cant put food on the dinner plate.   

 
 
I value paying people who work directly with children.  After four short weeks into this school year, it 
is evident that we need more staff members to support students.  

 
 
 
 
Due to insurance premiums going up, teachers need a raise. Also due to the fact that we have to get a 
MA to get a raise is sad. This means more school loan debt.  



None at this time. 
Safety enhancement on a campus means more than just locked doors and secured entrances/exits. 
We need to look at safe drop of zones, designated visitor spaces, and secure staff parking areas. 
Lighting at some sites is a problem, as is enter and egress. We also need to consider using our 
facilities at some sites to offer adult education courses about all that APS has to offer. 
Coaching staffs for school teams keep on getting smaller and smaller.  Sports are necessary for the 
proper development of future leaders.  We need to pay coaches competitive salaries so we don't lose 
them.  Stop stealing money that is supposed to go to our children's coaches.  Union leadership, stop 
letting them do it! 

 
No, thank you.  
I would like the district to encourage—via budgetary provisions—more off-campus educational 
experiences for our students.  I don't think a teacher's decision to take her students to a museum for 
a field trip, for example, should be contingent upon whether or not she can procure funding from her 
principal or get donations from parents.  I'd like an office in the district to directly fund teacher field 
trips.  The office could provide full funding for the best proposals (those that met all pre-determined 
criteria), and perhaps partial funding for worthwhile, but not the best, proposals. 

 
 
We need to have safe/functional building s and qualified staff to provide wrap around services to our 
students and,ideally, to their families if we want long term success. 
Extending the school year is NOT the answer. Research doesn't support that adding extra days to the 
school calendar results in higher test scores. Kids and staff need to  rest and recover over the summer 
break. 

 
First and foremost, fix the HVAC system and grid necessary to support the needs of the district. Invest 
in initiatives to address the complex social emotional needs of our students, their families and APS 
staff.   
Raise for APS employees 
We are still navigating a pandemic and many staff and students are still in crisis mode. We should not 
be focused on adopting any new curriculum as it diverts time, attention, and funding to less 
important endeavors. Time, attention, and funding should be focused solely on the needs of this year 
while we are continuing to navigate this pandemic. Ie. SEL, counselors, nursing staff, HVAC systems, 
funding for individual materials for students and classrooms, PPE for staff and students, and cleaners.  

 
Teachers should not be living on welfare when they have spend their lives helping others.  

 
Small class sizes, more interventionists. 
Actual mitigation efforts like lower class sizes, masks that fit students' faces, internet that works 
reliably in our buildings, real HVAC upgrades (for safety and so that classrooms aren't too hot to 
work/learn in). 
There should be long-term goals, but short-term solutions need to be in place also. There should 
never again be extremely hot (or cold) classrooms. People should prioritized and 
materials/supplies/"stuff" needs to be balanced. 

 
 



n/a 

 
There should be a committee that includes teachers, to address how spending should occur.  

 
 
Textbooks must be on the spending priority list also. In the absence of chromebooks and internet and 
other online resources, textbook is the one thing that can be available for everyone.  

 
 
 
APS wastes an enormous amount of money on different programs and initiative and materials for 
these programs and initiatives and then they are short lived and they buy another program, initiative, 
or idea.  I think they need to consult teachers to see what would be worth purchasing and stop 
wasting money. 

 
 
APS needs to think about their employees for a change. We can't help the kids if we can't breath. APs 
towers can't help the kids if we are all gone.  

 
APS must invest in the infrastructure needed to teach and learn.  HVAC and internet are not luxuries 
any more.  This is 2022 not 1922.   

 
 
Thank you. 
Air scrubbers need to be installed in the cafeteria where all students are in close contact eating w o 
masks on.   

 
Don't waste this chance with more skill and drill mindset. We can't teach faster to get out of this. 
Teacher salaries need to be more competitive, and teachers should be paid what they are worth so 
New Mexico can draw teachers here. 

 
I want to see a spending graph on where, who, what this money is going to.  TRANSPARENCY is 
MANDATORY in APS and too much gets put in the wrong people's pockets 
OSHA should be investigating these inhumane conditions. Any other business would have been shut 
down by now. 

 
 
 
n/a 
Student Loan support as well as any other supports we can provide to teachers to increase retention.  
Too many kids in one class, too few resources for teachers, they burn out and we don't have enough 
teachers. Please put less kids in a class.  Thanks 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
I believe spending of covid monies should be considered to hire EA's that can go into each elementary 
classroom to help teachers with small group instruction and behavior issues. This will aid in getting 
the students back on track.  
My priority is not someone else's debt.  Student loans should not be a part of this. 
When I left the classroom, I lost the bilingual stipend that I was paid.  I continue to use my bilingual 
skills with students and families.  It is not equitable.  All personal who have language skills should be 
compensated for using them.  It does take additional time to prepare presentations, documents, and 
hold meetings in more than one language.   The pandemic has increased the need for translation.   
(APS has enough buildings.) 

 
Special ed teachers should be paid more. We are beyond over worked and understaffed this year. 
Everyone in the SPED department at my school is stepping up to do everything we can for our special 
ed students.   We are under appreciated and valued by administration and deserve to be paid more 
for the insane amount of work we are doing this year.     

 
Personal reimbursement for single use air conditioning and space heaters is an inappropriate use of 
public funds.  APS is responsible for maintaining their buildings and needs to hire the staff or contract 
with outside companies to be able to do so. 

 
Money needs to be appropriated for more in the class teachers. 
Please take time to really think about my response in #8. Public education doesn't work without 
teachers, and teachers will continue to leave in waves because they are underpaid, overworked, and 
undervalued. Yet they are typically made out as the "bad guys". It's a lot of weight to carry. Paying 
teachers their worth would help change that tune.  

 
 
The above suggested community projects. 

 
 
Stop spending millions on evaluation and state testing and start spending on counselors/social 
workers who AREN'T the testing coordinator!!!! 

 
 
 
Thank you! Appreciate you!  

 
 
1. All schools that need it must have updated heating and cooling systems.   2. Cleaning all the HVAC 
systems in the schools.  The air quality is horrible is some and smells like mildew or mold.    2. Money 



allocated for SEL, Mental Health and General Education Social Workers in every school.   3. New 
technology for educators that works effectively and consistently.   

 
 
 
No one who works full time should be able to receive federal assistance like SNAP Benefits.  Pay 
people a living wage. 

 
 
HVAC 
Thank you for focusing on issues we have had for  YEARS. 

 
Low income kiddos need supplies and materials for all classes.  This is just basic school supplies and 
lab supplies for science.  Teachers spend incredible amounts of their own money to just support their 
students with basic materials to do day to day activities.  We need resources for these kids who won't 
come forward for help. 

 
 
 
 
 
The use of Federal monies to cure all our problems is a one time fix.  It would be wiser to use the 
money to put the district ahead of the technological curve (for all students) and work on a longer 
lasting plan to make the district stable for the long term. 

 
 
I appreciate being given a chance to offer suggestions and would like to see a graph of how all of us 
have answered this survey. 

 
Stop spending on projects that APS has close, friendly relationships with. 

 
Spend it on salaries. We have enough "stuff," including an 11 million dollar reading program that 
nobody uses.  

 
Buildings and salaries must be improved 
We need PPE. I called my office to request more masks and was told we only get one box per year! 
These are adult masks for 5-7 year old children who often forget, lose, break, chew on and sneeze in 
their masks if they even bring one to school. We need way more masks and cleaning supplies as well 
as child-sized masks. I shouldn’t have to be tying masks around student’s ears just to get them to fit. 
Teachers, social workers, school counselors, nurses, and other professionals should be able to attend 
conferences and those conferences should be paid by APS. 
We have to invest in our staff.  
Is a $1 raise for teacher salaries per yr really a raise?  
Finally asking those of us in schools and classrooms 



Officials need to visit school campus: see the environment we are expecting our students to learn in, 
talk to the educators who face these challenges daily, and be prepared to reinvent the wheel. What 
we are doing has lots of room for growth...let's not settle for status quo.    

 
Purchase the science curriculum that was voted on, not the mess of the online component that is 
incomplete and useless. 
Hire the right people to do the work so they do not miss used it. 
No 

 
Teachers are doing more than one job (in person and still heavily remote/tech driven given the high 
numbers of quarantined kids and the instability caused by the pandemic). There should be 
recognition and/or compensation for the additional labor.  

 
teacher raises  

 
N/A 

 
Thank you  
Please invest in improving school meals for all students. In order to grow and learn, children require 
nutritious food. Also please feed high school students appropriate portion sizes. They need more food 
than elementary aged students.  
N/A 

 
 
With so many needs, I hope legislators will put their words into action and better fund our public 
schools!   
What are other states doing that are more successful?   

 
Bigger raises for teachers. 
Please consider looking at year-round calendars instead of extended days. Everyone (students and 
staff) are exhausted!  Give them more time to adjust and learn with more cool off times to 
decompress. 

 
All school need assistance to help address unfinished learning. This includes school that are not Title 
1. Non Title 1 schools have received little additional funding to address learning.  

 
Paying teachers isn't even listed as an option for funds and yet should be the single highest priority. 
Without teachers schools do not function. 
Take care of students and teachers first  

 
Dont pay yourself first. Look at who education is about. Students & teachers 
Better PD for staff 

 
We need paid EAs in the classrooms; not Volunteers. People need to be paid for their vital work. 



IT IS TIME TO BREAK UP APS. We cannot continue to work in these conditions. I am actively seeking a 
career change after 25 years of teaching. It is just sad. 

 
 
Our son is at Albuquerque High. It takes 20 minutes to drop him off. 
Fix our outdated building especially HVAC systems.  
Equitable Internet!! If we all have to teach on Chromebooks but the wifi won't let the students 
interact with them how can we even be effective? Wifi needs to be improved in all of the schools 
especially schools with over 2000 students like mine.  

 
 
 
IGS2 students and staff that get paid to care for these students, they need to be included in all the 
opportunities such as tutoring after school, summer school, or day programs, or RGEC for students in 
IGS2 
Interior exterior paint  
More money in the classroom and paying teachers for all the hours they work.  
Lets not keep spending money on the white towers and the admin of those towers. Time to take care 
of our schools and our students.  

 
 
 
The feasibility of working out a way to pay students to go to school? Just seems like in a capitalist 
society those that have money have access and everyone else is barely surviving. Increasing teacher 
and EA and other supportive staff pay is vital as well, but I want to advocate for my students who are 
forced to work full time and are being taken advantage of by their employers 
More teachers 

 
In an effort to make APS more equitable…do schools like West Mesa and AHS have the same 
resources as La Cueva? How can we make this possible? I am the Yearbook teacher at New Futures 
high school-and we have ZERO budget for yearbooks, something La Cueva students don’t even have 
to think about. 
HVAC!!! 

 
Teacher aides, nurses, counselors, support staff all need real raises. Also M&O needs to get with the 
times and retire anyone who can't work on modern equipment and leaves work orders sit for months 
on end. New buildings quickly degrade because of lack of technical expertise and training on modern 
HVAC systems. Yes they are union brothers and sisters but the whole department needs to be 
revitalized with new blood and actual expertise.  

 
 
Put the money into teachers and technology. 
No 

 
 



Many of our students are currently homeless. What can we do to help the community recover? 

 
 
 
 
Our focus at APS should be the teachers and students not the district office personnel. 

 
APS needs a writing program in elementary school. Expand the kindergarten playgrounds to include a 
tricycle path. Have school sites prepare healthy, tasty, seasoned, and homemade meals that children 
want to eat. 

 
None  
no 

 
Better food for our kids.  
The facilities at LCHS for the orchestra are awful. We rehearse in a room that was supposed to be for 
choir storage. You have to go through another room to get to mine and the room is too small for my 
program. We have almost no storage and I'm tired of not having room for my ever-growing program.  

 
 
I would like to see an actual increase in pay that is not taken by insurance. I have difficulty making 
ends meet on a teacher salary but can't afford another job because of the hours I keep to support my 
students. 
Please actually fix these problems instead of putting bandaids on them! 

 
Provide better wifi to schools and students.l  

 
Spending priorities should most affect our most marginalized students. The focus should be those 
students in particular.  

 


